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COLLEGE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1975-1977 
DIRECTORY FOR CORRESPONDENCE 
The College in General. ............. ... ......................... ....... ... ....... The PrtSidal 
Curriculum and Faculty ........................ .. ............ . The Dean of the Col. 
Admission to the College ............................... The Director of Admlssloal 
Student Life ................................................................ The Dean of Studmts 
Institutional Finance and 
Planning .................................... The Director of Finance and Plannl 
Fees and Other Busines 
Matters ......... .................... ................................................... The Controllrr 
Alumni Interests ....................................... The Director of Alumni Affaln 
Information Services, 
Publications ................................ The Director of Information Strvka 
Registration, Student Academic Record , and 
Summer Session .................................................................. The Registrar 
Gifts, Grants, and 
Bequests .......................... .. ........................ The Di rector of Developmcm 
Scholarships and Other Financial 
Aid .......... : ................................................ The Director of Financial Aid 
The mailing address is : Wofford College, Spartanburg, South Carolina 
29301. 
The telephone number i : (803) 585 -4821. 
Parents, students, alumni, and friend are cordially invited to visit 
the campus, and may inquire at DuPre Administration Building or 
Burwell Campus Center for information and assistance. 
Wolford Coll<g< rts<rv<S th< right to m•k< ch•nj!t'S in It c•i<ndar. r<gulatlom. ft't'S and rxprMn- '" .._ 
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January 
February 
February 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR FOR 1975-76 
FIRST SEMESTER 
2-5 Tuesday-Friday - Pre- e sion Faculty Work hop and 
Committee Meeting 
5 Friday - Faculty Meeting 
7 Sunday - Residence Hall Open 
7-9 Sunday-Tuesday - Orientation for New Students 
9 Tuesday - Registration for New Students 
10 Wednesday - Registration for Returning Students 
11 Thursday - Classes Begin at 8:00 a.m. 
19 Friday - Last Day for Drop-Add and Late Registration 
24 Friday - Mid-semester Grading Period Ends 
10-14 Monday-Friday - Interim and Spring Semester 
Registration 
26 Wednesday - Thanksgiving Holidays Begin at 5 :30 
p.m. 
Monday - Thanksgiving Holidays End ; Cla ses 
Begin at 8 :00 a.m. 
12 Friday - Last Day of First Semester Classes 
15-19 Monday-Friday - First Semester Final Examina-
tions 
15-18 Monday-Thursday - First Semester Final 
Examinations at Converse College 
19 Friday - Holidays Begin after Final Examinations 
INTERIM 
I I Sunday - Residence Halls Open 
12 Monday - Interim Begins 
6 Friday - Last Day of Interim 
SECOND SEMESTER 
8 Sunday - Residence Halls Open 
9 Monday - Classes Begin at 8:00 a.m. 
18 Wednesday - Last Day for Drop-Add and Late 
Registration 
3 
ber 
19 Friday - Mid-semester Grading Period Ends 
19 Friday - Spring Holidays Begin at 5 :30 p.m. 
29 Monday - Spring Holidays End ; Classes Begin at 
8:00 a.m. 
14 Friday - Last Day of Second Seme ter Classes 
17-21 Monday-Friday - Second Seme ter Final Examina-
tions 
17-20 Monday-Thursday - Second Seme ter Final Examina-
tions at Converse College 
22-23 Saturday-Sunday - Commencement Activities 
SUMMER SCHOOL 1976 
7 Monday - First Term Begins 
9 Friday - First Term Ends 
12 Monday - Second Term Begins 
13 Friday - Second Term Ends 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR FOR 1976-77 
1-3 
3 
5 
5-7 
7 
8 
9 
17 
22 
8-12 
24 
FIRST SEMESTER 
Wednesday-Friday - Pre-session Faculty Workshop and 
Committee Meetings 
Friday - Faculty Meeting 
Sunday - Residence Halls Open 
Sunday-Tuesday - Orientation for New Students 
Tuesday - Registration for New Students 
Wednesday - Registration for Returning Students 
Thursday - Classes Begin at 8:00 a.m. 
Friday - Last Day for Drop-Add and Late 
Registration 
Friday - Mid-semester Grading Period Ends 
Monday-Friday - Interim and Spring Semester 
Registration 
Wednesday - Thanksgiving Holidays Begin at 5 :30 
p.m. 
5 
29 Monday - Thanksgiving Holidays End ; Classes 
Begin at 8 :00 a.m. 
December 10 Friday - Last Day of First Semester Clas e 
13 -17 Monday-Friday - First Semester Final Examina-
tions 
13-16 Monday-Thursday - Fir t Seme ter Final 
Examinations at Conver e College 
17 Friday - Holidays Begin after Final Examinations 
1977 INTERIM 
January 9 Sunday - Residence Halls Open 
10 Monday - Interim Begins 
QJ 
February 4 Friday - Last Day of Interim 
~ SECOND SEMESTER February 6 Sunday - Residence Halls Open QJ 7 Monday - Classe Begin at 8 :00 a.m. 
-
16 Wednesday - Last Day for Drop-Add and Late 
-0 Registration 
u 
March 18 Friday - Mid- emester Grading Period End 
(Spring Holidays to coincide with those of 
Spartanburg District 7 Schools) 
May 13 Friday - Last Day of Second Semester Classes QJ 
.c 16-20 Monday-Friday - Second Semester Final Examina-tions 
16-19 Monday-Thursday - Second Seme ter Final Examina-
tions at Converse College 
t-
21 -22 Saturday-Sunday - Commencement Activities 
SUMMER SCHOOL 1977 
June 6 Monday - First Term Begins 
July 8 Friday - First Term Ends 
11 Monday - Second Term Begins 
August 12 Friday - Second Term Ends 
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AIMS OF THE COLLEGE 
The purpose of Wofford College is to function as a liberal arts in· 
stitution of superior quality. Its chief concern is the development of an 
intellectual. spiritual. and aesthetic atmosphere in which serious and in· 
quiring minds of students and faculty alike will be challenged to a com· 
mon search for truth and freedom, wherever that earch may lead, and 
in which each person may become aware of his own individual worth 
while aspiring to high standards of learning and morality. 
In such an environment all members of the Wofford community 
should develop intellectual curiosity, independence of thought, maturity 
of judgment. self-discipline. religious faith , and moral character so that 
they will be ever sensitive to the duties and respon ibilities of good 
citizenship and render effective leadership and generous service to the 
communities in which they live. 
This concept of liberal education is in harmony with the ideals of 
the United Methodist Church, to which the college is related, and 
should lead to a Christian philosophy of life amon all wl:\! ti.lei: ~wi. 
Adoptrd by th< F•nllty, Stpt<mb<r 10, 1965. and th< Board or Trust<n. Octob<r 5, 1965 
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE 
The Reverend Benjamin Wofford, a local minister of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South, died in the town of Spartanburg. s. c.. 
December 2, 1850. He left in his will a legacy of one hundred thouslnd 
dollars to the South Carolina Conference "for the purpose of establlshlnt 
and endowing a college for literary, classical. and scientific education. to 
be located in my native district, Spartanburg." One-half of the ltgKy 
was to be laid aside as a permanent endowment. 
A charter was given by the Legislature of South Carolina, Dtctmbtt 
6, 1851 . Suitable buildings having been erected, a president and 
professors were elected November 24, 1853, and the College was opened 
August 1, 1854 with three faculty members and seven students. Siner 
that time it has never been suspended, though for a period during thr 
Civil War it was not above the grade of a classical school. At the cloa 
of the war, college classes were again organized. 
The donation by Benjamin Wofford was exceptionally large at thr 
time it was made. No Methodist in America had given so large an 
amount to religious or educational objectives. The will of the founder 
was clear, so that no difficulty or doubt has arisen in carrying out Its 
few details. 
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LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS 
The College is loca ted in the ci ty of Spartanburg, which. with an 
altitude of nearly 900 feet po ses es an unu ually healthful climate. 
Spartanburg has also been long noted as a community with an excep-
tional ocial, intellectual. and religiou atmosphere. Though a modern 
commercial city, it till retain the cultural advantage of a college c m-
munity, offeri ng from time to time opportunities for hearing out tanding 
leaders of the nation in the intellectual and artistic world. 
BUILDINGS 
Wofford College is proud of it physical plant, which includes thirty-
five building , a stadium, several playing field , and other athletic 
facilitie . In the pa t few yea r . even new structures. including the 
rhree-level Sandor Teszler Library, the Burwell Carnpu Center. and 
\\uee re idence ha\\s which c ntain individual \eeping-studyin.,K room . 
have been built . Several other buildings have been completely 
m:onstructed. 
The College campu con ist of ab ut seventy-five acre . 
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The Sandor Te zler Library i a three-level, air-conditioned building 
with seating accommodations for 385 readers. The building ha been in 
.rrvlce since the fall of 1969. On March 27, 1971 . the library wa 
dedicated and named for Sandor Teszler, a well -kn wn textile leader. 
There are more than 125,000 volumes in the general collection . in-
cluding bound journal and microfilmed material . The library regularly 
m:elves about 845 periodicals and newspaper and maintain exten i e 
blck files of journal for re earch. Books and journals are acqui red and 
maintained to support the College' curricula. 
In addition to the general collections there are approximately 5,000 
wotumes in the library's specia l collection . including important ch larly 
books of the 16th and 17th centurie . Checkli ts of portions of thi 
t'Ollectlon have been publi hed and the material are becoming known 
and more accessible to cholar . 
Also housed in the library are the Wofford College Archi es. and the 
m:ords and historical material of the South Carolina Conference of the 
United Methodist Church. 
The various department of the library are under the supervi ion of 
professional librarians, who are available to assi t library users in 
locating material and in fully utilizing the library' resources. 
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STUDENT AND PERSONNEL POLICY 
Wofford College accept tudent and employ faculty and staff per-
onnel olely upon their qualification . There i no di crimination on the 
ba i of race, color. or national origin. 
ACCREDITATION 
WofC rd College i fully accredited by the outhern A ociation of 
c liege and School and i a member of everal other recognized 
a o iation and accrediting agencie . 
PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY 
Wofford i one of two private college in outh Carolina with a 
chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. The College wa granted it Charter in 
Augu t. 1940. The Wofford Chapter, Beta of ou th Carolina, was in-
talled in January, 1941 . Eligibility for member hip in the Phi Beta Kap-
pa o iety i based upon cholarly achievement . high character. and 
pe ial ex tracurricular intellectual attainment . 
DEGREES 
The Colle •e grant the degree of Bachelor of Art and Bachelor of 
Science. The College al o confer appropriate honorary degrees. 
THE CURRICULUM 
A a liberal art college, Wofford doe n t provide for a specialized 
education, but ffer in tead a broader, general educati n, with the op-
portunity for the tudent to achieve a degree of experti e in one field. 
After completing the "core" or general-education requirement . students 
at Wofford can major in one of everal field : accounting, biology, 
hemistry, economic , Engli h 'tanguage and literature, foreign 
languages, g vernment , hi tory, humanities, in terdepartmental. 
mathematic , philo ophy, phy ic . p ychol gy, religion. and sociology. 
Study i al o po sible in five field in which majors are not offered: 
education, eol gy, military cience, fine art , and phy ical education. 
Furthermore. Wofford tudents may elect to complete majors at nearby 
Converse College in everal area not a ailable at Wofford: e.g., art, 
mu ic (liberal art ), theatre. cla sic , etc. 
Student at Wofford may take certain combinations of course which 
will prepare them for certification to teach in public econdary schools. 
and for admis ion into graduate cho 1 and chool of law, medicine. 
veterina ry medicine, denti try, engineering, or theology. 
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The College recognizes that it lated purp e require it tudent 
(I) to acquire knowledge f them elve , their en ironment , and man' 
in ti tuti n and relationship ; (2) to develop competence in the u e of 
the tool and technique for learning ; and (3) to di cover a genuine ze t 
and motivation for learning throughout their live . The di tincti e 
feature of a Wof~ rd education is that it deal with attitude and value . 
as well a with facts and kills, in an atmo phere f Chri tian communi-
ty. Wofford has mod ified it pr grams to include new and rele ant 
material and approache , but there ha been little, if any. change in 
Wofford's concept of the purpo e of and the reason for a liberal educa -
tion. 
The academic year at Wofford i divided int three part : a fall 
semester of four month ; an Interim, which occupie a wint r month 
between the two seme ter ; and a spring eme ter of four month 
THE INTERIM 
The Interim program at Wofford free each fa cult y member and 
each tudent from man of the usua l cla commitment of the eme ter 
and permit each to concentrate for a month on a ingle project of hi 
choosing. Interim pr ~ect are de igned to move beyond traditional 
classroom cour e and teaching method , to on ider important topi in 
relevant way and place , to ob erve i ue in a tion, to develop 
capacitie for independent learning, and to encourage the re pon ible 
self-direction of educati nal development. 
In the eme ter , tudent and faculty take part in an educational 
program that eek to emb dy and build upon the be t accepted and 
proved tradition for offering and obtaining a liberal education. While 
that it elf of cour e involve con iderable u e of new material and new 
approache at Wofford, the Interim program ha innovation and experi-
ment as it keynotes. The Interim permits and encourages teacher and 
student to explore the new and untried, and in o doing to run ri k 
that cannot be ju tified in the eme ter . 
Each of the e approache has it particular merits. Their combination 
at Wofford offer tudent and faculty the benefit of both. 
Upon ucce fut completion of an approved Interim project. the tu-
dent i awarded four hour of credit toward graduation. The "grade" 
designation of Pa with Honor , Pas , and o Credit are u ed in noting 
the quality of each tudent' Interim work, and th is tern of evalua-
tion, a well a the general philo ophy of the Interim, allow tudents to 
participate in Interim proje t for which they may not have full 
backgr und, without incurring great ri k of damaging the o er-all pic-
ture of their academic performance. The required credit C r Interim par-
ticipation for which the tudent has received o Credit 'may be made up 
I I 
through special summer projects, during the cour e of which no other 
academic work may be undertaken. 
In general, ati factory participation in one Interim project for each 
of a tudent' year of full-time academic work at Wofford i a require-
ment for graduation. • 
• ~.In .1 lly~.t h nm.lent mu,1 fldrtlclpa 1r .;.uccc .. .,fully In ont lntrrlm projrn for edCh t\\ tnty ~·\·en 1ien'K"t0lrr houn ,,, 
rh 11 tdrn1 lhrtlUtch our~ work dl Wofford. or onr prnjrn for td h yr.ir nf dCddt'mk work hrrr fm 1 hc~ "il lklt'nl~ w o romp rte." dll nur\C:"·wnrk requlrt"mrnl., di Wofford In thrtt yr.ir' ' 
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION PROGRAM 
. The . Freshman Orientation Program ha three unifying themes: 
Orientation to the academic world - e pecially as it exi ts at Wofford ; 
orienta tion to the world of work - with empha i on the relationship 
of Wofford's academic program to career ; orientation to the problems 
of the world and the ways in which academic and career impinge on 
tho e problem . 
T~e program i coordinated by the director of the career coun eling, 
planrnng, and placement center, who in turn enlist support from the 
a~ademi~ departments, other admini trative area . and communi ty agen-
Cles. Policy ~ r the program i set by the faculty committee on the 
Freshman Orientation Program. 
The Freshman Orientation Program i a part of the academic 
requirement for freshmen. Two seme ter hour of credit may be earned 
by succe fully participating in two eme ter of the program. 
ARMY RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS 
Enrollment in ROTC i entirely voluntary. Applicant mu t take a 
physical examination prior to enrollment in the advanced course. Both 
the ba ic cour e and the advanced cour e tre s the development of 
leader hip ability. 
BASIC COURSE 
The Basic Cour e i general in nature and i intended to provide the 
student with a ba ic knowledge of the functions, re ponsibilities, 
organizations, and history of the Army. It also provides the tudent with 
some of the ba ic kills that a soldier normally acquire during Basic 
Training. There i no military obligation incurred as a re ult of enrolling 
in the Ba ic Cour e. 
ADV AN CED COURSE 
The Advanced Cour e is more comprehen ive and detailed in scope 
than the Ba ic Cour e. It prep<}re the student for the re pon ibilities 
and obligations he incurs when commi sioned a Second Lieutenant. Ad· 
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mission to the Advanced Cour e i very electi e and highly competitive ; 
all who apply are not alway accepted. The Army pay each cadet a 
monthly all wance of $I 00.00 for participating in the Advanced 
Course. T_he student mu t accept a military ervice bligation to enroll 
in the Advanced Cour e. 
ROTC ACTIVITIES 
Jn addition to normal classroom and leader hip laboratory activitie 
the ROTC ha everal extracurricular activitie that it sponsor . The e 
activitie include the ROTC Rifle Team, the Morgan Rifle Drill Team, 
the ROTC Band. and a chapter of the Nati nal Military Honor ociety of 
Scabbard and Blade. 
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS 
The academic program offered at Wofford are supplemented by a 
cooperative er ss-regi tration arrangement recently developed between 
Wofford and neighboring Conver e College. Jn permitting tudent at 
both in tituti n to regi ter on a pace-available basi for certain cour e 
offered at the other college the number and type of cour e available to 
student are con. idera6{y increa ed. efficienc u e o( educati na( re ource 
is developed, and a fuller relationship between two college of imilar 
purpose i fo rered. 
Wofford tudent al may enroll in maj r program at Conver e 
College which are not offered at Wofford . The po ibilitie include 
applied art, art hi tory, cla ic. comprehen ive ience, contemporary 
humanities, elementary education, medical technology, music, pecial 
education, teaching f the deaf. and theatre. Similarly, Con erse tudent 
may enroll in Wofford major programs not offered at Conver e. 
In addition, Wofford ha joined in c operative program with Spar-
tanburg Methodist College in the area of law enforcement education, 
with the Medical University of South Carolina in a joint curriculum 
leading to both the B.S. and M.D. degree in five calendar years. and 
with Columbia University, Georgia Institute of Technology. and Clem on 
University in two-degree five-year curricula in liberal arts and 
engineering. 
Further information on cooperative programs is available elsewhere in 
the catalog or in the office of the Registrar or of the Dean of the College. 
FOREIGN STUDY OPPORTUNITIES 
In general. carefully planned programs of foreign tudy have been 
very successful and are highly recommended. Therefore, the College will 
permit a qualified student to study abroad (preferably in the Junior 
13 
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year) whenever it i felt that the tudent will benefit from uch an op-
portunity. 
Wofford ha establi hed with Univer idad Ibero-Americana. Mexico 
City, a program under which qualified Wofford tudent may undertake 
a semester of tudie at that in titution at generally no extra co t to 
them. 
\n additi n, a number f programs for stud abroad pons red b 
co\\eges ther than Woff rd are open t UT tudent . \n the pa t . Wof-
ford student in the e program have tudied in cotland. Au tria . 
France, Spain, Mexico, and Germany. 
A tudent contemplating such a pr gram f tudy mu t con ult the 
i.egi.strar and the Dean of the C \\ege at W ff rd. \he ?C \\\ com e 'In 
wh\ch the student p\an to tudy must be approved by the Dean and the 
c\\a\rman f the department \n wh\ch the tudent \ ma) r\ng. After the 
student's grades have been evaluated by the Regi trar and Dean, a 
much a thirty seme ter hour of credit may be granted for a year of 
full-time acceptable work. Proportionate credit will be granted for le 
\\\an foll-ti.me "" r~ . 
Vari u other opportunitie for foreign tudy are available to Wof-
ford student and the College encourage parti ipation in them a well : 
(I) The Wofford Interim program, which ha in vol ed tudent in 
study project in many countrie throughout the world. 
(2) The In titute of Mediterranean Studie . with which Wofford i 
associated and which spon or archaeol gical eminars in the Mediterra-
nean area. Up to ix eme ter hour of credit may be earned through 
this program. Further information may be obtained from the chairman 
or the religion department. 
(3) The even-week summer e sion at the University of Graz. Graz, 
Austria, sp nsored jointly by Wofford and everal other college wh are 
members of the A ociation of College and Uni er itie for 
lnternational-Intercultural Studie (ACUIIS). In thi program, Wofford 
students are afforded the unu ual opportunity of pending a ummer f 
study and travel in Eur pe while at the ame time earning up to nine 
semester hour of credit. 
SUMMER SESSION 
Each year che urnrner Se ion ac Wofford begins in earfy June and 
ends in rnid-Augu t. The Se ion i conducted in two term f five 
weeks each, with the specific dates for 1976 and 1977 indicated in the 
academic calendar appearing in thi catalog. For further information 
consult the Regi trar. 
PURPOSES 
Some purpose. of dJe Su0707er Sr. t7n ar e.-
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I. To ffer through a cooperative program with Clemson University, 
graduate credit cour es on the Wofford campu that may be used for 
teacher certification or applied toward graduate degree . 
2. To provide teacher with opportunities to take undergraduate 
cour e-work for certification. 
3. To allow both college student and recently graduated high school 
tudent an opportunity to accelerate their work toward earning a 
bachelor' de ree. 
4. To permit high cho 1 rising seniors to take college cour e during 
the summer and receive college credit for the e cour e . 
5. To encourage pre ently enrolled college tudent to make up any 
deficiencie they may have incurred . 
CREDITS 
Cour es are given five period a week, Monday through Friday, 
during each term and carry credit of three or four eme ter hours each. 
The length of the cla e sions is one hour and forty minutes. The 
maximum credit a tudent may earn during a term is seven emester 
hour . 
Vari u tate board of education have different rule for granting 
profe sional credit toward teachers' certificate , and teachers should 
acquaint them elve with the e rule before enrolliRg in the summer 
cour e . The State Department of Education in S uth Carolina has made 
a complete revision of certification requirement . The new requirements 
pecify in some detail the educational training for certification. It should 
be noted that these requirement include pr fe sional course in educa-
tion and pecialized training in content or ubject matter. 
During the Wofford Summer Ses ion certain graduate cour es will be 
offered with credit given by Clem on University. Intere ted persons 
hould consult the Wof~ rd Summer Se sion catalog for additional infor· 
mat ion. 
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The offices of the Deans and the Registrar exerci e general supervi· 
sion of the student personnel program. Services provided through the 
admissions office, the residence halls, counseling and advising, extra· 
classroom activities, health facilities, and the center for career 
counseling, planning, and placement, all exist to meet the needs and 
develop the capacities of the student. 
The student activities program is coordinated by the Campus Union 
through the office of the Dean of Students. All funds for tudent ac· 
tivities are allocated through the Campus Union. The Student Affairs 
Committee, composed of faculty and students, approve and regulates all 
student organizations. 
ORIENTATION 
The Dean of Students is the director of the orientation of new and 
transfer students. The program is planned by an orientation committet 
consisting of faculty and student member . 
Every new and transfer student will receive a letter informing him 
of the date and time he is expected to arrive on campus, as well as 
specific instructions about what to bring and where to report for the 
required orij!ntation program. During this orientation period, new 
students become acquainted with each other, and with student leaders, 
faculty members, faculty advisors, the curriculum, campus facilities, and 
the College traditions, standards, and policies. 
In the summer prior to his entering Wofford, each new student is 
required to be on the campus, on one of several alternative dates, for 
pre-orientation activities and a full day of pre-entrance testing, whose 
results are used for advising, counseling, and course-placement purposes. 
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING PROGRAM 
CENTER FOR CAREER COUNSELING, PLANNING, 
AND PLACEMENT 
Both as a response to the increasing need of students for career 
guidance and in recognition of the importance of relating the unlqUt 
qualities of liberal arts education to the world of work and careers, 
Wofford has developed a Center for Career Counseling, Planning. and 
Placement. 
The Center offers these services : 
I. Provides career guidance and counseling for Wofford students and 
potential Wofford students; 
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2. Performs ba ic placement functions for students, new graduates, 
and alumni ; 
3. Coordinates cooperative work-study programs in the community; 
4. Seeks to le sen the incidence of needle s attrition of students; 
5. Provides Wofford's constituencies with information on the 
vocational relevance and importance of liberal arts studies; 
6. Provides career information to Wofford faculty advisors. 
TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTER 
Wofford College provides testing and counseling service to assist all 
students in making a maximum adjustment to college life. 
Vocational, aptitude, abilities, and personality testing assist the 
student in assessing his capacities and direction in life in order that his 
full potential is utilized in both his academic life and his career plan-
ning. 
FACULTY ADVISING FOR FRESHMEN 
Each freshman, prior to arrival at the College, is assigned to a facul-
ty advisor. Freshmen will plan their programs with the assistance of the 
advisors. lt is requ\red, a\so, that fre hmen, before each reg\stration, con-
sult the advisors about their programs of studie~. 
The advisor will be available during regular office hours for student 
conferences. The student should assume that the advisor desires to aid 
him with friendly, helpful counsel. At the same time the student should 
take the initiative in consulting the advisor about his personal and 
academic problems. 
DEPARTMENTAL ADVISING 
Each student is assigned to a departmental advisor as soon as his 
selection of a departmental subject for major work is approved. The 
departmental advisor is available at stated periods for student con-
ferences. It Is expected that the student will consult the advisor on all 
matters relating to his major and related work. 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES 
The College maintains on campus an infirmary staffed by a 
registered nurse with College physicians on call. Preventive as well as 
rtmedlal attention is given. 
The medical fee entitles a student living on campus to medical care 
for ordinary cases of sickness and accidents. Hospitalization in the Infir-
mary is permitted for a limited time for minor illnesses when bed care 
Is necessary. The College does not assume the cost of X-rays, special 
nurses, consulting physicians, surgical operations, laboratory tests, treat· 
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ment of chronic conditions, convalescense from operation , or care in 
other hospitals. 
A voluntary health and accident insurance policy i available on 
request. Each student will receive detail on thi program prior to 
registration each fall. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
some part-time jobs on the campus are available to students who 
need financial assistance. Also, there are many opportunitie for part· 
time employment in the city of Spartanburg. Students who ~re in· 
terested in securing such part-time employment should consult with the 
Director of Placement. 
While many Wofford undergraduates hold part-time jobs. experience 
has shown that only exceptionally able fre hmen students can hold 
regular outside employment and at the ame time do satisfactory 
scholastic work. It is recommended that a student come to college 
prepared to maintain himself for at least his fir t half-yea r without the 
necessity of undertaking additional outside work. 
PLACEMENT S ERVICES 
Wofford ~ollege is glad to assist seniors and alumni in securing jobs 
in fields appropriate to their interests and abilities. The Director of 
Placement is charged with the responsibility of admini tering the place· 
ment program of the College. . . . 
In early fall, the seniors are given an opportunity to reg1~ter wit~ 
the center for Career counseling. Planning, and Placement. Assistance 1s 
given students in preparing and making desired contacts. ~or placem~nt 
upon graduation by informing students of job opportumues, arranging 
interviews between employers and applicants, and helping students 
gather and present their credentials to prospective e~ployer~. . 
Representatives of various businesses and industne are invited to 
visit the College for discussion and personal interviews with students. 
The college, of course. does not guarantee a position, but makes every 
effort to assist alumni and seniors to obtain positions. 
FINANCIAL AID FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
Many graduate and professional school offer excellent scholarshi.ps, 
fellowships, and assistantships for advanced study. Wofford takes pr.1de 
in the large number of its graduates holding uch graduate scholarships. 
Chairmen of all departments are glad to help Wofford graduates secure 
such grants. 
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STUDENT REGULATIONS 
Wofford College has developed an exemplary Code of Student Rights 
and Respon ibilitie . This was done through tudent leaders. faculty, ad-
ministration. and the Board of Trustees. The C de i printed in full in 
the Student Handbook distributed to all students at the beginning of the 
fall semester. Each student is expected to be thoroughly familiar with 
the Code and to keep it available for reference. 
AUTOMOBILE REGULATIONS 
All motor vehicles operated on campus mu t be registered with the 
Security Department at registration or within 2 working days after 
bringing the vehicle on campus. At the time of registration, the student 
will be given a copy of parking and traffic regulations. He i expected to 
be familiar with the e and to abide by them. 
RESIDENT STUDENTS 
All single full -time students, except tho e commuting daily from 
their homes or homes of relatives (i.e., grandparent , aunts, uncles or 
married brother or sisters) are required to live in the College residence 
halls and to take their meals in the College dining hall. Exceptions may 
be granted by the College, upon application. in the following cases: 
I. A student who is in active military service or who is a veteran of 
two years of military service. 
2. A student who is regularly employed thirty-five hours or more each 
week and whose schedule wou\d make \iving in the residence ha\\s 
or taking meals in the dining hall impractical. 
3. A student who for reasons of health, certified by a physician or practicing 
psychologist. cannot accommodate to residence hall livirig or who can-
not receive a proper diet in the dining hall. 
All resident students are required to board in the College dining hall. 
Day students may purcha e meal tickets from the Controller. 
Students taking fewer than nine semester hours mu t have special 
permission from the Dean of Students office to re ide in the residence 
halls. 
Upperclassmen who wish to retain rooms for another year must 
notify the Director of Housing in writing and make a $I 00.00 room 
reservation deposit by the end of the first week following spring 
holidays. This deposit is refundable if the Director of Housing is 
notified in writing prior to July I that the tudent does not plan to 
return. 
Freshmen, in ofar as facilities permit, are assigned with their 
requested roommate . The majority 0f the ro ms are de ignated for oc-
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Pi Gamma Mu : An honorary fraternity whose purpose is to impro\'t 
scholarship in social studie and inspire social service to humanity 
by an intelligent approach to the olution of s cial problems. 
Pre-Medical Society : To acquaint pre-medical student with the field of 
medicine and further their interest in the profe ion. 
Psi Chi: An honorary fraternity whose purpo e is to further internt 
and educational inquiry into all aspects of scientific p ychology. 
Rugby Club : To participate in playing rugby with other clubs, and to 
enhance the feeling of school pirit and sportsmanship. 
Scabbard and Blade: A national honorary fraternity wh e purpost Is 
to honor advanced military science tudents for outstanding 
scholastic and leadership qualitie . 
Senior Order of Gnomes: To gather together and recognize two to four 
of the mo t prominent and influential members of the senior class. 
Society of Physics Students : To promote the advancement and diffusion 
of knowledge of the science of phy ics and the encouragement of 
student interest in physics throughout the academic and local com· 
munities. 
Sigma Delta Pi : An honorary fraternity whose purpose i to honor 
students for excellence in the study of the Spani h language. 
Society for the Conservation and tudy of Reptile and Amphibians. To 
promote a better understanding of reptile and amphibians and to 
support conservation measures directed toward the preservation of 
reptiles and amphibians. 
Theatre Workshop : To provide an outlet for Wofford students to 
express themselves through the dramatic arts. 
Veteran Association: To assist veterans on the Wofford campus in all 
affairs pertaining to their cholastic welfare; to have a fellowship of 
kindred spirit ; to increa e veteran participation in Wofford campus 
activities ; and to continue the spirit of patrioti m and loyalty to 
God and country. 
Whitewater Club : To develop appreciation for ecology and skills in 
canoeing and kayaking whitewater. 
Wofford College Campus Union : All student are member of the Cam· 
pus Union whose purpo e is to co-ordinate the various aspects of 
campus life through the student a embly and the various com-
mittees. 
Wofford-Converse Ski Club : To teach beginner kiing, promote skiing 
safety, organize planned trip t ski re rts, and host social func· 
tions for members and their gue t . 
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Wmtling tub : To provide wre tling for all tho e tudent intere ted. 
Ymm.q /)emo rat /11b : To provide an organiza tion for student who 
are Democrats to expre them elve politi ally. 
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES 
/nrerfratrrnity 011ncil i the executive council for all the national 
Greek fraternitie on campu . This group arbitrate fraternity di -
putes and handle all interfraternity o ial affair in addition to ad-
ministering fall ru h. 
The eight cial fraternities at Wofford are : 
Delta Sigma Phi 
Kappa Alpha 
Kappa Sigma 
Omega Psi Phi 
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Pi Kappa Phi 
Sigma Alpha Ep ilon 
Sigma Nu 
Cle~ tub - De igned to give qualified student the opportuni t to 
develop and u e choral mu ic skill . Thi group make numerou 
public appearances and participates in a pring tour. 
IV(lfford ollege Mixed Ensemble - A co-educational horal group 
which often appears with the Glee Club in addition to making 
separate public appearance . 
Band - Designed to give student with previou in trumental 
experience an opportunity to develop musician skills through re-
hearsals and public appearance . 
ATHLETICS 
/nrra11111ral port - Provision made for organization and par-
ticipation of intramural team in variou ports, including oftball , 
touch football , and ba ketball. All tudent are urged to participate 
in the e sp rt becau e of their influence upon the building of 
healthy b die and the development of character. 
/nrercollegiate Athletic - A pr gram of inter ollegiate athletic i 
recognized a an important part of college life, and becau e of its 
educational value , the College give it encouragement and dire -
tion. The College believe in high amateur standards for inter-
collegiate athletics. The College i a member of the ational 
Association of Intercollegiate Athletic . and the College conform to 
the rule and requirements of this a sociation. Wofford fields inter-
collegiate team in football, ba ketball , baseball. track. tenni . golf. 
soccer, and riflery. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
The Faculty Commi ttee on Publi ations, omposed of three facult 
member elected by the facu lty and fi e tudent elected b the ampu 
Union, exercise 11nan ial ont rol ver the three prin ipa l studen t 
publication and the campu radio tation, and elect their editors-in-
chief, bu ine s manager , and tation manager . Howe er, it i a t the 
service of the tudent taffs for ugge tion or ad i e concerning their 
work. 
Publica tion under the juri diction of the Committee are the Old Cold 
anti Black. a weekly new paper ; the Journal. a literary magazine ; and the 
811hemian. a yearb ok. 
Rule governing tudent rmbli alion are printed in the Code of Ill· 
dent Right and Re pon ibilitie . 
The following publica tion afford. to tho e tudent who ha e pecial 
aptitude for uch matter , exce ll en t training in journali m and in 
bu ines management. lntere ted studen t are as i ted and en ouraged 
by the faculty in thei r efforts . 
The Old Gold and Black i a new paper edi ted b the tudent. . It 
keeps the re ord of the new and happenings of the ampu , 
to%ether ' ith editorial comment and inter\1retatit1n <1f matter of 
Qeci.a\ i.ntere. t to tude.n 
Th~ J01m111l -. a \a'o\\ flea 'm \'O 9 ano i a magaim '1nteno o \o 
r re cm the be t lmdk cu11l Hfe of the . tudem bod~" !n ddditi<1n 
to it editorial , the material in it on i t of e ay on erious 
topics, storie , and poem, and the method of treatment i literar 
in character. It i published four time during the chool year. 
The Bahe111 i1111 i a hand ome, illu tra ted volume published annuall 
near the clo e of the year by the student body. It i a record of all 
student a tivitie and achievement for the current ear - literary, 
oratorical. athleti , o ial. and religiou - and the illu tration in-
clude photograph of variou group and college organization and 
picture of campu cenes and building . 
AWARDS, PRIZES , AND MEDALS 
The follow ing awa rd are given : 
n~p11r1111e11111I Award - Given by the arious a ademic departments 
to outstanding enior for acad mic excellence. 
Thi• W. omran 11chran itt11io11 - Given for excellence in the field of 
publication. 
Ch11rle £ . 1111tht'11 A111ard - Given to a member of the Kappa lph,1 
Order for academic achievement. 
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Ht'/11111s p, etry Prize - Outstanding achie ement in the writing or 
poetry. 
.J<111mc1/ Awird - Outstanding achievement in the writing of short 
storie . 
M11. ic Awards - Out landing achievement in the perform,rnce or 
choral and instrumental mu i . 
American Legion Award - Given to a enior for demon tration or 
academic excellence, courage, and campu citizen hip. 
0 111s1c111di11g itizen Award - Given by the Alumni A sociation to the 
enior who ha made the greate t contributi n in ervice to the 
College. 
111/w· Wlro Amon!J 111de111s in A111ericc111 Uni1 1er i1ies and C 1/l~gc1> - An 
honor bestowed upon a elect group of Wofford eniors 1s election 
to Who' Who Among Student. in American Univer itie and 
College . Factor con idered include excellence and incerity in 
cholarship. leader hip, and participation in extracurricular and 
academic activitie . campus citizen hip and ervi e to the school. 
and promise f u efulne to bu ine and o iety. Selection is 
through ecret ballot by a committee repre ·enting the administra· 
tion. faculty and tudent b dy ; the program i admini tered by the 
llldenl Affair Committee. 
Tire Algernon ydney 111/ivan Award - Bronze m dallion awarded an· 
nually by the College through the benefa tion of the Southern 
Society of New York to a senior tudent and one other per on who 
i not a tudent of the in titution, who need not be a graduate of 
any college or univer ity, but who hall have some interest in. 
as ociation with, or relation to said institution, official or otherwise. 
of a nature to make thi form of recognition by aid institution ob-
vi usly appropriate and in ure his or her proper appreciation of the 
ame. Thee award are ba ed olely on the recognition of nobleness 
and humanitarian qualitie of character. 
William 1a11le_11 Hoole Award - Named after Mr. William Stanley 
Hoole, cla of 1924 and Captain of the 1923 Wofford College foot· 
ball team. Awarded annually to the member of the Wofford College 
Bio k W Cluh with the mo t outstanding academi record. 
The William James McLeod Award - Presented annua lly to a senior 
who ha demon trated potential for future dedicated and selness ser· 
ice to the Church. the State. the ation. and Wofford College. 
arned for Mr. William Jame McLeod, merchant, farmer. and ac-
tive Methodi t layman, who al o erved as an officer in the 
Confederate Army and a a member of the Advi. ory Board of•Wof. 
ford College. 
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Admission to Wofford College is open to all persons of good 
character who can demon trate the potential for college-level work In 
the environQ1ent ~ tered at Wofford. The College eek tudents who 
are ready to a ume re ponsibility for their own Ii e - for their prr· 
onal behavior. their earch for human under landing, and their learn-
ing, and who come from a diver ity of racial . economic, and 
geographic background . 
POLICY ON CO-EDUCATION 
Fr m the tandpoint of it policy on the admi ion of day students. 
w fford College i co-educational. Alth ugh con idered by the public for 
many years to be an all-male college, Wofford became co-educational for 
day tudents everal year ago. by action of the Board of Trustees. Tilt 
College actively encourage the applications of women tudents who live 
within rea onable commuting di tance fr m W fford . No housing 
facilitie exi t on-campus for women, and the policy of the College does 
not permit admi sion of women day student who eek private housing 
in the area. 
Women day tudents, who live within commuting distance from the 
college. may attend Wofford provided they have legal re idence in the 
greater Spartanburg area. In practical terms, thi mean that unmarried 
w men students have to reside either with parent . grandparents. 
married brother or married i ter, aunt r uncle. 
DATES OF ENTRANCE 
Fre hmen and transfer students may enter in September, January 
(Interim), February, June or July. 
APPLICATION PROCEDURES 
Application materials will be sent on request. Wofford's application 
packet consists of: 
1. APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 
All persons seeking admission must complete Application for Admis-
sion (Form I). It is to be returned with a non-refundable S\5.00 ftt 
to the Admissions Office. 
2. TRANSCRIPTS REQUI RED 
a. All fre hman applicants must submit ONE transcript of their hlah 
school record sent directly from the present or last high school 
attended. 
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b. Transfer applicants must have a transcript ent dire tly from the 
last college attended. 
). EXAMINATION RESULTS 
All applicant are required to ubmit re ults from the chola ti Ap· 
titude Te t (SAT) or the American College Te ting Program (ACT). 
Achievement Tests for fre hmen in two field of intere t are 
recommended but not required. 
4. GUIDANCE COUNSELOR'S EVA LUAT ION 
a. Freshmen - Form II (Guidance Coun elor' Evaluation) i 
required. It hould be returned to Wofford by the high chool 
along with the transcript. 
b. Freshmen and transfers - It would be helpful , but is not required. 
to have a \etter f rec mmendation ubmitted by a mini ter, 
\ti\t~t'. 'N ~~ ' ?.\\\'\'\\"-\\"'-, ~ ~. 
5. MEDICA L HISTORY AND PHYSI CA L EXAMI NATION 
All approved applicants will receive a Medical Hi tory and Physi al 
Examination Form at the time of acceptance. Thi required form 
must be filled out by a phy ician. and it mu t be mailed by the phy i· 
clan to the Admissions Office as soon a po ible after notification of 
acceptance. 
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS AND CAMPUS VISITS 
Although per onal interview are not pecifically required. intere ted 
students are urged to visit the campu and talk with repre entative of 
the College. In order that uch vi it might be a informative a po ible, 
we suggest that arrangement be made through the Admis ions Office at 
least one week in advance. Interviews may be scheduled on week day 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and on Saturday from 9 a.m. to n n. The Ad· 
missions Office telephone number is (area code 803) 585-4821 , extension 
275. On an invitation basis the college has organized ho pitality 
weekends twice a year for high school juniors and enior . Because of 
\\m\ted accommodations. applicants may be gue t of the college once in 
their junior year and once in their senior year. For further information 
about the program, contact the Admi sions Office. 
NOTIFICATION, REPLY DATES, AND 
RESERVATION DEPOSITS 
Applicants will be notified of the decision of the Committee on Ad· 
missions as soon as it has taken action on completed application . 
Because it is helpful to our overall planning, accepted tudents who 
art certain that they intend to enroll at Wofford are requested to notify 
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us as oon a p ible after their deci ions have been made, but in any 
event the College does subscribe to the May First Candidate's Reply 
Date for students enter.ing in September. Students who arc applying for 
financial aid, however. are not required to notify u by May fir t if the 
final deci i n on the request for aid has not been made by that date. 
Students who are accepted after May fir t must submit their reservation 
depo it within two week after the date of their having been accepted. 
lhe written a cep\ance S our oSSer S aomi ion mu \ be accompari\t\\ 
by a non-refundable $100.00 depo it for re ident tudent and a S50.00 
non-refundable depo it for day tudent . The depo it i creditable against 
comprehen ive fee for the fir t eme ter. 
STANDARDS FOR ADMISSION 
The Wof~ rd tudent b dy come from a diver ity of econdary 
chool background . Thus, the Committee on Admi ion doe not 
pre cribe a rigid et of course requirements ~ r admi sion. Rather, each 
individual applicant is judged on hi merit a a potential Wofford stu-
dent. The preparatory cou r e Ii ted below are recommended and 
pecific omi ion hould in no way di courage the applicant from 
applying. 
Applicant for regular admi sion hould ubmit 16 acceptable units 
upon graduation from high chool. Ordinarily, thee unit hould in· 
elude : 
Engli h 
Mathematics 
Science 
Foreign Language 
Social Studies 
4 year 
2 year 
2 year (Laboratory) 
2 year 
2 year 
De irable elective are a third or fourth year in a foreign language 
ano an aooW1ona) year O~ matnema\'1 OT c'len e. 
An applicant who has not met these recommendation , but who 
otherwise has a reasonably good academic record is encouraged to ap-
ply. The Committee n Admission will give full consideration to his 
pr m1 e a a W re tuaen\. 
The personalized admissions program at Wofford is really a subjec-
tive one. In reaching each of it decisions, the C mmittee on Admissions 
pay particular attention to the nature of the applicant's high school. the 
cour es he ha taken, his cla s rank, test cores, and extracurricular ac· 
tivitie , the guidance counselor's recommendation, and the Wofford ad· 
mi ion coun elor's recommendation. 
ADMISSION OF NON-HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES 
Student who have completed a minimum of 14 acceptable units in 
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high school and who desire to enter college without having previously 
obtained a high school diploma or certificate will be carefully considered 
by the Committee on Admi sions with the following guidelines as 
general policies : 
I. Twelve of the 14 units must have been in the area of college 
preparatory work and mu t have been completed at an academic level 
o{ iood to su\)er\or. 
2. As a minimum, the tandardized test scores should total above the 
average total core of the pre ent freshman class at Wofford. 
3. As evidenced in an interview with a member of our admissions 
staff, the applicant must po se s maturity of thought and social behavior 
compatible with that of the age group with which he will associate in 
college. 
4. The applicant must be recommended by an appropriate high 
school official for consideration to take thi unusual educational oppor· 
tunity. 
Other per ons who have obtained, by means other than the normal 
procedure, the equivalent of the requirements for admission will be con-
sidered on an individual ba is. Consult the Director of Admissions for 
funher information. 
SPECIAL ACADEMIC PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS 
TO COMBINE HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR AND 
COLLEGE FRESHMAN COURSES 
In two ways Wofford College makes it possible for qualified students 
to combine the last year of high school with the freshman year in 
college. 
PROGRAM I 
For rising high school seniors, Wofford College offers the Summer 
Advancement Program, which will allow qualified students to attend 
m\010, \ci\t\ng regu'\ar co'\'\ege courses, auimg the summer preceding 
their senior year. 
Credits earned in these courses may be applied toward the student's 
record should he enter Wofford as a full time student upon graduation 
from high school. Transfer to other colleges of credits earned during the 
Wofford Summer Advancement Program is subject to the approval of 
such institutions. 
The program will provide the high school student an excellent op· 
portunity to become acquainted with college work and it will also assist 
him in selecting for his senior year of high school courses of study 
which will improve his background for college level courses. 
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Eligibility for the Summer Advancement Program i based on high 
school academic performance and recommendations from guidance 
counselors and teachers, with con ideration given al o to tandardized 
test cores. Admis ion is granted on an individual ba i . but a general 
guideline for eligibility i that the applicant hould rank in the top 
quarter of his high chool cla . Application may be made by writing to 
the Director of Admission . Wofford College. 
The Summer Advancement Program i implemented within the 
ame calendar a the Summer Se ion. Cla e are conducted Monday 
through Friday during each of two five -week terms. 
PROGRAM II 
Area high chool student in their enior year are encouraged under 
certain condition to take one or two cour e each eme ter from the 
freshman curriculum at Wofford. Credit earned in the e college courses 
may count toward meeting requirement for an undergraduate degree 
from the College. To qualify for thi program the tudent mu t meet the 
fo llowing conditions : 
I. The applicant must rank in the upper-half of hi cla through the 
junior year in high school in college preparatory cour es and mu t be 
classified as a enior. 
2. The senior must have taken standardized achievement testing 
(S.A.T. or .A.C.T.) prior to enrolling in this program and mu t have 
scored above the average total score of the pre ent fre hman class at 
Wofford. 
3. As evidenced in an interview with a member of ur admissions 
staff, the applicant must po ess maturity of thought and ocial behavior 
compatible with that of the age group with which he will associate in 
college. 
4. The applicant must be recommended by an appropriate high 
school officia l to take advantage of this unusual educational opportunity. 
TRANSFER FROM ANOTHER 
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING 
Candidates submitting evidence of studies successfully pursued in 
another institution of higher learning are eligible for admission with ad-
vanced standing, provided they are eligible for readmission to the in· 
stitution last attended and meet the regulations governing admission of 
students a t Wofford College. Students with unsatisfactory academic or 
conduct records at other institutions are considered only if there are 
ext remely extenuat ing circumstances and/or time intervals (such as 
mili tary or work experience) that would give clear evidence to our Com-
mi ttee on Admissions that admission should be granted. 
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Appli ant for admi ion who have attended other college mu t sub-
mit the Information on Tran fer Student form to the Regi trar of the 
college they la t attended or are presently attending and reque t that 
this record be completed (at the con lu ion of any emester then in 
progre for the applicant) and ent directly to the Director of Ad-
mission . The e applicant hould al o reque t that upplementary 
transcript be submitted at the con lu ion of their work. The Committee 
on Admis ions may als require high ch ol tran cripts for tho e 
applicant who have been in attendance at institution of higher learn-
ing less than one full year. Failure to ubmit prior record may con-
stitute cau e for di mi al from the College. 
Wofford College will accept a grade of D incurred el ewhere in the 
first eme ter or quarter f a course equivalent to one of Wofford's 
course if that cour e is a prerequisite to a sub equent cour e on which 
the tudent made a B or better. Similarly, a student wh made a D 
elsewhere in a first-semester or first -quarter cour e may receive credit 
for that cour e where a grade of B or better is earned at Wofford in the 
course to which the fir t · eme ter of first -quarter cour e was 
prerequi ite. Otherwi e, only grades of C or better are accepted at Wof-
ford College on tran fer. 
When que tion ari e regarding the equivalency of a cour e taken 
elsewhere to a cour e offered at Wofford, the chairman of the depart-
ment concerned determines acceptability of the course. 
The maximum amount of credit acceptable from a junior college is 
sixty-two eme ter hour , exclusive of credit in ba ic military science or 
physical education. Transfer student sh uld be reminded that the enior 
year of work 00 semester hours) must be completed at Wofford College. 
Students attending certain technical institutes and taking programs 
kading to an A ociate of Arts or A sociate of Science degree may 
rtCeive credit toward a degree at Wofford College. For further informa-
tion consult the Registrar. 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE ADMISSIONS PROGRAM 
Wofford offers advanced admission to qualified graduates of many 
junior colleges. Graduates of selected junior colleges in specified associate 
d'l!ree programs may graduate from Wofford by earning 62 semester 
hours with a C average or better and by completing a major. 
READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS 
A student who has withdrawn from Wofford and who wishes to 
return must apply to the Registrar for readmission. If a student has 
attended any other institutlon(s) of higher learning during the absence 
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from Woffo rd, offi cia l transcript of work unde rta ken there must be• 
mitted, together with statement of hon rable di mi al from the other 
institution(s). 
CREDITS FOR NON-TRADITIONAL E DUCATION 
There are three testing programs through which students, partlcullr-
ly entering freshmen, may earn exemption and credit for required or 
elective courses. Each of the three testing programs (described below) ac-
complishes generally the same purpose and, therefore, it is not necCSSllJ 
to take the same test in more than one program. Any student who ha 
doubt about which test should be taken to exempt and receive credit for 
a specific course should consult the Registrar. 
A charge of $10.00 per credit hour is made for po ting the courss 
and hours on the student's transcript. No more than thirty hours fl 
credit will be accepted through any one testing program. 
COLLEGE LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM - CLEP 
Within this testing program are two categories of tests. The General 
Examinations measure general knowledge in the areas of English Com-
position, Humanities, Mathematics, Natural Science, and Social Sclen<!-
History. The minimum score acceptable on these tests is the 40dl 
percentile and credit cannot be accepted from the student after he Im 
matriculated at Wofford College. The Subject Examinations are designed 
to measure achievement in particular courses, and in some cases thr 
General and Subject examinations overlap. Minimum scores alt 
recommended annually by the Council on College Level Examlnatlom 
and range from the 45th to the 50th percentile. 
ADV AN CED P LACEMENT - AP 
The College accepts for exemption and credit scores of 3 or higher 
on tests taken in this program. The high school junior or senior should 
consult his guidance counselor about taking such tests. 
COLLEGE PLACEMENT TEST PROGRAM - CPT 
First-year students are given the opportunity during the summer 
before entrance to take standardized College Placement Tests throush 
which they may earn exemption and credit for a number of courses. 
These tests are similar to CEEB Aptitude and Achievement examinations 
and are scored on the same scale. Minimum acceptable scores are 
reviewed and established annually. Students with questions regardlns 
CPT should consult the Registrar. The CPT opportunity is no lonaer 
available after the student has matriculated and begun his or her colle&e 
work. It is a pre-entrance program only. 
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UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE 
AND CORRESPONDENCE COURSES - USAFI 
The College will accept a many as thirty hour of USAFI credits and 
as many as twelve hours of credit through correspondence courses that 
are conducted by a regionally accredited university or college. Howevu, 
correspondence work is not accepted after the student matriculates at 
Wofford College. 
The Registrar will post USAF! and corre pondence credits to tht 
student's transcript only after the tudent has passed fifteen hours ci 
course work at Wofford College. 
MILITARY EXPERIENCE AND SCHOOLS 
Former enlisted per onnel who have erved at lea t six months oa 
active service in the armed force may be granted three hour credit f'or 
that experience. If they served for two years r more, they may rectift 
six hours credit. Officers may receive up t 18 hours credit, which Is 
equivalent to the number of hour a cadet in the College's ROTC 
Program must earn to be commi ioned. Under no circumstances will 
these credits be granted in addition to ROTC hours or basic P.E. houn 
previously or subsequently earned. 
College credit is awarded for ome military service schools that al? 
recommended by the American C uncil on Education 's, "A Guide to tltt 
Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed ervices." 
Wofford demonstrate its intere t in military personnel who wish to 
continue their education under programs uch as "Bootstrap" by a 
liberal evaluation of previous academic and military experiences. 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
NON-TRADITIONAL APPLICANTS 
As sugge ted above in the tatement of College policy on the ac~ 
tance of credit based on CLEP, USAFL c rre pondence, and militalry 
experience, Wofford College encourage individual who are beyond 
traditional po t-high chool tage in age and/or background, and 
pecially military veterans or career military personnel, to pursue 
educational program leading to an undergraduate degree. So that 
College can outline specific academic program and provide counsel 
general, we urge people who are intere ted in these educatl 
possibilities to confer on campus with the Director of Admis ions a 
the Regi trar, if possible, and to ubmit their credentials for evaluat 
in any event. 
Inquirie are welcomed by the Regi trar, who provide the offi 
evaluation of previously-earned credit . The Director of Admiss 
provide application materials a well a advice de igned to present the-
applicant in good order to tne Comm ittee on Admi sion for final dee!-
sion. 
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FEES 
For each academic year, the College establishes comprehensive, or 
all-inclusive, fees for resident and day students. For 1975-76. comprehen-
sive fees will be $3,715 for resident students and $2,315 for day 
students. Comprehensive fees do not cover the entire cost of the collqr 
program. Almost $700.00 per student is provided each year from endow· 
ment earnings and th rough annual gifts from Methodist churches, alum-
ni, parents, businesses and other friends of the College. 
Method of payment is as follows : 
Resident Students 
Day Students 
P•y•bl• • t th< b<~lnnlna or 
F•ll s..,,. t<r" Spr11111 S...... 
$2,055 
Sl ,285 
Sl,660 
Sl,030 
The comprehensive fee includes tuition and student activities fees. 
and, In the case of resident students includes room, board, and limlttd 
infirmary care. It provides for each student one copy of the collegr an-
nual, •• subscriptions to other student publications, admissions to "at 
home" athletic events, and participation in all organizations and ac-
tivities that are intended for the entire student body. No assessment by 
classes or by the student body can be made except by special permission 
of the Administration. 
The comprehensive fee is due and payable, unless otherwise 
specified, upon registration and no student is admitted to classes until 
arrangement concerning its settlement has been made with the Con· 
troller of the College. A charge of I% per month on the unpaid balanct 
will be made on those accounts not settled and paid at the time In· 
dicated above. 
Fees do not include foreign trips or off-campus travel and subslstenct 
during the Interim. 
Summer School fees may be found in the Summer School catal<>s. 
REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS 
I. The comprehensive fee is due and payable upon registration at 
the beginning of each semester and no student is admitted to classes un-
til arrangements concerning its settlement have been made with thr 
Controller of the College. Various deferred payment arrangements, with 
monthly interest, are available. 
2. A charge of S 1.00 per day is made for delay in matriculation. 
except in case of sickness or unavoidable detention at home. 
" lncludtS th• J•nu•ry lnt<rlm which for bllllna purposn Is ronsld.rt'd • port or th< r.11 ""'""" Studmh ..... 
Wolford .. th• bqJlnnlns or th• lnt<rlm roth<r thin •t th• b<alnnlns of th< sprtn S<!Tl('Sltr ,.iJI •kn ivy dliw 
•mounts. 
"~•nnu.J s .. IT hn th(' •Uthorlty 10 mik(' •ddltlon.J chorJ!<S for P"OOn.11 photogrophs which •ppror lo tlw -
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3. Refund of any portion of the comprehen ive fee will be made 
only in case of permanent withdrawal from the c liege and on the 
following basi : 
WMn 1ht s1udtnt h.is 
b«n •nrollt'd 
Ponton of omprr 
ht"n~I\ r fC'<' Rdundrd 
Two week or le s of the emester 80% 
From two to four weeks of the seme ter 60% 
From four to ix weeks of the seme ter 40% 
From six to eight weeks of the eme ter 20% 
Over eight weeks of the seme ter 0 
4. No student who has not settled all hi bill with the Controller of 
the College i allowed to stand the mid-year or final examinations of the 
academic year or the final examination of the ummer term. 
5. A fee of S 1.00 is charged for any change in a tudent ' cour e 
card after it ha been approved, provided the change i not required by 
the College. 
6. A charge of $5 .00 will be made for every pecial examination 
given to a student. 
7. A re ervation depo it, $I 00.00 for boarding tudent , $50.00 for 
commuting students, is due May I. This depo it will be credited to the 
student's account and will be deducted from the comprehen ive fee due 
at the time of registration. The depo it i refundable before July I. 
8. No student or former student who has not ettled all his out -
standing bills with the Controller, or ha not paid his loan fund note to 
the Controller according to the term of payment may receive a 
transcript of his work until his obligation ha been cleared on the 
records of the College. 
9. In all laboratory courses a student is required to pay the co t of 
replacement of apparatus and material br ken or damaged by him. 
This amount i to be paid to the Controller prior to the examination. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
Wofford College offer a variety of financial as istance with different 
stipulations placed upon the variou forms of financial aid available to 
applicants. Some financial aid is awarded entirely on the ba i of 
scholarship; ome upon financial need ; some is based upon leader hip 
qualifications; others upon athletic prowe ; ome upon career plan ; 
and some scholar hips combine all the e qualifications. 
Jn other ca e , particularly when the applicant ha no pecial 
prtference or qualification , the College will arrange for a "package aid" 
plan which consist of a scholarship, a loan, and/or a work cholar hip. 
All financial aid i renewable from year to year only if the tudent' 
academic work is atisfactory. Application for finan cial aid hould be 
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made with the Director of Finan ial Aid. 
Through the generou gifts of endowed scholarship fund by friends 
of the College several cholar hip have been e tabli hed for deserving 
tudents. The e scholarship are upported by the income from invested 
fund . All cholar hip endowment are held in trust and are kept 
eparate and d i tinct from other holding of the College. All income is 
applied in accordance with the terms of the gift. 
All scholar hip are awarded for one yea r and are to be used 
exclu ively in the payment of college fee . The holder of any endowed 
cholarship in one year may apply for a renewal of thi cholar hip for 
the ucceeding year, which may or may not be granted. A cumulative 
average of at lea t "(" will be required of tudent receiving a 
cholar hip. 
A tudent enrolled in the College, or any pro pe(tive tudent, may 
apply fo r a cholarship. o award, howeve r. will be made formally to a 
prospective tudent until application for admis ion ha been made, all 
nece sa ry credential pre ented. and notifi ca tion of acceptance given. 
The College re erve the right to withdraw the grant of a cholarship 
at the lo e of any eme ter, from a tudent who e cholar hip is not 
a ti fa to ry and who, for any other rea n. i regarded a not in accord 
with the ideals and tandards that the College seeks to maintain. By 
sa ti factory cholar hip i meant the making of at lea t an average grade 
of "(" on the emester' work. 
o cholar hip grant will be granted to help defray the expen e of a 
student enrolled in the ummer chool. 
o holar hip grant. or combinat ion of uch grant , ca n be larger 
than the College' comprehen ive fee . 
All app li a tion for scholar hip hould be made on form available 
from the Dire tor of Finan ial Aid. 
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 
The United State Army offer financial a i tan e in the form of 
four-yea r, three- ear, two-year and one-year holar hip to out tanding 
per ns who are in tere ted in the Army a a career. Each cholar-
hip provide for free tuition, textb ok and labora tory fee in addi-
tion to pay of $100.00 per month for the period that the cholar hip is 
in effe t. Four-year cholar hip are open to a ll student . Applications 
for the e ch lar hip need to be made not later than the I t day of 
January prior to en tering a a freshman . The other cholar hips are 
available to tho e tudent enrolled in ROTC. 
WORK SCHOLARSHIPS 
A limited number of work cholarship for tudent are a ailable on 
the campu . Appli cation for uch scholar hip hould be made on forms 
avai lable from the Director of Financial Aid. 
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MINISTERIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
Mini terial tudent and children of Methodi t mini ters may, upon 
application to the Director of Financial Aid, re eive grant in aid in ac-
cordance with the following schedule : 
Ministerial student , all denomination : 
Resident tudent 
Day student 
Children of Methodi t ministers: 
Resident tudent 
Day student 
per hool year 
$500 
$3 00 
$500 
$3 00 
A tudent preparing for the ministry and accepting gran t under the 
above provi ion will be required to ign note which wi ll be cancelled 
upon his r her being received into full connection with the Uni ted 
Methodi t Conference or being comrnis i ned under the Genera l Board 
of Mission of the United Method i t Church or being ordained in 
churches of denomination other than Meth di t. Only one of the abo e 
scholarship may be granted to a student during any academic year. 
A grant in aid to children of Methodi t mini ter i not automati . 
The grant will n t be made when the tudent i eligible to re eive an 
of the following other financial a si tance. 
ROTC Scholar hip Athleti ch lar hip 
Benjamin Wofford Scholar hip ationa l Meri t Scholar hip 
Anna Todd Wofford Scholar hip South Carolina Tuition Grant 
The term "Methodist minister" refer to Methodi t minister in full 
connection with a United Methodi t Conference and to approved upply 
pastors currently erving full time in the outh Carolina Conferen e. 
SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS : 
A PROGRAM OF DIRECT AWARDS 
For the fir t time in the fall of 1966, college and universi tie made 
available Educa tional Opportunity Grant to a limited number of un-
dergraduate tudent with financial need who required the e gran t to 
attend college. The name wa hanged in 1972 to upplemental 
Educational Opportunity Grant . To be eligible for thi grant a tudent 
must show academic or creative promi e. 
Eligible tudent who are accepted for enrol lment on a full time 
basis or who are currently enrolled in good standing, may re ei e 
SEOG'S for ea h yea r of thei r higher education, although the maximum 
duration of the gran t i 4 year , and wil l not exceed $4 00. 
Grant will range from $200 to $1 500 a ear. and an be no more 
than one-half f the tota l a si tance given the tudent. 
The amount of financial a i tance a tudent ma recei e depend 
upon hi need - taking into account hi finan ial re ource , tho e of his 
parent, and the c t of attending liege. 
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BASIC OPPORTUNITY GRANTS 
Ba ic Opportunity Grant have been created under a law enacted by 
C ngre s in June, 1972. Under this law, every eligible tudent will be 
entitled to receive a payment determined according to a tatutory for· 
mula . The maximum grant is $1.400. No grant may exceed $1.400 minus 
the family contribution (computed according to apprqved methods of 
need analy is) or one-half the actual cost of college attendance, 
whichever is le . In addition, the sum of the family contribution plus 
the Basic Grant may not exceed the actual cost of attendance. 
SOUTH CAROLINA TUITION GRANTS 
The Higher Education Tuition Grant Program i a tate-financed 
program designed to as i t South Carolina re idents who are accepted by 
or enrolled in independent college in South Carolina. Grants are based 
on need and merit. Applicati n form are available through high 
school , college financial aid offices, and the Tuition Grants Committee 
offices, 411 Palmetto State Life Building, Columbia, South Carolina 
2920 I. These grants are given on a one-year ba is but may be renewed. 
There is no repayment of the grants. 
Grants of up to $1 ,500 may be made, but none will exceed tuition 
and fee at the college in which the student i enrolled. No grant will 
exceed the demon trated financial need of the applicant. 
Eli9ibili1y - An applicant mu t be a re ident of South Carolina for at 
lea t one year, must be of good moral character, must have 
demonstrated qualitie of academic merit and financial need, mu t 
be accepted or registered as a full-time tudent in a South Carolina 
in titution of higher learning who e academic program i not com· 
pri ed olely of sectarian instruction, and must not be enrolled in a 
cour e of tudy leading to a degree in theology, divinity, or religious 
education. 
Selmion - The South Carolina Tuition Grants Committee will make 
award on the ba i of academic merit and financial need. The 
number of awa rds will depend on the amount appropriated by the 
General A embly. To receive a grant a student must apply to a 
Sou th Carolina independent college and be accepted for admission. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
COMPETITIVE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS 
Charles E. Daniel cholar - The Charle E. Daniel Scholars Program is 
a Wofford C liege program designed to identify and attract selected 
tudents who have the potential of attaining a vital role in the 
leader hip which will be required in the "New South." The e are full 
scholar hips to Wofford College, including tuition. room, and board. 
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The educational program at Wofford i directed toward the develop-
ment of leader hip for the " ew South." In the remaining year of thi 
century, the Southeast will be one of the faste t growing area of the 
nation ; with trained leader hip it can become the mo t progre ive area . 
The late Mr. Charle E. Daniel. indu trialist and state man, 
recognized the potent ial of the "New South" decade ago. Much of his 
life was devoted to promoting the development of orderly indu trializa -
tion, improved tran portation, and expanded educational opportunitie 
in South Carolina and the region . A a friend of youth and education. 
Mr. Daniel envisioned the future of the South in ways which have 
significantly influenced the views of a new generati n of leader hip. 
It is fitting, therefore, that thi Woffo rd College program for iden-
tifying and developing humane leader hip for the " ew Sou th" be 
named in memory of Charle E. Daniel. 
The primary qualification to be considered by the College in making 
the award are : 
(a) leader hip ability and experience in position of leade r hip, 
(b) intellectual ability and cholastic attainment, 
(c) moral courage and intere t in humankind. 
To become eligible for an award a ca ndidate mu t : 
(a) be a student in or a graduate of a participating chool elected by 
Wofford College, 
(b) meet the requirements for admi sion to Wofford College. 
Potential candidates for awards may be nominated by the par-
ticipating schools and by chapters of Wofford College alumni ; each such 
school and chapter may pre ent two nomination annually. omination 
will be received at Wofford by the Selection Committee. The committee 
will evaluate the qualifications of all those named and will elect from 
among them the candidates to be invited to the Wofford campu for the 
final competition. 
Two award will be granted annually. 
W. Ha 1in9s McA/ister cholars - The W. Ha tings McAli ter Memoria l 
Scholarship Fund was establi hed in 1974 a a memorial to W. Ha tings 
McAlister by his family and friends . A pre-medicine major at Wofford, 
Hastings was a strong student and an outstanding member of the ca m-
pus community. The endowed cholarship was e tablished a a tribute to 
his love for Wofford and his commitment to independent higher educa-
tion. Proceeds from this endowed fund are to be u ed to ·provide 
scholarship to students who are working toward completion of degree 
in a broad range of medical and health science areas. Recipient mu t be 
entering freshmen or graduates of Spartanburg Methodist College. Each 
scholarship is a full scholarship to Wofford College, including tuition, 
room, and board. Recipients must declare an intent to enter the medica l 
or health science field and mt.1st follow an appropriate program ap-
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proved by the Dean of the College. To continue to qualify, afttr 
re eiving the scholar hip, they mu t make atisfactory progress. as 
defined, toward completion of uch a degree. Each recipient shall bt 
de ignated a W. Hastings McAli ter Scholar. 
pring cholar - The Spring Scholar program wa e tabli hed by• 
gift from the France Ley Spring Foundation in 1975. The income from 
this permanent endowed fund i to provide academic scholar hips to 
highly qualified tudent based on cholastic achievement, character and 
leadership ability. 
Outstanding tudent from the high chool in Lanca ter, Chestrr 
and York counties in South Carolina are eligible for selection as 
recipients of thi cholarship. 
Wofford ollege Merit cholars - In cooperation with the National 
Merit Scholarship C rporation. three Merit Scholarships are award((! 
each year to ational Merit Finali ts who have de ignated Wofford as 
their first college choice. Stipends range from $500 to $1 ,500 depending 
upon financial need. 
Benjamin Wofford cholarship - The e cholarship . formerly known as 
King Teen Scholarships, are named in memory of the founder of Wof-
ford College. Four scholar hip of $2,000 per year for four years 
awarded to South Carolina male high chool eniors who are nominated 
by their teacher as pos es ing outstanding qualities of cholarship, 
leadership, and character. Full information about Benjamin Wofford 
Scholarship is made available to high chool principal and guidance 
counselors. 
Anna Todd Wofford cholarships - Two scholarship f $1 ,000 per year 
for four years awarded to female day student . E tabli hed in 1973 in 
memory of the first wife of Benjamin Wof~ rd. founder of Wofford 
College. Contestant are nominated by their high chools a p se sing 
outstanding qualitie of cholarship, leadership, and character. 
HONORARY SCHOLARSHIPS 
Spartanburg High School Scholarship - A scholarship of S350.00 
renewable for four years is awarded annually by Wofford College on 
the ba i of cholastic attainment and character, to a member of the 
graduating class of Spartanburg High School. 
Spartanburg Methodist College Scholarship - A scholarship of S350.00, 
renewable for two years. awarded annually by Wofford College on the 
basis of scholastic attainment and character. to a member of the 
graduating class of Spartanburg Methodist College. 
Norman Bemelmans Memorial Award - Made annually by Mr. L. L. 
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Larrabee to an out tanding tudent athlete posse ing trong qualitie of 
character. scholarship, and leader hip. This grant , a a part of the 
Terrier Club program. i intended to recognize as well a encourage out -
standing achievement. 
Pierce Embree ook chola r hip - $1.000.00 per year given by Mr. 
Robert J. Maxwell. Jr .. of Greenville. S. C.. in honor of the Re erend 
Pierce Embree Co k. to provide one or two cholarship to tudent 
aspiring to be Methodi t mini ter . Character. academic ~romi e, and 
financial need are con idered in awarding the e scholar hip . 
Crouch cholarship - E tabli hed in 1963 by Mr. Thornton Crouch of 
Hartsville. South Carolina. 
Deering Milliken clrolarship - $1 ,200.00 per year to on o.r daught~r 
of Deering Milliken employee on the basi of cholar hip prom1 e. 
character and need awarded through the S. C. Fou ndation of Indepen-
dent Colle e . 
Tire Paul M. Donnan cholarship - A renewable cholar hip of 
$750.00 a year to be awarded to a Dorman High chool tudent on the 
basi of character. academic ability, and financial need. Thi cholar hip 
i in h n r of Paul M. Dorman, di tingui hed educator and uperinten-
dent for many year of the Spartanburg County Schools. Di trict umber 
6, for wh m Dorman Hl&h School wa named. 
Epworth Home lwlarship - Graduate of Epw rth Home are granted 
a s holar hip of $350.00 per year. 
Tht• Erne t J. Ezell and ell C. Ezell Metlwdi t Mi11isterit1l clrolarslrip -
Establi hed by Mr. and Mr . Ernest J. Ezell to provide an an nual 
scholar hip in the amount of $I 00.00 to a tudent who is a member of 
the United Methodi t Church and plan to enter the mini try of the 
United Methodi t Church. 
The First Federal Savings and Loan clrolarship - Awarded on the ba i 
of need and academic achievement to a re ident of Spartanburg County. 
The Addie Sue Go nell cholar hip - A renewable cholar hip of $750.00 
a year to be awarded to a female graduate of Dorman High School on 
the basis of character, academic ability, and financial need. E tabli hed 
in 1973 by Fred A. Gosnell, Sr .. in honor of his wife. 
The Cullen Bryant Gosnell cholarship - A renewable cholarship of 
$750.00 a year to be awarded to a graduate of Dorman High Scho I on 
the basis of character. academic ability, and financial need, 
recommended by the Principal of Dorman High School and the Wofford 
Committee on Student Financial Aid. This scholar hip i in memory of 
Cullen Bryant Gosnell, a graduate of Wofford College. 
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The J . Holland Gosnell Scholarship - A renewable cholar hip of 
$750.00 a year to be awarded to a graduate of Dorman High School. on 
the ba i of character. academic ability and financial need. and 
recommended by the Principal of Dorman High School and the Wofford 
c mmittee on Student Financial Aid. This cholar hip i in memory of 
Mt . (J ne\\'s fa\\\e~ . a. di; ti.n<t,u\ hed \)artanbur C unt citizen and a 
leader in obtaining better public schools. 
John Graham tores· Award - Will be made annually t an outstand· 
ing tudent athlete po es ing strong qualitie of character. scholarship. 
and leadership. This annual grant in aid i awarded a a par\ of \M 
Terrier Club program. 
Paul Hardin. I fl . cholarship - A renewable cholarship of $750.00 a 
year to be awarded on the basi of character. academic ability and 
financial need. This cholarship i in honor of Paul Hardin. lll, eighth 
president of Wofford College. It was e tablished in 1970 by the Fred A. 
Gosnell. Sr. Foundation. 
Kiwmiis h larship - A. \'">()() .00 scho\at hi.\) awatded annua\l'f b'f the 
Spartanburg Kiwanis Club to a worthy fre hman from Spartanburg 
County. 
The Joab M. Lesesne. Jr .. Scholarship - A renewable cholarship of 
$750.00 a year to be awarded on the ba i of character. academic ability, 
and financial need. This scholarship wa e \ablished in \ 973 by the Fred 
A. Gosnell. Sr. Foundation in honor of the ninth pre ident of Wofford 
Co\\ege. 
The Charle F. Marsh Scholarship - A renewable cholarship of S750.00 
a year \o be awarded \o a South Carolina tudent on the bas\s of 
character, academic ability, and financial need. This cholarship is In 
honor of Charle F. Marsh. distinguished educator, who as the seventh 
president of Wofford College was in trumental in greatly trengthcn\ny, 
\ne C. ~\e%e . \\ wa.'I. e'I.\a.'o\\'I.neu \n \ 9M> 'oy Mt . a.nu Mt'I>. rten A. . Gosne\\, 
Sr .. and is to be paid through the Fred A. Gosnell Foundation. 
The Ben Montgomery Award - Given annually by Mrs. Mary P. 
Montgomery through the Terrier Club program. This award is made to 
recognize the achievement of a student athlete of good character 
demonstrating concern for his fellow men and possessing strong 
qualitie of leadership. 
' ~ tnmnn'mp - 'S . :\:1\) "P T y aT gwen annually 
by Dr. Constantinos P. Papadopoulos of Houston, Texas. to provide a 
scholarship for a student from Greece, in memory of Dr. Papadopoulos' 
father. 
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Vera c. Parsons Foundation Awards - Will be made annually to two 
outstanding student athlete pos e Ing strong qualitie of character. 
scholarship and leader hip. Thee annual grant are awarded a a part 
of the Terrier Club program. 
Richard J . chwartz cholarship Fund - A Jonathan Logan S holar hip 
-.&\') l.)~\i\na\\'f ('.: tab\~ hed in \ 965 a a re uh of Wofioro' al)'P ;mm ~ 
on the G. E. College Bowl televi ion program. In 1970. Mr. Richard J. 
Schwartz. ?re \dent of .lonathan Loir,an. e tab\\ hed the Richard J. 
Schwartz Scholar hip Fund t be u ed to aid de erving tudent who 
must have financial aid to attend Wofford College. 
The South Carolina Elecrric a»d Gas Company 11 I r hi - fl.. ne·'{CiH 
S~00.00 scholar hip awarded to a student in the upper one-third of hi 
class who ha demon trated out tanding leader hip qualitie and who 
nttds financial a i tance toward achieving an education. Parent or 
iuardians mu t be cu t mer of S uth Car lina Elecnic and Gas C m· 
~ny or customer of the De9artment of Public Utilitie of Orangeburg. 
Winnsboro or McCormick. 
Spa.rtattburg Ro1ary Club cholar hip - A ne· ear cholarship to Wof· 
ford College valued at $500 per year awarded to a Spartanburg County 
student. The cholar hip will be granted on the ba i factual need and 
scholastic promi e. 
Spartan Mill cholar hip - Wofford College will award up to four 
bu-year Spartan Mi\\ Scholar hip each year in the full amount of the 
college's tuition and ch la tic fee . 
The reci9ients of the S9artan Mill Scholar hip will be elected ac-
mtd\np, to de \ nated cr\ter\a o\e\'{ b'{ off\Cia\ af Wafford Ca\\ecr,e who 
\\l'it m.) d\m:.\ ~ \nd\~ec\ n\\\\\nt\()n w\\\\ \)\\~\\\\\ M\\\ . 
Snyder-011Pre cholar hip - A one-year renewable of 
$\50.00 9er ear, awarded b 
Du Pre. 
United Methodi t cholarship - Four one-year cholar hip valued at 
$500.00 each, awarded annually by the B ard of Education of the 
United Methodist Church. 
Algernon ydney ullivan Revolving Scholarship - Established in 1969 by 
the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundati n. It is not an endowed 
scholarship and its continuation i dependent upon alumni who a 
~?.tr K. ' ' 1v'1° ,nr v a H" A, .-7.m;" Ji-.,,~- ..Nt,,7aH" a"N.rl ~! 
ENDOWED SCHOLARS HIP FUN DS 
Bishop Jame Atkins Memorial - E tabli hed by Dr. and Mr . J. T. 
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Hooker of Spartanburg, S. C., in April, 1948, for worthy students with 
outstanding qualities of scholarship, character and leader hip. 
Bernard M. Baruch - Established by Mr. Bernard M. Baruch of New 
York City and Georgetown, S. C. . in February, 1939, for worthy students 
who possess outstanding qualities and promise. 
Mrs. Berry G. Bedenbaugh - Estab\ished by Mrs. Betty G. Bedenbaup,\\ 
in her will of August 22, 1953. The income is to be u ed as an annual 
scholarship to be awarded to a worthy and needy student, with her 
kinsmen being given preference. 
Dr. Lewis Jones Blake - Established in March, 1945, by Mrs. Louise H. 
Blake of Spartanburg, S. c., as a memorial to her husband. The 
scholarship is to be awarded on the basis of character. leader hip and 
scholarly achievement. 
The Robert M. Carlisle Memorial Scholarship - A renewable cholarship. 
made possible by the income on the Robert M. Carlisle Scholarship Fund 
held in trust by the Spartanburg County Foundation. 
Vernon L. Caldwell Memorial Endowed Scholarship Fund - Proceeds 
turned over the Wofford Terrier Club each year. 
The Carroll Scholarship Fund - Established by Mrs. Hattie Carroll and 
Mr. Edwin Carroll of Charleston, S. C. 
Professor and Mrs. Charles E. Cauthen Endowed Scholarship Fund -
Established in memory of Professor and Mrs. Cauthen by their children. 
The Cauthens were beloved members of the Wofford community, where 
Professor Cauthen served on the faculty from 1943 to 1964. Income 
from scholarship to be awarded annually to a deserving and needy un· 
dergraduate student. 
Dr. James A/burn Chiles, Sr .. and Mrs. James A. Chiles. Jr .. Memorial 
Scholarship Fund - This endowed scholarship was established in the wlll 
of Marie D. Chiles, and the income provides one or more scholarships 
for worthy students. 
Class of 1916. J. Spencer Walling Scholarship Fund - Established June 
30, 1957, by Mr. J . Spencer Wolling. 
Clifton Manufacturing Company - Established by Clifton Manufacturlna 
Company of Clifton, S. C., in March. 1943, for the purpose of n-
tablishing scholarships to be awarded to students of Clifton Mills eligible 
for colleae. 
Julius E. Cogswell Scholarship Fund - Established by Mr. Julius E 
Cogswell on December 31, 1953. 
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The D. E. Converse Company - Established by the D. E. Converse Com· 
pany of Glendale. S. C. , in April. 1943, for the purpose of awarding 
scholarships to the persons of the D. E. Converse Company eligible for 
colltge entrance. 
Alexander CoQeland Memorial 
l.~\\\\tt ~ ;ll: I\. ~ 
Alexander Copeland. 
cholarshir? Fund 
~. · .,_ · ~~.· ~ 
E tab\' hed b'\ Mrs. 
~ f\ ~ ~ ~ ~C.\\~. 
Ralph L. Crutchfield. Sr. Memorial Athletic Scholarship Fund - Established 
in 1974 by Nell H. Crutchfield. The award will be determined by the 
athletic scholarship committee based primarily on the need of a deser-
ving candidate. Awarded to male varsity athletes on a year-to-year basis 
in any sport. 
James Wilburn Cunningham Scholarship Fund - Established in April, 
1970, by the will of James Wilburn Cunningham to be held by Wofford 
College as a perpetual fund . 
The Magnider Dent Scholarship Fund - Established in 1968 by the Dent 
family of Spartanburg, S. C. , to provide scholarships for employees or 
children of employees of Mayfair Mills or worthy students from textile 
connected families as designated by a special committee to be appointed 
by the donors. 
The Mrs. Alfred I . duPonr Scholarship Fund - Established by Mrs. Alfred 
I. duPont for worthy students. 
Faitforest Finishing Company - Established by Fairforest Finishing 
Company of Spartanburg, S. C., in December, 1943. the annual proceeds 
from this endowment to be used as a permanent scholarship for an 
employee or son or daughter of an employee of Fairforest Finishing 
Company. However, when there is no application for this scholarship, it 
may be diverted to some other worthy student. 
Wm. H. Gladden. Jr .. Endowed Scholarship Fund - Established by Mrs. 
Maud Queen Gladden of Rock Hi\\, December 29, \%\, \n memof'{ o{ 
her son who was killed in France in 1944. 
Glmn-Hardin Memorial Scholarship Fund - Established by Mrs. Elizabeth 
G. Richardson of Chester, S. C., October 18, 1960, as a memorial in 
honor of John Lyles Glenn, Class of 1879, and Lyles Glenn Hardin, Class 
or 1935. 
Thomas Henry Gosse/I Scholarship Fund - Established by Mr. T. H. 
for scholarships for deserving young men who are orphans from Spar-
tanburg County or the State of South Carolina. If no deserving orphans 
apply, these scholarships may be awarded to other deserving students. 
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The Gray cholarship - E tabli hed by Dr. Wil L u Gray in memory of 
her father, W. L. Gray. and her brothers, Albert Dial Gray and Robert 
Coke Gray, for worthy and needy students. 
Florence Andrews Helmus cholar hip Fund - E tablished by Mr. A. J. R. 
Helmu of Spartanburg, S. C.. in honor of hi wife. 
Chesley C. Herbert - E tablished by Rev. C. C. Herb rt, Jr., and hi 
brother. Dr. T. W. Herbert, a a memorial to their father, Rev. Che ley 
C. Herbert, of the Class of 1892. 
Holler-Hobb Scholarship Fund - Establi hed by Martha Miller Holler 
Hobb in memory of her hu band, Edwin W. Hobb . Jr. ; her father. the 
Rev. A. E. Holler; his brother , Em ry A., Eugene M., and the Re . John 
D. Holler; al in honor of her brother and nephew who attended 
Wofford College. Scholar hip awarded annually to a de erving and 
needy undergraduate tudent. 
George J . Holliday. 111. Memorial Scholarship Fund - E tabli hed in 1969 
by Mr. and Mr . John J. Holliday a a memorial to their on, George J. 
Holliday, III, of the Cla s of 1968, and a member of the Wofford College 
Golf Team. Character, schola tic achievement , and financial need are 
considered in. awarding the e cholar hip . 
Isom cholarship Fund - Established in the will of Mr . Lee G. I om, 
the income to be u ed for the education f me tudent in preparation 
for the mini try of the United Methodist Church. 
Senator Olin D. Johnston Memorial Schola rship - E tabli hed in 1968 by 
Mrs. Olin D. John ton of Spartanburg in memory of her hu band. 
Character, financial need and schola tic achievement are con idered in 
awarding thi scholarship. 
The 0 . C. Kay Scholarship Fun I - EstJblislled in 1956 by the gift of 
Mr. 0 . C. Kay. 
William A. Law - EstJblishe<l by Mr. S. Clay William f Win ton-
Salem, N. C., in February, I 937, as a memorial to Mr. William A. Law 
of Philadelphia, Pa., of the Clas of 1883, the inc me fr m thi endow-
ment to be u ed to pay college fees of a carefully elected group of 
students to be known as the "Wm. A. Law Scholars." They are to be 
selected on the basis of scholarship, character, and leader hip. 
Ray M . and Mary Elizabeth Lee Foundation - The income from this 
fund provides an annual scholarship for needy students from the State 
of Georgia. 
Dean Frank Logan Scholarship Fund - Established by the will of Mr. 
Leo Oppenheimer of Chicago, Ill. in I 974. Income from fund to be 
awarded annually to a student on the basis of merit. 
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Mill M ill - E tablished by Mill Mill of Wo druff, S. C., in 
December, 1943, the annual proceeds from thi endowment to be u ed 
as a permanent cholarship for an employee or on or daughter of 
employee of Mill Mill. However, when there is no application for this 
scholarship, it may be diverted to some other worthy tudent. 
The M oore M emorial cholarship Fund - E tabli hed by Mrs. Miriam W. 
Moore in memory of her husband, Andrew E. M re. and hi brothers, 
Alfred Moore and Thoma E. Moore. The income i to be u ed t 
provide scholar hip a i tance to needy and de erving tudents, but the 
as istance to any ingle tudent hall not exceed one-half of the tuition 
and fee for a day tudent. 
a11111e/ R. M oyer Endowed Music cholar hip Fund - E tabli hed in the 
spring of 1963 in memory of Samuel R. Moyer. who for eventeen year 
was Director f Music and Profe sor of Mu ic and Art at Wofford, thi 
fund pr vide financial as istance to musically talented student who are 
per~ rmer in the college music organization . Mu ical ability, character, 
scholastic achievement and financial need are con idered in awarding 
this scholarship. A recipient (or recipient ) i elected each year by the 
Financial Aid Committee ba ed upon the recommendation of the Direc-
tor of Music and/or the Director of the College mu ic organization , 
with one recipient (when o qualified) being designated a the Moyer 
Scholar hip Soloi t of the Wofford Glee Club. 
Euphrasia Ann Murph - Establi hed by her on. Mr. D. S. Murph of 
St. Andrews. S. C., and Washington, D. C.. the income to be used to 
assist tudent of cholarship, character and promi e. 
William L. Ouzts Endowed Scholarship Fund - E tablished by the late 
William L. Ouzts of Spartanburg, S. C., the income of which is applied 
to an athletic cholarship, May 26, 1961 . 
Pacolet Manuf aauring Company - E tabli hed by Pacolet Manufacturing 
Company of Pacolet, S. C.. in January, 1943 . Students of Pacolet 
Manufacturing Company must be given first consideration. If there is no 
student who i de ir u of availing himself of the opportunity, Wofford 
College shall have the right to u e the proceeds in granting other 
scholar hip . 
The Reverend Daltrum H. Posron Memorial Scholarship Fund - This en-
dowed scholar hip wa established in 1974 by an anonymou donor in 
memory of The Reverend Daltrum H. Poston, an alumnus of Wofford 
College and a distinguished minister of the United Methodist Church. 
The income from this cholarship is to be awarded annually to deserv-
ing student on the basis of character. leadership and financial need. 
Reader Dige t F 11nda1ion Scholarship Fund - The income from this 
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fund provides an annual scholarship for a student worthy f financial 
assistance. 
The Oscar F. Rearden Scholarship Fund - Established in the will of 
Oscar F. Rearden as a scholarship fund for the education of any young 
persons who are studying for the Methodist ministry. The recipients 
shall be deserving of financial aid and be unable to pay their own 
educational and living expenses. 
The Darwin L. Reid M emorial - Established by Mrs. D. L. Reid of San-
dy Springs, S. C., and her daughter, Mrs. John D. Roger of Easley, s. 
C., in March, 1950. 
Arthur B. Rivers Endowed Scholarship Fund - Established in honor and 
memory of Dr. Arthur B. Rivers by his family and hi friend in the s. 
C. Department of Public Welfare. In seeking wi d m, he wa wise; in 
seeking strength, he was strong ; in eeking excellence, he achieved his 
goal. Income from scholarship to be awarded annually to a deserving 
and needy undergraduate student. 
Sconish Rite of Freemasonry Memorial Endowed cholarship Fund - In 
memory of Professor Charles Semple Pettis. 1958. 
Annie Naomi Mccartha Shirley Scholarship Fund - Establi hed by Mr . 
Annie N. ~· Shirley of Columbia, S. C., the income to be u ed in aiding 
needy ministerial students of the United Methodist Church. 
Carter Berkeley Simpson Memorial Scholarship - The annual proceeds of 
this endowment to be used as a renewable cholarship to be awarded to 
a graduate of Spartanburg High School on the basi of character, 
academic ability and financial need. E tabli hed in 1969 by Mr. John w. 
Simpson as a memorial in honor of his brother, Carter B. Simpson, who 
graduated from Spartanburg High School in 1932 and attended Wofford 
College for two semesters before entering the Marine Corps. Carter 
entered the Naval Academy in 1935 and graduated in 1939, receiving a 
commission in the Marine Corps. He fought with the American Forces 
on Bataan and Corregidor where he became a prisoner of war. The hip 
on which Carter was being taken to Japan was unk by torpedo fire. He 
was able to swim ashore but was recaptured and put on another ship 
to be taken to Japan. During this voyage he died of starvation and 
exposure. 
Sims-Lyles-Dawkins-Martin - Established by Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Sim of 
Spartanburg, S. C.. the income to be u ed a a cholar hip for orphan 
students from Spartanburg, Union. and Fairfield counties. 
The Z. A. Smith Scholarship Fund - Established by Mr . z. A. Smith of 
Greenville, S. C., the income of which is to be used for helping worthy 
students through college. 
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Spartan Mills - Establi hed by Spartan Mills, Spartanburg, South 
Carolina. in February, 1943. 
The tokes Memorial cholarship Fund - E tablished in 1965, in memory 
of their parents, The Rev. Henry Stoke , Clas of 1893, · and Mrs. 
Florence Heath Stokes, and their brother, R. Wil on Stoke , Class of 
1930, by Miss Mary Bolling Stokes, and Allen Heath Stokes and Thomas 
Henry Stokes, both of the Class of 1924. 
James M . wanson. Jr. - Established by Mr. and Mr . James M. 
Swan on of South Boston, Va ., in 1964 a a memorial to their son, a 
graduate of Wofford College. To be awarded on the ba i of character, 
leadership and cholastic achievement. 
William R. Thomas. Jr .. Memorial Scholarship - Established in 1968 by 
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Thomas of Virginia Beach, Va., as a memorial 
to their son, William R. Thomas, Jr., of the Class of 1970. Character, 
financial need and scholastic achievement are considered in awarding 
this scholarship. 
John B. Thompson Endowed Scholarship Fund - Establi hed in the will 
of John B. Thompson to provide scholarship for deserving and needy 
student . 
Coleman B. Waller Scholarship Fund - Establi hed by Dr. Coleman B. 
Waller, Emeritu Profe sor of Chemistry at Wofford College, for the pur-
pose of awarding scholarships to qualified and de erving young men at 
Wofford College. 
The D'Arcy P. Wannamaker Scholarship Fund - E tablished by Mr. John 
E. Wannamaker in memory of his son, D'Arcy P. Wannamaker of the 
Cla s of 1911 , as an endowed scholar hip for a tudent selected on the 
basi of character, cholarship, and need. 
Wilbur White Memorial Scholarship Fund - Establi hed by Mr. and Mrs. 
F. W. Barnwell of Warner Robins, Georgia, in memory of Wilbur 0 . 
White, Class of 1919, the brother of Mrs. Barnwell. To be awarded an-
nually to a deserving student, with a preference for naturalized citizens 
or children of naturalized citizens. 
The J ohn Wiley and Rowena Eaddy Williams cholarship Fund -
Established by Mr . Williams in 1974, this renewable cholarship is 
awarded annually to a Wofford tudent on the basi of character, finan-
cial need and academic ability, who preferably is a citizen of South 
Carolina. 
Wofford M emorial - Reflect memorial sent to the College as en-
dowed cholar hip funds. 
United Students Aid Funds Loan Program - Wofford College participates 
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in this national non-profit loan program for needy and de erving 
students. Full-time undergraduate students may borrow up to $1 ,500.00 
per year, but no tudent may borrow more than $7,500.00. Repayment 
begin the first day of the tenth month after graduation. In ca e of drop-
outs, repayment begin at once. No note under thi loan plan may bear 
more than even per cent imple interest. Thi i less than cu tomary 
bank rates for installment loan . For a tudent who qualifie under 
Federal law, the Federal Government will pay the even per cent in· 
terest until repayment are due to begin. The financial aid oflicer 
recommends the loan, after con ultation with the tudent, and the loan 
is negotiated at the tudent' home town bank on the tudent ' own 
signature. 
Uni1ed Me1hodis1 111de111 Loan Fund - Open to members of that Church 
of at lea t one year' standing. The maximum amount which may be 
borrowed is $800 per year. Consult the Director of Financial Aid. 
The a1ional Dirw S1uden1 Loan Fund - A total of $5 ,000 can be 
borrowed by undergraduates but the student is limited to a total 
amount of $2,500 until the completion of hi ophomore year. The 
remaining $2,500 can be borrowed during the remainder of the un-
dergraduate program. 
The repayment period and the intere t do not begin until nine 
months after the student ends hi tudies. The e I ans bear intere t at 
the rate of three per cent a year. Repayment of the principal may ex-
tend over a ten year period, with the exception that a college may 
require repayment of no less than $30 per month. 
The former ten per cent teacher cancellation authorization has been 
eliminated. However. a percentage of cancellation for teaching in an 
elementary or econdary chool that has been de ignated as a school 
with a high enrollment of tudents from I w income families or for 
teaching in a school for handicapped children i still authorized. 
law Enforcemem Educa1io11 loans - Wofford College accepts at least 
fifteen hours of directly related criminal ju tice cour e for tran fer 
students who have completed profe Si nal law enforcement cour S at 
accredited institutions. Financial a i tance under thi program is 
available for qualified In-service and Pre- ervice tudents. 
ENDOWED LOAN FUNDS 
Cokesbury Conference School - By Micajah Suber of Coke bury, S. C., 
the income to be u ed for the assistance of tudents tudying for the 
Christian Ministry. 
A. Mason DuPre - By Mrs. E. P. Chamber of Spartanburg, S. C.. and 
by relatives and friends of Mrs. A. Mason DuPre, the income to be used 
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a a fund for the a i tance of worthy and ambitiou tudent . 
Thi.' Garrett Endowed Lnan Fund - E tabli hed by Willora Garrett 
Faulkner and Rev. Franci Leonard Garrett (Cla s of 1940). in honor ? f 
their father, Rev. William Butler Garrett , Jr .. D.D. (Cla of 1908), and in 
memory of their mother, Mr . Lora Leonard Garrett, their brother. 
William Butler Garrett, III. and their i ter. Emily Garrett Oliver. in-
come to be u ed a I an to deserving tudents. 
Mrs. £ . . Hod,qes - By Mr . E. C. H dge of Ander on, . C.. on 
December 25. 1925. the income therefrom to be u ed in a i ting needy 
tudent to obtain an education. 
JcJhn w. H111nher1 - By Rev. John W. Humbert. the in ome to be 
u ed in a loan to an out landing tuden t to a sist him with hi cxpen e . 
A. w. Love ant Wi(e - Memorial by A. W. Love and wife of Hickory 
Grove, s. c.. the income to be used in a i ting worthy tudent . 
Jos. A. M C11/lau.qh - By Mr. Jo . A. McCu llough of Greenville. . C. . 
in March. 1934. 
Thi.' Lillian Lan aster Owen Loan Fund - E tabli hed eptember I, 1956, 
by Mr. J. Mack Owen of Orangeburg, the in ome to be u ed to help 
worthy tudent . 
ASSISTANCE TO VETERANS AND DEPEND ENTS 
Sub i tence and allowance check are ent to eteran (to guardians 
in the ca e of dependent of decea ed eteran l by the Veteran Ad-
ministration. Any preliminary inquiries regarding non-receipt of the e 
check . therefore, hould be made to the Veteran Admini tration. 
Under thi program, a veteran pay hi fee at the Ume of r:g~ tra -
tion but will receive a monthly allowance from the Veterams Admm1 tra-
tion ba ed on attendance and progre report made by the College. It i 
the veteran' re ponsibility to ee the Regi trar at the end of ever 
month about these report . The Controller of the College may be con-
sulted concerning extension of payment of tuition. 
Veterans hould consult the nearest office of the Veteran Ad-
mini tration for detail of thi program. College official are glad to gi e 
as istance to veteran whenever po ible. ince interpretation of 
regulation governing veteran ' benefits i ubject to change, veteran 
hould keep in touch with the Veteran Admini tration. 
SPECIAL ENDOWMENT FUND 
Through the years. by generou gifts from friend and alumni , t~e 
College has been building it Special Endowment, Endowed cholar hip, 
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Endowed Loan, and Loan Fund . The e funds give financial !ability to 
it program and help to provide an educational ervice in accord with 
the highest in titutional tandard . We are plea ed to Ii t below this 
con tantly enlarging group of fund , althouRh these fund are not direct-
ly related to tudent financial a si tance. 
James M . Bailey Foundarion Endowmenr Fund - E tabli hed by Mr. 
Jame M. Bailey of Fort Myers, Florida. 
am Orr Bia k and Hugh . Black Porrrair Fund - By Dr. Sam Orr 
Black and Dr. Hugh S. Black of Spartanburg, S. C. 
arli le M emorial Fund - Memorial to Dr. Jame H. Carlisle, es-
tabli hed by the alumni and friends of Dr. Carli le throughout the State 
at large but particularly from Spartanburg, . C. 
James H. arli le hair of Religion and Philosophy - Sub cribed and 
directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign. 
Aug. M . and ema . Chrrirzberg Fund - By Mr. Aug. M. and Mr . 
Cerna S. Chreitzburg of Spartanburg, S. C. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jos. K. Davis Endowmenr Fund - By Mr. and Mrs. Jo . K. 
Davis of Spartanburg, S. C. 
amuel Dibble Memorial Library Fund - By hi daughter, Mrs. Agne 
Dibble Mo s of Orangeburg, S. C. 
Benjamin . Duke Endowme111 Fund - By Mr. Benjamin . Duke of 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Warren DuPre M emorial Library Fund - By hi widow. Mr . Carrie 
Duncan DuPre of Spartanburg, S. C. 
J . M . Evans Endowmenr Fund - Establi hed by the e tale of J. M. 
Evan . May 9. 1952. 
Ford Foundarion Endowmenr Fund - Granted by the Ford Foundation, 
the principal of which is to be held by the grantee institution only a 
endowment. and the income from the inve tment of such principal hall 
be used only to increase faculty alarie . After July 1, 1966, principal 
and income of the grant may be u ed for any educational purpose. 
Sam A. George Endowmenr Fund 
Jame D. Ha111mm M emorial Fund - By Mr. James D. Hammett of 
Ander on, S. C. 
W. Holmes Hardm Endowmenr Fund - E tabli hed by the Estate of W. 
Holmes Harden. 
William Howard Jackson Memorial Fund - By hi father and mother, 
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Mr. and Mr . Walter G. Jackson of Spartanburg, S. C. 
Kenan harirable Trtrsr Endow111e111 Fund - To e tabli h the William R. 
Kenan, Jr .. Profe or hip. 
Dr. and Mrs. . F. Kirkland Memorial Endowed Fund - E tablished by 
her son, Dr. Wm. C. Kirkland of the S. C. Conference. 
Kirksey Endowme111 Fund - E tabli hed by Mr. James Kirk ey ? f 
Picken . s. C. , who willed one of the large t beque t to the College in 
its history. 
John Ashby M Craw Endowmem Fund - E tablished by Dr. Gerald D. 
Sander . 
Richard I Manning. Jr .. Memorial Fund - By hi heirs of Spartanburg, 
s. c. 
Memorial Endowmenr Fund - A depository for monie donated in lieu 
of flowers up n the demi e of friends . alumni. or employees of the 
college. 
Alberr . 0 111ler Profe sorship in Religion - E tabli hed in 1970 through a 
gift from Robert J . Maxwell, Jr. Given to an outstanding member of the 
Religion Department. 
Rowland H. Quzrs Memorial Endowme111 Fund - Establi hed by the e · 
tate of Rowland H. Ouzts. May 16, 1962. 
J . Thomas Pare Memorial Library Fund - By his widow, Mr . Alice G. 
Pate of Camden, S. C. 
O. B. immons Mrmorial Endowme111 Fund. 
H. nyder Chair of English Language and Literature - Subscribed and 
directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign. 
1854 oiah Carolina Conferencr Endowmrnt Fund - Sub cribed and 
directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign. 
T. B. tackhouse hair of Economics and Bu ine Administrarion -
Established in 1949 by the B ard of Tru tee in memory of Mr. 
Stackhou e, who, in 1937, gave to the Wofford College Endowment 
Fund the sum of $50,000.00. The holder of this chair will be determined 
by pecial re olution of the Board of Tru tee . 
W. Frank Walker Memorial Fund - By Mr. W. Frank Walker of Green-
ville, S. C. 
D. D. Walla e hair of H isrory and Economi s. 
Henry P. Williams Endowme111 Fund - By Mr. Henry P. William of 
Charleston, S. C. 
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Bl.'1~ia111in Wc~[Tord Endowment Fund - ubscribed and directed through 
the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign. 
Hu!Jh 1ilton tackhou <' - By Mr. H. M. tackhou e of Clem on 
Univer ity, Clem on. . C. . the income to be u ed a a loan to help ome 
worthy. needy student . preferably from Marlboro County. 
Ja1111.'s Willia111 tokes - By hi widow. Mr . Ella L. toke of 
Orangeburg, . C. . in July, 1904. the income from whi h i to be u ed a 
a loa n in aiding de erving and needy tudent from Orangeburg County. 
Mary A. Wa11s - By Mrs. Mary A. Watt of Abbevil le, . c.. in 
December, 1917, the in ome from whi h i to be u ed in as i ting 
student preparing to enter the mini try of the United Methodi t 
Church, who in the judgment of the College. are unable to help 
them elve financially. 
LOAN FUNDS 
H. IV. Ackerman Fund - By Mr. H. W. Ackerman of Landrum. . C. 
H. C. Bethea Funt - By Mr. H. C. Bethea of Dillon, . C. 
.J. Bethea Fun I - By Mr. J . . Bethea of Dillon. . C. 
Bethel Methodi t hurch Fund - By Bethel United Methodi t Church, 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Edward P. hamber Fund - By his daughter. Mrs. Marion Wrigley of 
Greenville, . C. 
itizm cf Fort Mill. 
lass cf 1880 - T. B. 
Columbia, S. C.. and hi 
ta klwu I.' Fund - By Mr. T. B. 
cla smate . 
las of 1905 Fund - By the clas of 1905. 
tackhou e of 
las c~{ 1939 tudenr E1ner_qency Loa11 Fund - Establi hed by Mr. Cecil 
F. Huskey and other members of the Cla of 1939 to enable third and 
fourth year tudent to meet incidental expense . 
Willia111 ole111an Fu11d - By Mr. William Coleman of Union. . C. 
Bland onnor lmwrial Fund - By hi mother. of Fort Motte, . C. 
Anne J . Daniel Memorial Loan Fund - E tabli hed in 1963 . 
A. Mason DuPre Memorial Fund - By Wofford College Student Body 
1949-50. and Mr. Eugene M. Anderson of Spartanburg. 
I arren DuPre Fund - By the R tary Club of partanburg. S. C. 
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Ernest J . Eaddy Loan Fund - By Mr. Ernest J . Eaddy, Class of I 925, of 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Eubanks Memorial Fund - Establi hed by J . Evan Eubanks a a 
memorial to his wife. France Stackhou e Eubanks. and their infant son. 
Evan , Jr. 
A Friend - From New York City. 
E. Gaillard Fund - By Dr. C. E. Gaillard of Spartanburg, s. c. 
Addie F. Garvin Fund - By Mrs. Addie F. Garvin of Spartanburg, S. C. 
Jame D. Ham1ne11 Fund 
s. c. 
By Mrs. James D. Hammett, Anderson. 
Charle T. Hammond Fund - By Mr. Charle T. Hammond of 
Greenwood, S. C. 
Mary Elizabeth H ills Fund - By Mr . Mary Elizabeth Hill of Colum-
bia, S. C., a a loan fund for students preparing for the ministry, with 
pecial reference to ervice in the missi n field . 
J . Kell Hin on Loan Fund - To be used for the assistance of students 
studying for the Chri tian mini try, or other worthy students. 
W. H. Hodges Fund - By Rev. W. H. Hodges and family of the South 
Carolina Conference. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hood Fund - By Mr. and Mr . W. A. Hood of 
Hickory Grove, S. C. 
The W. E. Hunter Fund - Established by Mr. W. E. Hunter of 
Covington, Kentucky. 
A. W. Jackson Fund - By Mr. A. W. Jack on. 
Walter G. Jackson Fund - By M r. Walter G. Jackson of Spartanburg, 
s. c. 
Mr. and Mrs. T. J . J ordan Fund - By Mr. and Mrs. T. J . Jordan. 
R. L. Kirkwood Fund - By Mr. R. L. Kirkwood of Bennettsvi lle, S. C. 
W. E. Lucas Fund - By Mr. W. E. Lucas of Laurens, S. c. 
William Andrew Lyon Fund - By his widow and son, James Fuller 
Lyon, and daughter, Inez St. C. Lyon, in memory of their father. 
Boyd M . M cKeown Fund - By Mr. Boyd M. McKeown of Nashville, 
Tennes ee. 
0 . M. Mitchell - Established I 964 by Mr. O. M. Mitchell of Dillon, 
s. c. 
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Walter . M ntgomery F11nd - By Mr. Walter S. Montgomery, r. . of 
Spartanburg. S. C.. in memory of Frank and Albert Montgomery. 
Mrs. Hallie Padgette - Loan re tricted to mini terial tudent and 
seniors. 
W. R. Perkins Fund - By Mr. W. R. Perkin of ew York City. 
Jame T. Prince Fund - By Mr. Jame T. Prince of Atlanta, Georgia . 
Benj. Rice Rembert-Arthur G. Rembert Fund - By Dr. and Mr . A. G. 
Rembert of Spartanbur . S. c. 
Rock Hill District F1111d 
Carolina Conference. 
By the Rock Hill Di trict, Upper outh 
F. W. e sions Fund - By Mr. F. W. Se sions. 
lwndon Epworth League Fund - By Shandon Methodi t Church, 
Columbia. S. C. 
ims. Ly le . Dawkins. Martin Loan Fund. 
oke mith Fund - By Rev. Coke Smith. 
.1. T. mith and Wife Fund - By Mr. J. T. Smith. 
H. nyder Trustee Fund - By a friend. Spartanburg. . C. 
A. J . tafford Fund - By Rev. A. J . Stafford, Spartanburg, S. C. 
111nter ub-District Ministerial Loan Fund - By Young Adult classe of 
Sumter, S. C.. District. 
J . P. Thomas Fund - By Dr. John 0 . Wilson. 
John W. True dale Fund - By Mr. John W. True dale, Ker haw. S. C. 
George William Walker Fund - By Dr. G. W. Walker of Augu ta . 
Georgia. 
D. D. Wallace Memorial Fund - By Mr. Samuel S. Kelly of State ville. 
N. C. 
Geo. W. Wannamaker Fund - By Col. Geo. W. Wannamaker. Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
The Rev. W. Pinckney Way Incidental Loan Fund - Establi hed in 1957 
as a memorial to their father by the children of the Rev. W. Pinckney 
Way. Loans from this fund to be made to third and fourth year tudents 
to be used for the purchase of textb oks only. 
Edward Welling Fund - By Mr. Edward Welling, Charleston. . C. 
Mary Pearle West Loan Fund Established by the estate of Mary 
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Pearle We t, May 18. 1962. To provide loan to tudent who have 
de ided to enter the teaching profession upon graduation. 
Rev. Whiljit>ld 8 . Wharton M emorial Fun I - By hi widow. Mrs. Mattie 
J . Wharton, and children, Mr . Loui e McLaughlin, W. Carli le. Edward 
Murray, and Rev. Martin T. Wharton. 
J . T. Wilkrrs{Jn Fund - By the Wilkerson family of Hi kory Grove, 
s. c. 
W. . Wilkerson Fun I - By the Wilker on family of Hickory Grove, 
s. c. 
W<!fford 0//1'!/t' /)amt' Loan Fund - By the Wofford College Dame 
Club. for benefit of a married tudent. 
J ulian IJ. Wy1111 Fund - By Mr. Julian D. Wyatt of Pickens. S. C. 
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CALENDAR 
The regular academic year is divided int two eme ter and a four· 
week Interim. The official College Calendar i printed in thi catalog. 
MATRICULATION, REGISTRATION 
AND ENROLLMENT 
Registration and matriculation take place in Main Building at the 
beginning of each semester. All students must register on the registra-
tion date prescribed in the College Calendar. Students registering after 
the prescribed date will be charged a late registration fee. All students are 
required to matriculate at the beginning of each semester and to obtain 
from the Controller a receipt. No student is permitted to register later than 
the date established in the Calendar for "final day for registration changes." 
Details concerning registration for the Interim are announced early in the 
fall semester. 
Freshman and sophomore schedule cards must be approved by their 
faculty advisers. Junior and senior schedule cards must be approved by 
the chairman of the department in which they are majoring. All student 
schedule cards calling for more or less than the normal course load (stt 
the following section) must be approved by the Registrar. 
COURSE LOAD 
The normal course load in each semester is four courses of three or 
four semester hours each, and the normal load in the Interim is one 
four-hour project. In addition, freshmen participate in the Freshman 
Orientation Program, and sophomores take required Physical Education. 
First semester freshmen may take no more than four full courses, all 
but one of which are prescribed as indicated below. Second semester 
freshmen should follow the course prescriptions listed below unless they 
are officially enrolled i':1 spe~ialized programs (e.g., the five-year medical 
program) whose closely-structured nature requires otherwise. 
First Semester 
Humanities IOI 
Science 
A General Education 
Required Course 
An Elective Course 
Freshman Orientation 
Second Semester 
English 102 
Science 
A General Education 
Requ ired Course 
An Elective Course 
Freshman Orientation 
Program Program 
Any student, other than a first semester freshman, may take up to 
seve teen hours if he or she is not on academic probation. If the stu-
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dent wishe to take more than seventeen hour , he must submit a 
written petition to the Registrar prior to the last day of the drop-add 
period. 
Students who desire to carry fewer than nine emester hours must 
have the permission of the Registrar and, if they w ish to live in the 
residence halls, of the Dean of Students. 
GRADING SYSTEM 
Effective September I, 1973, the grading system is as follows : A -
Superior; B - Good ; C - Clearly Passing ; D- Passable ; NC - No 
Credit or not qualified to receive A, 8, C, or D; I - Incomplete and W 
- Withdrawal. The " W" is never given unless requested by the student 
and then only at the discretion of the instructor. 
Grades of Pass, Pass with Honors, and No Credit are given for work 
done during the Interim and in required Physical Education courses. 
Grades of Pass and No Credit are given for the Freshman Orientation 
Program. 
An "I" or Incomplete indicates that the student has not completed 
all the work required in the course and a grade determination can not 
be made at the regular time. All Jncompletes must be made up not later 
than mid-term of the following semester, except under extremely 
extenuating circumstances as determined by the instructor and the 
Registrar. The notation 'T' Is used only rarely for Interim work, and 
then only with the expectation that it will be in effect for no longer 
than one week after the end of the Interim month, by which time all 
work should be completed and final evaluation made. Incompletes not 
made up by these dates will automatically be recorded as NC. 
EXAMINATIONS 
Final examinations In all subjects are held in December and May. A 
student absent from an examination, If his absence has been excused by 
the Dean of the College, may receive an examination on the payment of 
$5.00 to the Controller of the College. The examination must be taken 
by the mid-term of the following semester except ln extremely 
extenuating circumstances. 
REPORTS ON ACADEMIC PROGRESS 
At the end of each semester, reports of scholarship will be sent to 
the parents of guardians of all students. At mid-semester and at the end 
of the Interim, reports will be sent to parents or guardians of students 
who incur NC's and the report will include only courses or projects in 
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which the student has incurred an NC. However, all grades are reported 
at mid-semester on first-semester freshmen. 
THE DEAN'S LIST 
At the end of each semester a Dean's List is compiled of all students 
who have obtained better than a 3.00 grade point average in at least 
four full courses. All courses attempted shall be considered in computing 
the average. 
ACADEMIC HONORS 
Students who achieve various degrees of academic excellence at Wof-
ford College are graduated with one of the following honors : cum laude. 
magna cum laude, or summa cum laude. These honors are determined 
by using the traditional grade-point-average, and the qualifications are: 
3.25 - cum laude; 3.50 - magna cum laude ; and 3.75 - summa cum 
laude. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
Candidates for degrees must complete 124 • semester hours including 
general education and major requirements and the prescribed number of 
Interim projects. Within these 124 hours, the student must have a c 
average or he must have passed 124 hours with grades of no less than 
C. Only grades of A, B, C. and D will be used to determine whether or 
not a student has a C average. Grades transferred from other in-
stitutions, except Converse College grades earned when the cooperative 
program is effective, will not be used in computing the c average 
required for graduation. 
'Srud<nu who t n1rr<d Wofford Coll~ or • ny othrr collt11< prior 10 Junt I. 1972. musl compl<1• 120 houn. 
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT 
The senior year of work (the final thirty hours) must be completed 
at Wofford College. In extremely extenuating circumstances (such as the 
unavailability in the senior year of required courses), students may be 
permitted to take up to eight hours of course work at an accredited 
senior college or university other than Wofford College. Before under-
taking such work, the student must obtain the approval of the Registrar 
and chairman of the department concerned. 
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REGULATIONS FOR ADDING OR 
DROPPING COURSES 
During the "Drop-Add Period," which in each semester extends from 
the day of registration to the dates noted in the College Calendar, the 
student wishing to add a course must obtain an enrollment card from 
the instructor who teaches that course. This enrollment card is brought 
by the student to the Office of the Registrar. If the student wishes to 
drop a course, he must obtain a "Drop Slip" from the instructor who 
teaches the course. This form is likewise brought by the student to the 
Registrar's Office. In each case the card or form must be initialed by the 
instructor involved, and in the case of freshmen or sophomores who 
drop or add courses, the documents must bear the faculty advisor's 
signature. 
After the "Drop-Add" period the student may drop a course at any 
time, but before doing so should seek advice on the matter from his ad-
visor and the instructor. At that time the student must request a "W" 
(which may or may not be granted) ; without such request it is incum-
bent upon the instructor to report an "NC" to the Registrar. This "Drop-
Slip" is returned to the Registrar by the instructor and not by the stu-
dent. 
REPEATING COURSES 
Any course may be repeated ; however, credit-hours will be awarded 
only once. 
Any student who has twice failed a course required for graduation 
may request before the end of the Drop-Add Period in the subsequent 
regular semester the Dean of the College to convene a committee to 
review his case. This committee's decision is arbitrary and final. 
CLASS STANDING 
For a student to rank as a sophomore, he must have to his credit a 
minimum of twenty-four semester hours ; as a junior, fifty-six semester 
hours ; as a senior, ninety semester hours. 
OFF-CAMPUS COURSES 
Any student who has accumulated 62 semester hours, exclusive of up 
to six hours in military science and two hours of required physical 
education, and who desires to take course work at another institution of 
higher education, must take such work at an accredited senior college or 
university if he expects this work to apply toward the requirements for 
a degree from Wofford College. The student must secure advance ap-
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proval of the Registrar and the chairmen of the departments in which 
the student desires to take such cour es. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM COLLEGE 
The College, sincerely interested in the welfare of both the student 
and the institution. requires a personal exit interview with either the 
Assistant Dean of the College, the Dean of Students. or the Registrar by 
any student who plans to withdraw from the College. In extenuating 
circumstances, such interviews might be conducted by telephone with 
one of the administrators specified above. 
AUDITING COURSES 
A student who wishes to audit a course may do so on securing the 
consent of the instructor and the Registrar. The course may be recorded 
as "Audit" upon the request of the student and the recommendation of 
the instructor. 
HONORS COURSES 
At the discretion of the Faculty, a senior student may be allowed to 
carry an honors course during the regular academic year. Honors 
courses are subject to the following regulations : 
I. Any honors course may count as part of the major requirement in 
any field . 
2. A student shall be allowed to participate in an honors program 
upon approval by his major department. 
3. Only students having a grade of "B" or better in all courses in his 
major department during his previous two regular emester at Wofford 
shall be eligible to participate in an honors program. Upon mutual con-
sent of department and student, the department shall submit to the 
Curriculum Committee of the Faculty a request that the student be 
allowed to participate in an honor program. The request shall be ac-
companied by a statement concerning the general nature of the work to 
be undertaken. 
4. An honors program may be undertaken only by eniors and will 
carry a maximum credit of six semester hours and will receive a grade 
of Pass, Pass With Honors, or No Credit. 
5. The course, if completed satisfactorily, shall be entered on the 
student's permanent record with a notation to the effect that it is an 
honors course. Also, the student shall be mentioned at commencement 
exercises - and shall be listed in a special section of the college catalog 
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of his graduation year - as having attained "high honors" or "honors" 
in his field, providing he received an "H" or a "P" in the honors 
program. 
6. A student may be removed from an honors program at any time 
if. in the judgment of the department, his work is not of sufficient merit 
to justify his continuing. 
7. An honors course is not to be subject to the usual limit on course 
load. 
8. Each student completing an honors course shall prepare and sub-
mit to his instructor three copies of an abstract de cribing the work 
done in the course. The department shall then place one copy in the 
student's file and one copy in the college library. It is expected that the 
department will keep the third copy in its own files. 
9. Applications for honors courses should be made at least in time 
for consideration by the Curriculum Committee of the Faculty at its last 
scheduled meeting in the student's junior year, or where circumstances 
do not permit such action, at a special meeting of the Curriculum Com-
mittee to be held prior to the first Faculty Meeting of hi senior year. 
IN-COURSE HONORS 
Qualified Wofford students may elect In-Cour e Honors in accor-
dance with the following regulations : 
I. ELIGIBILITY 
The student must have had at least one previous semester at Wof-
ford and must have attained a B average, either cumulative or current. 
II. PROCEDURE FOR APPLICATION AND APPROVAL 
A. A written request for In-Course Honors must be presented to the 
course instructor. 
B. A planned program of study must be submitted before the end of 
the third week of the semester. A special form for this purpose is 
available to the tudent in the office of the Registrar. The complete form 
will be retained by the course instructor or until the end of the semester 
and then used, in space provided, for a report to the Dean of the 
College. 
c. Approval of the application and program of study must be ob-
tained from the course instructor, the department chairman. and the 
Dean of the College. 
111. REQUIREMENTS, PROCEDURES, AND CREDITS 
A. The student shall meet all the requirements of the regular course, 
including the final examination. 
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B. Credit may not be given for In-Course Honors unless the student 
earns a grade of at least B on both the regular course and the In-Course 
Honors work. (The grade on one shall not affect the grade on the 
other.) 
C. Honors work shall : 
I . consist of independent study, under tutorial guidance ; 
2. exhibit "plus qualities" such as initiative, creativity, intellectual 
curiosity, critical thinking, sound methodology ; 
, 3. include a terminal essay which analyzes or exhibits the results 
of the study; 
4. culminate in an oral examination by a committee (appointed 
by the department chairman) of three faculty members in-
cluding the course instructor (as chairman) and preferably one 
person from another discipline. The length of the examination 
generally shall not exceed one hour. 
D. Upon the student's satisfactory completion of In-Course Honors 
the instructor will report the regular course grade with the suffix H 
added to the course number and with the signatures of at least two of 
the examiners appearing on the report card. 
E. The Registrar will add the H suffix to the course number on the 
student's record and allow one semester hour credit for the honors work in 
addition to the regular course credit. 
IV. LIMITATIONS 
A. A student may elect more than one In-Course Honors course per 
semester. 
8. No student shall be penalized for failure to undertake honors 
work. He may, without honors, earn B's or A's in the regular course. 
C. No faculty member is obligated to comply with the request of a 
student for In-Course Honors. 
D. No first-semester faculty person shall give In-Course Honors; he 
should direct the interested student to the department chairman for 
other possible arrangements. 
CLASS ATTENDANCE 
I. All students are expected to attend all classes and laboratories. 
Students should understand that they are responsible for the academic 
consequences of absence from class or laboratory. 
2. Under this policy a student's retention in a course is based on his 
academic performance in class, not legalistically on how many times he 
does not attend. In the classroom he gives his reactions and listens to 
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the reactions of his fellow students. In such an educative process both 
the cla s and the student suffer a decided loss when he misses class. 
3. Any student who abuses his attendance privileges or who is 
remiss in his academic performance may be required to withdraw from 
the course under the following procedures: 
a. in such a case, the instructor will send a class warning form to 
the student requesting an intervie.w. If the tudent fails to re-
spond or if the interview is unsatisfactory, the instructor will 
notify the Assistant Dean of the College. 
b. if the student fails to show satisfactory improvement, the in-
structor shall send to the Dean of the College for his approval 
a Required Class Withdrawal form for the student. The Dean 
of the College will inform the instructor, the student, and 
other interested parties of the required withdrawal, and the 
student will be assigned a grade of W or NC as determined by 
the instructor. 
4. Absences from Military Science and Physical Education classes 
will be governed by those two departments. 
5. Absences from class do not excuse a student from meeting all 
academic course requirements. In such cases the instructor will deter-
mine whether make-up work will be permitted or required. However, a 
student who is absent from a final examination may receive permission 
from the Dean of the College to take such an examination at a later 
date ; permission will be granted only in extremely extenuating cir-
cumstances. 
ACADEMIC PROBATION AND EXCLUSION 
Academic probation or exclusion is intended to warn the student 
that he is failing to profit from an educational opportunity. The stan-
dards adopted are based upon the theory and hope that the student 
whose academic performance is poor may be expected to make 
reasonable progress toward meeting the requirements for graduation. 
Therefore. the student's record will be evaluated after each semester and 
summer session. If the student fails to meet the minimum levels of per-
formance, he will be placed on academic probation for the subsequent 
semester or summer session, or he will be excluded for the subsequent 
semester. If the student is on academic probation for three consecutive 
semesters, he will be ineligible to attend Wofford In the subsequent 
semester. However, at any time that the student makes the Dean 's List 
in the third semester that he is under academic probation, he will be 
allowed to re-enroll for the subsequent semester. Students excluded from 
Wofford College may apply to the Registrar for readmission after one 
semester of exclusion. 
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Wofford College will not accept any academic credit taken at 
another in titution while the student i on academic probation or exclu· 
ion. Thi rule may be waived only if the student on academic probation 
presents in writing a petition to the Registrar. 
The College feels strongly that permanent exclusion from the College 
is a erious matter that should involve very deliberate consideration 
between the Dean, the Regi trar, the student 's faculty advisor. and the 
student. No regulations, therefore, are prescribed. 
All tudents enrolled during 1973 -74 or earlier will continue under 
the Academic Probation and Exclusion regulations stated in the 1973·74 
ca~al g. All transfers, former tudents. and freshmen entering Wofford 
College after May 1974, will come under the rules outlined herein, and 
the Regi trar will e tablish equivalents and procedures necessary to ap· 
ply this rule t the tudent . 
* umulative Hours Cumulative Academic Cumulative Exclusion A11empted Probation Level Level 
16 - 26 GPA Below I.JO GPA Below 1.0 27 - 58 Below 1.60 Below 1.20 59 - 92 Below 1.90 Below 1.40 92 or more Below 2.00 Bel w 1.60 
At any time that a tudent 's academic performance is extremely poor 
the Dean. after con ultation with the Reg istrar, the tudent, and the 
tudent ' faculty advi r. may require the student to withdraw from the 
College immediately, regardle of the minimum tandards outlined 
above. 
0
P/F '"'""' noi indudod. Lr. lntrrim, Fro hman Onmwnon. and PE IO I and 102 
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of 
Science are based on a broad distribution of studies among the represen· 
tative fields of human culture and a concentration of studies within a 
special field . The object of distribution is to give the tudent a general 
view of our intellectual heritage and to broaden his outlook. The object 
of concentration is to aid the student in a particular field of scholarly 
achievement. These requirements are designed to guide students into 
academic work desirable for their growth, and they are basic to later 
study in various professions. 
Students majoring in the humanities or social sciences shall receive 
the B.A. degree. Students majoring in the natural sciences or psycho)ogy 
shall receive the B.S. degree. Those majoring in mathematics will receive 
the B.A. degree if they have fewer than 16 semester hours in the 
natural sciences. If they have 16 or more hours in the natural sciences, 
they will receive the B.S. degree. 
Students desiring to qualify for the B.A. degree must elect a major 
from one of the following fields : accounting, economics, English 
language and literature. fore ign languages. government, history, 
humanities, intercultural. interdepartmental. mathematics, philosophy, 
religion, or sociology. 
Students wishing to receive a B.S. degree must elect a major from 
the following : biology, chemistry, interdepartmental. mathematics, 
physics. or psychology. 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Degrees are awarded in May and August of each year. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE B.A. and 
B.S. DEGREES 
It is the responsibility of the student to ascertain and meet his 
requirements for the completion of the degree. 
StmfSltr Hours 
B.A. B.S 
Engl ish .................. ........................... .................. ... ... .... ................... ...... . 6 6 
Fine Arts .................................................................... ...... ............. ... .. ... . 3 3 
Foreign Language 
or Literature in Translat ion........ .. .. ............................................. 6 
Humanities Seminar ....... ............... ................................. ........... .. ......... 3 
Natural Science ............. ........ ................................................................ 8 
:~:J~:f f~:~:::::::::::::::.::::::::::::: .::::::::::.::.:.:::::.: ::.:::.:::::.:.::.:::.::::::: .:.:::::.::.:.::.:.::.:.::.:.::.:::.: f 12 
Physical Educa tion .......... ... .... ...... ...... .. ... ..... .... ..... ....... ............ ............ 2 
Freshman Orientation Program ...... .................................... ............... 2 
Major Work .................................... ............................................... ...... . 18-44 
Interim Projects and Electives for a total of ................ .. .... .. ......... -m 
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6 
3 
16 
12 
2 
2 
18·44 
124 
In addition to completing these requirements, each student must be 
approved for the B.A. or B.S. degree by a majority of fa culty member 
present and voting at a special faculty meeting held prior to graduation. 
OUTLINE OF SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS 
ENGLISH SIX SEMESTER HOURS 
This requirement is met by successfully completing English I 02 and 
either a 200-level English course or Humanitie 20 1 and 202 .• 
F\Nl: J>.l\1'S 
~\ .. : 
following courses : 
Art 201 , 202, 250, 303 
Humanities 201 and 202• 
Music I 00 and/or 200 (four hours total) 
Music 201 o r 202 
Theatre 2 50, 3 50. 3 51 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
or LITERATURE 
IN TRANSLATION THREE or SIX SEMESTER HOURS 
This requirement may be met in one of three way : by ucces fully 
completing two semesters of a language on the intermediate level ; 
or one semester of a language beyond the intermediate level ; r 
two semesters of a course in literature in translation. 
HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY, 
RELIGION TWELVE SEMESTER HOURS 
This requirement is met by the atisfactory complet ion of one 
course in each department plus one additional course in one of the 
three departments. The following courses will atisfy the 
requirements : 
History IOI , 102 o r 103 
Humanities 201 and 202• 
Philosophy ; Normally a 200 level course 
Religion 201 , 203 , 251 , 252 
HUMANITIES 101 THREE SEMESTER HOURS 
This seminar course is required of every freshman. 
•Tht siudtnt must succtssfully complett tht full yur of HunanUln 201 . 202 In o rdtr to count ont rourR townd the 
..., ... 1 n!un tlon l'<qUlmn<nU In uch or •h• ., ... Of English lltor .. ur<. fin• ""· philosophy, and r<llsion 
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INTERIM NORMALLY, SIXTEEN SEMESTER HOURS 
Thi requirement i met by the tudent ' succes ful completion of 
one four-hour Interim project for each twenty- even seme ter hours 
of credit earned through cour e-work at Wofford (or one project for 
each year of academic work here for tho e students who complete 
all cour e-work requirements at Wofford College in three years). 
NATURAL SCIENCE, 
B.A. DEGREE EIGHT SEMESTER HOURS 
This requirement may be satisfied by the completion of Science IOI, 
I 02 in the freshman year.t If for any reason this is not done, the 
requirement mu t be met by atisfactory completion of two 
semester-courses, preferably in the same department, cho en from 
the following list : 
Biology IOI, 102, 123, 124, 221, 222 
Chemistry 123-124 
Geology 111 , 112 
Physics 12 I, 122 
Psychology 331 , 332, 341, 342 
NATURAL SCIENCE, 
B.S. DEGREE SIXTEEN SEMESTER HOURS 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion in each of two 
department of two cour es chosen from the following Ii t : 
Biology IOI, 102, 123, 124, 221 , 222 
Chemistry 123 -124 
Geology 111 , 112 
Physic 121 , 122 
Psychology 331 , 332, 341, 342 
FRESHMAN 
ORIENTATION PROGRAM TWO SEMESTER HOURS 
This requirement of all freshmen (and transfer students who enter 
with fewer than 24 hours) is met by successful completion of two 
semesters of the program. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION TWO SEMESTER HOURS 
This requirement is met by satisfactorily completing P. E. IOI and 
I 02 in the sophomore year. 
By wrlnrn no1lcr to 1hr Rt"glstru •n lns1runor m•y rrnlfy s~uJ.sfiactory complrlion or 1hr Ni1turi1I Sckn« ~uirtmmt 
whrn Wtlrranttd by thr sttond Kmn-ter lmprovnnrnt of ii Sludrnt who fillltd 10 pa.st thr finl Sf'mntrr 
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MAJOR WORK EIGHTEEN TO FORTY-FOUR 
SEMESTER HOURS 
For detail regarding major work and major deparlment , con ult 
the paragraphs headed "Major Work" below, and the departmental 
and interdepartmental listings in the "Cour e f Instruction" ec-
tion of the catalog. 
ELECTIVES 
In addition to the above, the tudent mu t elect ufficient cour e to 
complete the one hundred and twenty-four eme ter hour 
necessary for graduation. 
OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES 
Student with uperior preparation in any of the above-listed cour e 
are encouraged (or may be required at the option of the department) to 
omit any of them on which they demon trate satisfactory proficiency in 
the judgment of the department concerned. Student relieved of uch 
required course mu t till take one hundred and twenty-four eme ter 
hour in college, except those qualifying under the Advanced Placement 
Program, the College-Level Examination Pr gram, o r the College Place-
ment Test Program. 
MAJOR WORK 
Not later than the close of the sophomore year, each student hall 
select the academic department in which he or she will take hi or her 
major work. At that point also the tudent is to complete the Major 
Work Form, which, after having been approved by the chairman of the 
student' chosen major department , i to be filed with the Registrar. 
Major work itself involves the successful completion of ub tantial 
numbers of seme ter hours in one academic department or, under cer-
tain circumstances, in a selected combination of department ; the 
number of hours required ranges from eighteen to thirty-two in a one-
department major and from twenty-four to forty-four in a combined 
major. Under no circumstances, however, may a student take (to apply 
toward a bachelor's degree) more than thirty-six hour in any one 
department, with courses used to satisfy general requirements not in-
cluded in calculating that total. 
Similarly, neither those courses open primarily to freshmen nor 
those used to meet general requirements may be applied toward com-
pletion of major work requirements. 
The quality of a student's major work must be such that he or he 
finishes with a grade average at the C level or higher in all work 
applied toward the major (with grades of NC not being included in the 
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calculation of that average) or that he or she ha attained grade of at 
least C in the minimum number of hours and cour es required for the 
major. 
PRE-PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS 
AND COMBINED COURSES 
COMBINED ACADEMIC-ENGINEERING PROGRAMS 
Wofford College has agreements with three institutions which afford 
students an opportunity to become liberally educated engineers. After a 
student has completed his general education requirements and certain 
prescribed courses in mathematics and the physical ciences, and has 
been recommended by the faculty, he is automatically accepted at one of 
the following institutions - Clemson University, Columbia University, or 
Georgia Institute of Technology. After successful completion of one year 
at the professional school, he may be awarded the Bachelor's degree by 
Wofford. and after the second successful year at the professional school. 
the student is awarded the Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering. 
These pre-engineering programs are rather tightly structured, and the 
requirements of each of the engineering schools differ slightly. 
Therefore, it is wise for those interested to con ult ear•y and frequently 
with the program advisor. 
PRE-MEDICINE, PRE-DENTISTRY, PRE-MINISTERIAL, 
PRE-VETERINARY SCIENCE, AND PRE-LAW 
Wofford College has an excellent reputation for preparing persons 
for entry into medicine. dentistry, veterinary medicine, Christian 
ministry, and law. Generally, any of the College's majors prepares per-
sons for the appropriate professional and graduate schools. Normally. 
however, persons planning careers in medicine. dentistry, or veterinary 
medicine major in one of the natural sciences and persons going into 
law or the Christian ministry major in one of the humanities or social 
sciences. 
Wofford and the Medical University of South Carolina al o offer a 
"2-3 program" that leads to the B.S. and M.D. degrees in five years. The 
student applies for this program at the same time he applies for admis-
sion to the College. 
A student who desires, before graduating from Wofford. to transfer 
to a professional school approved by the Dean of the College and who 
desires to receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science 
may do so by completing certain requirements. The e, too, are tightly 
structured programs. and the student should consult the Dean of the 
College and the appropriate "pre-advisor" early and frequently. 
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TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
The teacher education program at Wofford includes courses allowing 
for full preparation for secondary school work, and some courses 
applicable toward elementary school certification. The chairman of the 
department of education will advise the students interested in public 
school work in this state with respect to South Carolina State Depart-
ment of Education requirements for certification. Students interested in 
preparing for work in another state should write to the State Depart-
ment of Education in the capital city of that state for full certification 
requirements. 
Careful planning and selection of courses is required in order to 
satisfy both college requirements and those of teacher certification agen-
cies. The earlier in his college career a student registers his interest in 
teaching with the department of education, the more readily can this 
planning be effected. The College can, within reason. assure students of 
satisfactory fulfillment of certification requirements if they consult not 
later than the second semester of the sophomore year. and follow the prescribed 
courses in the teacher education program. Teacher education candidates 
should select a major (except physical education) in one of the subject 
fields normally taught in the public schools. Additional time supplement-
ins the regular four-year college course may be required by the 
program if students report later than the first semester of their junior 
year. 
An outline of the Teacher Certification requirements in South 
Carolina. as administered at Wofford College, is as follows : 
StmtSttr 
GENERAL EDUCATION Hours 
English ............... ................... .............................................................................. ........... 12 
Biological and Physical Sciences .... .. .... .... .................... .. ........................................... 12 
(Biology and one other science must be represented.)• 
Social Studie (In two fields. with not more 
than six hour in one field) ........ .... .................................................................... 12 
Music and Art Appreciation ............ .. .... .... ......... ............ ............................ ............... 6 
Health Education.................................................. .................... ......... ... ........................ 3 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
A. Adolescent Psychology 
(Education 300) 
B. Principles and Philo ophy of Education 
(Education 326) 
C. Principles of Learning, Materials 
and Methods 
(Education 332. Education 405) 
D. Student Teaching in High School 
(Education 409·410) ......................... ...................... .. .................... ..................... 6 
Total Semtrrer Hours.... .. ... .... ..... ..... ...... .......... ............. .................................... 18 
~ suggntcd 1hat tt"htr cduc.iion candkiatcs ukt ont: courw in biology and two srmnttrs of chtmlstry. physia. or 
arol<>t!Y· Anoth<r posslbl• comblnotlon might b< two roursn In biology •nd G«>logy 111 or 112 . 
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TEACHING AREA 
Each subject field requires a specific number of semester hours for 
certification as follows (for courses within each area which are specified 
by Wofford College, consult the department of education or the depart· 
ment concerned) : 
Srmmrr 
Houri 
EnsJlsh .. ....... ............................... ...... ....................................................................... J6 
Health and Physical Education... ............ ......... .............. .......... .. ............................ 24 
History ....... ........................... .. ........ ... ........ .............................................................. 18 
Language .. ............................ ....... ........ .................. ..... ........................................ .... I 8 to JO 
Mathematics ............. ................ ........ ............................................. .... ...................... 18 
Science (Natural) ............................... ..... ......................................................... .. ... ... 18 to JO 
Social Studies .......... ......................... .. ......... ............. ............................................... JO 
RECOMM.ENDA TION FOR C.ERTIFICA TION 
The College advises students as to the requirements of the teacher 
education and the certification programs, and help with cheduling the 
appropriate sequence of courses. Responsibility for starting the program 
and pursuing it to completion, however, re t upon the individual stu· 
dent. Deficiencies in preparation at the time the candidate applie to tht 
State Department for certification are not the responsibility of the 
College. Wofford College recommends for certification only thost 
students who have completed satisfactorily all requirements of the program. 
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On the following pages are brief statements concerning courst 
offerings, prerequisites, and major requirements. For fuller statements 
and more detailed explanations contact the appropriate departments or 
the Dean of the College directly. 
Students should be aware that they may have access also to a 
number of courses offered at Converse College but open to Wofford 
students, under the terms of a cooperative cross-registration arrange-
ment. The privileges of this arrangement are available to students in 
good standing, provided that there is space for their enrollment in the 
given courses and that the courses are not offered at Wofford. 
Information as to the specific courses which are offered at Converst 
may be obtained from the Registrar at Wofford. 
NUMBERING SYSTEM 
Courses numbered in the IOO's and 200's are primarily for freshmen 
and sophomores. 
Courses numbered in the 300's and 400's are primarily for juniors 
and seniors. 
Course numbers separated by a colon (e.g.: 201 :202) indicate a full 
year course for which credit is not given unless the work of both 
semesters is completed. Such a course may not be entered at the second 
semester. 
Course numbers separated by a hyphen (e.g.: 201-202) indicate a year 
course for which credit for one semester may be given, but which may 
not be entered at the second semester." 
Course numbers separated by a comma (e.g. : 201 , 202) indicate two 
distinct one semester courses, of which the second is in logical continui-
ty from the first; these courses may be entered at either semester. 
Single course numbers (e.g.: 265) indicate unitary one semester 
courses. 
In general. odd numbered courses or half courses are offered in the 
first semester and those with even numbers are offered in the second 
semester. 
After each of the following course descriptions are three numbers (in 
parentheses) which indicate the number of class meeting hours or 
equivalents normally met each week; the number of laboratory hours or 
equivalents normally met each week ; and the number of semester hours 
credit for the course. 
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DEPARTMENTAL OFFERINGS 
BIOLOGY 
W RA y LEONARD Dtpartmmr Chairman H: DONALD DOBBS. WILLIAM B. HUBBAllD, E. GIBBES PATI'ON 
Major Prerequisites : None 
Major Requirements: 
Biology 123, 124, 221, 222 
Four advanced courses chosen in consultation with the departmen-
tal chairman. One of these may be a three-hour, non-laboratory 
course. 
senior Seminar (Biology 451) in the autumn of the senior year. 
Departmental Reading Program in the junior year. . 
Comprehensive examination during the first semester of the senior 
year. 
The Undergraduate Record Exam the second semester of the senior 
year. 
If a student plans to complete early his requirements for a degree, 
he should make this known to the departmental chairman in time 
to complete all requirements for a degree before leaving Wofford. 
All medical and dental schools accept a major in biology. Therefore, 
the department does not offer a special program of study for pre-
medical and pre-dental students. 
'IOI. GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Fundamental facts and principles of animal life. 
0 ·3-4) STAFF 
1102. GENERAL BIOLOGY 
Fundamental facts and principles of plant life. 
()-3-4) STAFF 
123. INTRODUCTORY ANlMAL BIOLOGY 
Study of animal life with emphasis on vertebrate body .structures and functions. 
0 ·3·4) DOBBS 
124 PLANTS AND ECOSYSTEM 
· Structure and function of the vascular-plant body ; similarities and differences among 
representatives of major plant-groups; plants, animals. man, and the physical en· 
vlronment as an ecosystem 
(3 -3-4) PATTON 
lll. INTRODUCTION TO MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR 
BIOLOGY . 
Introduction of morphological. biochemical. biophysical. and genetic studies of hvlng 
cells. 
(3 -3-4) LEONARD 
~ In summ<r school only; docs not count tow.,d 1 blolOIY major. but docs count tow1rd fulnllmtnt of th< 
utur11J sckn« rrqulrnmnt 
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222. INTRODUCTION TO GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENT 
Study of the ba le concepts of heredity and sub equent development of organis~ 
(3-3-4) HUBBARD 
301. GENETICS 
Study of the principles of heredity with emphasis on the more recent work and find· 
lngs in the field . 
0 -3-4) HUBBARD 
302. MORPHOGENESIS 
Study of vertebrate morphology and embryogenesis. ( 1977 and alternate years) (3-3-4) DOBBS . 
303. MICROBIOLOGY 
Study of the micro copic forms of life. Including structure . functions. uses and con· 
trols. 
0 -3-4) HUBBARD 
304. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY AND ANIMAL PARASITISM 
Study of selected Invertebrates. with emphasis on symbiotic relationships and P«in 
parasitic in man ( 1976 and alternate year ). 
(3 -3-4) DOBBS 
307. ECOLOGY 
Study of the interrelationships of the environment and organisms. including man. 
0 -3·4) PATTON 
309. BIOLOGY OF NON-WOODY PLANTS 
Identification and classification of vascular and non-vascular plants: history and 
biology of cultivated plants ; biology of plant -disease; laboratory studies in plant 
growth ; and other topics utilizlng non-woody plants. Offered in even-num~rtd 
years. 
0 -3-4) PATTON 
311. BIOLOGY OF WOODY PLANTS 
Study of the identification. distribut ion. discovery and t'xploitation. growth. and 
body-functions of trees and shrubs, with emphasis on the rich woody flora of thf 
region. Offered In odd-numbered years. 
0 -3-4) PATTON 
4-01. HISTORY OF BIOLOGY 
Study of the development of the biological clences from medicine of primitive man 
to the present. 
(3-0-3) DOBBS 
402. HUMAN GENETICS 
Study of the principles of genetics as they apply to the human. 
0 -0·3) HUBBARD 
404. PHYSIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES 
Study of the leading Ideas and concept o f the phy iology of animal . 
0 -3-4) LEONARD 
4-07. HISTOLOGY 
Microscopic anatomy. Study of the cellular structure of tissues and organs. 
0-3 -4) LEONARD 
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451. SENIOR SEMINAR 
Discuss! n of assigned readings on evolution. Requ ired of majors in biology during 
autumn of enlor year. 
(1-0-1) PATTON 
481. SELECTED TOPICS IN BIOLOGY 
Group or Individual study of elected topics in biology. 
0 ·0-3) HUBBARD 
HONORS COURSE AND IN-COURSE HONORS 
The Department o f Biology encourages its students to undertake honors work. For 
further Information, the student is referred to Honors Courses. page 70, and In-Course 
Honors. page 71 , In the current catalog. 
CHEMISTRY 
WILLIAM P. CA VIN, Drp11rtmm1 Ch11irm1111 
ROGER H. ABEL. W. SCOT MOllllOW, I . G. STEPHENS, DORIS M. THOMPSON 
Major Prerequisite: Chemistry 123-124 
Major Requirements: 
Jn order to allow flexibility in the major and provide for differing 
professional goals. the chemistry department offers a variety of 
major programs. 
ALL MAJORS REQUJRE : 
Chemistry 201-202, 211, 212 and Physics 121 , 122. 
DEPARTMENTAL READING PROGRAM in the junior year. 
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION in the senior year. 
(A course in Computer Science is highly recommended.) 
PROFESSIONAL CHEMISTRY MAJOR: 
Designed for students who plan graduate work leading to the 
M.S. and/or Ph.D. degree in chemistry. These courses are 
recommended by the American Chemical Society for a 
professional chemistry major. 
Chemistry 311 , 312. 322, 410, 420 : Math 251 , 252 . 
(Chemistry 451-452 or 480+ are recommended as electives.) 
Chemistry majors who plan to do graduate work are strongly ad-
vised to take Math 351, 352 and to acquire a reading knowledge 
of German. 
LIBERAL ARTS CHEMISTRY MAJOR: 
Designed for students who prefer more flexibility in choosing 
electives. While this program does not meet the standards of the 
American Chemical Society, students following this major often 
continue in graduate work or enter industry. 
Chemistry 311 , 3 12 and two advanced electives in chemistry 
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chosen in consultation with the department chairman ; Math 251 , 
252 . 
CHEMISTRY MAJOR FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS : 
Chemistry 301 , 302, 322 and one advanced elective in chemistry 
chosen in consultat ion with the department chairman ; Math 140, 
160 or 251 , 252 . 
In addition to the requirements for the major, students who plan 
to teach must also meet the requirements fo r teacher certifica-
tion. Further information on the Teacher Education Program is 
given on pages 81 and 82 of this catalog or may be obtained from the 
chairman of the department o( educat ion. 
CHEMISTRY MAJOR FOR PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS: 
This is the most flexible of all major program in the chemistry 
department and is designed to provide a strong background for 
pre-medical or pre-dental students. This program fulfills the 
course requirements of any medical or dental school in the entire 
country. 
Chemistry 301 , 302 and two advanced electives chosen in any 
combination from biology, chemistry, or physics, elected in con-
sultation with the department chairman; Math 140. 160 or 251 , 
252. 
HONORS COURSES AND IN-COURSE HONORS: 
Chemistry majors are encouraged to participate in the honors 
programs that are available at Wofford. For further information, 
see Honors Courses, page 70, and In-Course Honors, page 71 , of this 
catalog. 
123-124. GENERAL CHEMISTRY 
A thorough treatment of the fundamentals of chemist ry from a strictl y modern 
point of view. 
0 -3-4) Each semester STAFF 
201 -202. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
A study of the compounds of ca rbon with emphasis on structure and m"hanisms. 
Prerequ isi te : Chemistry 123-124. 
(3 -3-4) Each semester CAVIN 
211, 212. INTRODUCTORY ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
Fundamental theories and techn iques of quant itative chemical analysis. Prerequisite: 
Chemistry 123-124. 
(1 -3-2) Each course ABEL 
250+. INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH 
Elementary investigat ions in chemistry fo r students who w ish to begin research ear-
ly in their undergraduate studies. A maximum of 4 credit hours may be obtaintd in 
Chemistry 250+ . Prerequ isi te : Chemistry 123-124 or consent of the depart~nt. 
(0-3-1) STAFF 
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280+ . SELECTED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY 
Group or individual tudy of elected topics in chemistry at an intermediate level. 
Intended for non-chemi ts a well as chemi try majors. Specific topic will vary with 
student interest and will be announced one seme ter in advance. 
(I , 2, or 3 - 0 or 3 - I, 2. 3. or 4) STAFF 
301. PHYSICAL BIOCHEMISTRY 
Selected a pects of the phy icai chemist ry of biomolecule which are especially 
applicable to the medi a l and life science . Prerequisi te : Chemistry 202 ; Physics 
122 ; Math 140, 160 or 251 , 252. Recommended : Chemistry 211 . 212 . 
(3-3 -4) MO RROW 
302. BIOCHEMISTRY 
Selected aspects of chemi try which are related to the molecular ba i of cell truc-
ture and function. Including biomolecule . me tab lie organization. bioenergetic and 
utilization of genetic information. Prerequisite : Chemi try 202. Recommended : 
Chemi try 211 , 212 and 301. 
0 -3-4) MO RR OW 
311. 312. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
A study of the laws and theories of chemi t ry. thermodynamics. kinetic . quantum 
theory and m lecular st ructure. etc.. from a modern vie' point. Emphasis on 
problem olving. Prereq uisi tes : Chemi try 211 , Physics 122. Math 252. 
(3 -3-4) Each cour e THOM PSO 
322. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
A survey of inorganl chemi try with empha is on the periodi lty of the elements 
and developmen t of the modern theories of the relationship of chemical behavior 
and structure. Prerequisite : Chemistry 311 or 301 . 
0-3-4) THOM PSON 
410. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
Integrated application of instrumental and classical techniques t research oriented 
problems in structural organic chemi try. Application of IR. UV. NMR and mas 
pectro copy to organic structure determina t ion. Prerequl lte : Chemi t ry 202, 211 , 
2 12. 
(2 -6·4) CAVIN 
420. CHEMICAL INSTRUMENTATION 
Instruments and method in absorption and em1s ion spectromet ry. gas 
ch romatography. mass spectrometry. radioisotope and ele trometric mea uremen t . 
Prerequisites : Chemist ry 21 1, 2 12 and 311 , 3 12 (or 30 I). 
(2 ·6-4) AB EL 
451 :452. SENIOR RESEARCH 
Guided original re earch of a simple na ture in the field of the tudent' intere t. In-
troduct ion to basic re ea rch principles. libra ry and labora tory resea rch leading to 
solution of the problem and a w ritten report. Prerequisites: Con ent of the In t ruc-
tor and approval by the department chairman. 
(0·6-2) Each emester STAFF 
480+ . ADVANCED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY 
Group or individual tudy of specia l topics in chemist ry at an advanced level . Topic 
will vary w ith stude nt interest, but will be elected from advanced areas of 
analytical . organic. inorganic. physical or biochemi try. and will be announced one 
seme ter in advance. Prerequisi te : Introductory course in area of tudy and consent 
of the instructor. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
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ECONOMICS AND ACCOUNTING 
MAITHEW A. STEPHENSON. Dfpart11tflll Chairman 
HUGH T. ARTHUR, JOHN G. FULMER. HAROLD W. GREEN 
ECONOMICS MAJOR 
Major Prerequisites : Mathematic 140. 160. 
Major Requirements : Economics 201 , 202, 301 , 302. 
Twelve additional emester hours of Economics, Accounting, or 
Computer Science courses which must include at least two 
economics cour es numbered above 400. 
201. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS I 
An introduction to the analysi of how a market economy allocate carce res(lurcrs 
to produce goods and services people want. 
0-0·3) STAFF 
202. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS II 
A study of the theory of income and employment and of the policie that affect the 
level of income and employment. 
0 -0-3) STAFF 
301. MICROECONOMIC THEORY 
An Intermediate-level course in the economic analysi of the behavior and 
relation hips of ' individual decision -making unit in a market economy. 
Prerequi lte : Economic 20 I, 202. 
0 ·0·3) FULMER 
302. MACROECONOMIC THEORY 
An intermediate-level course in the economic analy is of the determination of In· 
come and employment. Prerequisite : Economics 201 , 202. 
0 -0-3) ARTHUR 
311. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 
An historical treatment of the economic development of America from colonial 
times to the present. 
0 ·0 ·3) ARTHUR 
321. BUS IN ESS FINANCE 
A tudy of the corporate financial orga nization. Prerequi ite: Accounting 211. 
0 -0-3) FULMER 
331. MANAGEMENT 
A tudy of the basic functions of administration - planning. organizing. directing 
and ontrolll ng. 
0 -0-3) GRF.EN 
372. COMMERCIA L LAW 
A study of basic legal principles applying to the conduct of business opera tions. 
0·0·3) GREEN 
401. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS 
A tudy of the theory of international peciallzation and exchange. the making of 
international payment • and the relation of International transactions to national In· 
come. Prerequi it es : Economic 20 I, 202. 
0 ·0·3) ARTHUR 
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412. P UBLIC FINANCE 
A tudy of the theory and practice of taxation. public expenditure . and publi debt. 
Prerequisite : Economics 201 , 202. 
0-0·3) FULME R 
422. MONEY AND BANKING 
A study of the relation hip between money and the level of economic activity. com-
mercial and central banking. credit control under the Federal Reserve ystem. and 
the theory and objectives of monetary policy. Prerequisite : Economics 202 . 
(3·0-3) FULMER 
43 I. URBAN ECONOMICS 
An analy is of the economic force affecting the performance and structure of the 
urban economy. Prerequisite : Economics 201 . 202. 
0·0·3) STEPHE SO 
442. PUBLI C POLICY TOWARD BUSINESS 
A study of government regulation of busine s and antitrust policy. Prerequisite : 
Economics 201 , 202. 
0 ·0·3) STEPHENSO 
45 1. LABOR ECONOM ICS 
A study of the nature of the market for labor ervlces. Prerequi ite : Economics 20 I, 
202. 
0 -0·3) STEPHE SO 
461. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS 
A urvey of the economic system of capitali m. o ialism. communi~m. and fa i m. 
Prerequisites : Economics 201. 202. 
0·0·3) STEPHE SO 
472. HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT 
A tudy of the evolution of economic analy is Including a brief urvey of the 
econ mic idea of Aristotle. the cholastic. mercantllist , and physlocrats and a more 
detailed study of the economic analysis of the dassici t . Marxists, marglnali t . and 
Keyne ians. Prerequi ltes: Economics 201 , 202. 
0·0·3) STEPHENSON 
480. SPECIAL TOPICS IN ECONOMICS 
T pies may vary from year to year. 
0·0·3) STAFF 
492. MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS 
A tudy of how the basic a sumptions of economi theory are tated in terms of 
mathematic.ii ymbols. Theoretical conclu ion from the e a umption are derived 
by the u e of the method of mathematics. Prerequi it es: Economi 30 I, 
Mathematic 160. 
0·0·3) FULMER 
ACCOUNTING MAJOR 
HAROLD W. GREEN, Coordi11a1or 
Major Prerequisites : 
Mathematics 160 ; Computer Science 100; Economics 201 , 202 ; Ac-
counting 21 I, 2 12 
Major Requirements : 
Mathematics 140; Computer Science 200 ; Economic 321 , 372 ; Ac-
counting 351 , 352, 452 , 461 , 462 . 471 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
L HARRIS CHEWNING, Depart111e111 lrairman 
PHILIP S. COVINGTON. DENNIS M. DOOLEY, VIVIAN FISHER, 
EDMUND HENRY. VINCENTE. MILLER, EDWARD R. MINUS. 
JOSEPH SECOND! 
Major Prerequisites: English 200, 201. 
Major Requirements: 
Eight advanced courses, including one from each of the following 
group : 
I. 301 , 303 , 305, 311, 313 , 314, 317, 331, 337. 
I I. 307, 308, 309, 332, 338, 341. 
Ill. 321 , 322, 339. 
Engli h major intending to d graduate work are advised to 
acquire a reading knowledge of French, German or both. 
101. LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION FOR FRESHMEN 
This cour c involve careful study and discu sion of good writing from various 
genre and periods and is de igned to help the tudent to read perceptivrly and 
think clearly, and to discus and write intelligently. To receive credit for the count 
the tudent must demonstrate hi s ability to write satisfactorily. Doe not apply 
towa rd fulfillment of general or major requirements. 
0 ·0·3) STAFF 
102. SEMINAR IN LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION 
Each section of thi course will pursue an In-depth tudy of some topic in 
literature. Reading and d i cu sion will lead to written work and Independent in· 
ve tlgation. Object ives will be to read critically. think analytically, and communlcatt 
effectively. Several hon papers and one long documented paper will be wrlttm. 
Prerequisite: Humanities 101 or English 101. 
0 ·0·3) STAFF 
200. INTRODUCTION TO LITERARY STUDY 
Thi course is de igned to develop beyond the freshman level the student's ability to 
read literary classics with appreciation and understanding and with a sense of tilt 
traditions out of which they grew. There will be intensive exercise in the critical 
analysis of literary works from a variety of period and genres. Required readins 
will include a clas icai work. a play of Shakespeare. and other works chosen by tilt 
in tructor. 
0 ·0-3) STAFF 
201. ENGLISH LITERATURE TO 1800 
tudy of works representative of the major writers and periods from the Middlt 
Age through the eighteenth century, with emphasis on critical undent.tndin1 or 
the e works and on the in fluen ces that produced them. 
0 -0-3) STAFF 
202. ENGLISH LITERATURE SINCE 1800 
Study of wo rks repre entatlve of the major writers and periods from the Romanik 
movement to the pre ent, with emphasis on critical understanding of thl'Sl' works 
and on the Influence that produced them. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
301. ENGLISH MEDIEVAL LITERATURE 
Reading in Old and Middle English literature. in translated or modernized versions. 
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through the end of the fifteenth century. excluding Chaucer. 
0 -0-3) HE RY 
)0). SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE TO THE 
TIME OF THE RESTORATION 
Important work will be chosen from the drama. lyric. e say. and criti ism. Chief 
among the autho rs tudied will be Ben Jonson. Web ter, Bacon. Donne, George 
Herbert . Vaughan. and Marvel. 
0 ·0-J) SECOND! 
)05. ENGLISH LITERATURE OF THE RESTORATION AND 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, 1660- 1800 
A study of Important works from the literature of this period. Works to be tud ied 
will be elected from satire (poetry and pro e). cs ay. lyri • and biography. The chief 
authors tudied will be Dryden. Swift, Pope. Fielding, Gray. Johnson. and Bo well . 
0-0-3) SECOND! 
107. THE ROMANTIC PERIOD 
Considerat ion of the new creative spirit which hows it elf in the poetry of 
Word worth, Coleridge. Shelley. Byron. and Keat . as well a in the minor ,. riter 
of the age. 
0 -0-3) FISHER 
)08. THE VICTORIAN PERIOD 
Study of repre entative British literature of the Victorian era . with emphasl on the 
poetry of Tennyson. Browning. and Arnold. 
0 -0·3) Fl HER 
)09. THE IRISH REVIVAL 
A study of the major writers of the period. with empha i on the particular cultural 
and hi t rical context in which the lri h Renaissance occurred. The chief figures to 
be tudied in lude Synge. Yeats, Joyce. O'Casey and Behan. 
0-0-3) DOOLEY 
)II. CHAUCER 
Study of Chaucer's major poetry. with s me attention to the medieval background 
and to Chaucerian criticism. 
0 ·0-3) HENRY 
}I). SHAKESPEARE (EARLY PLAYS) 
Study of the principal plays of the first half of hakespeare's ca reer. including the 
romantic comedies and histories. Lecture and reports on the Elililbethan 
background. 
0-0-3) CHEWNING 
)14. SHAKESPEARE (LATER PLAYS) 
Study of :he principal plays of the latter half of Shakespeare' career. including the 
major tragedie and romances. 
0-0-3) CHEWNING 
)17. MILTON 
Read ing of most of Milton's pot'try and ele tions from his pr e. 
0-0-3) CHEWNING 
)21. AMERICAN LITERATURE TO THE CIVIL WAR 
A urvey of American li terature. from its beginning to the Civil War, with empha is 
upon the major writers. 
0-0-3) DOOLEY 
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322. AMERICAN LITERATURE SINCE THE CIVIL WAR 
Continuation of 321. 
0 ·0·3) DOOLEY 
332. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA 
Reading of contemporary dramas from Ibsen to the present . 
0·0·3) MILLER 
337. THE EARLY ENGLISH NOVEL 
Reading of representative British novels of the eighteenth century and Romantic 
period. 
0 ·0-3) HENRY 
338. THE LATER ENGLISH NOVEL 
Major novels of the Victorian and modern periods. 
0 ·0·3) FISHER 
339. THE MODERN NOVEL 
A critical consideration of elected American. Britl h. and European novels from 
Flaubert to the pre ent. The student should gain some Insight both into the develop-
ment of the modern novel as a genre and Into the part the modern novel his 
played in the development of the modern mind. Specific elections will vary from 
year to year but will include such writers as James. Lawrence. Joyce, Faulknn. 
Hemingway, and Beckett. 
0·0·3) MILLER 
341. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE 
Major writers of the twentieth century In America and England. 
0·0·3) MILLER 
343 . COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 
A comparative study of selected works from the great literatures of the world Tilt 
course i intended to allow the student to gain some sense of the breadth, naturt. 
and Importance of his cultural heritage, o far a he can do this through a study of 
a few literary works In translation. The flrst emester is not prerequisite to tilt st· 
cond. 
0-0·3) MILLER 
344. COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 
Continuation of 343 . 
0 ·0·3) MILLER 
345. PRINCIPLES OF LITERARY CRITICISM 
A study of the principles by which one di tlngulshe the best from the inferior in 
literature. Some attention will be given to the opinions of major critics. but tilt 
main part of the course will be practical and Inductive, and concerned with the dis· 
cusslon of elected works. 
0-0-3) MILLER 
347. DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN ENGLISH 
A study of the history of the English language. including the place of Engli h in tilt 
lndo-European family of languages. the growth of Engli h as a living language from 
the Old English period to the present, and the development of modern American 
Engli h. 
0-0-3) CHEWNING 
348. MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR 
An introduction to current trends in the study of the English language. with 
emphasis on generative-transformational grammar. Some attention will be given to 
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the teaching of linguistically oriented materials In secondary schools. 
0 -0-3) CHEWNING 
3'1 . INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM 
A study of mass media of communications. with empha I on the gathering and 
writing of news. Does not count toward a major in English. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
3'2. WORKSHOP IN THE WRITING OF FICTION AND POETRY 
The primary focus will be on the study and writing of short storie and poems. Other 
forms (drama. es ay, and novel) will be econdary. A student may. however. work 
predominantly In a single genre if he chooses. Manuscript will be read and discussed in 
cla . and there will be Individual conferences with the instructor. Does not count 
toward a major In English. 
0-0·3) MINUS 
m. PUBLIC SPEAKING 
An Introduction. Students will be expected to prepare, deliver. and criticize various 
types of peeche . Does not count toward a major in Engli h. 
(3-0-3) COVINGTON 
481 . SPECIAL TOPICS IN LITERATURE 
A seminar In tended mainly for advanced English majors. Topic may vary from year 
to year. 
0-0·3) STAFF 
FINE ARTS 
JAMES R. GROSS, Department hairman 
CONSTANCE D. ARMITAGE, VICTOR BILANCHONE. 
GEORGE HANKS, THOMAS N. LENTZ 
There is no major in Fine Arts. 
ART 
201 . 202. THE HISTORY OF WESTERN ART 
A su rvey of Western Art, beginning with the prehistoric cave paintings through 
Gothic Art. Renaissance Art up to pre ent trends will be dealt with In the second 
course. 
0-0-3) Each cour e STAFF 
250. TWO-DIMENSIONAL DESIGN AND TECHNIQUE 
A course de lgned to introduce the student to the various media and designs 
available to him In the two-dimensional surface. Two four-hour studio se sions per 
week for a total of three semester hour credit. Students will upply their own 
materials. 
(0-8-3) STAFF 
JOI. ITALIAN RENAISSANCE ART 
A study of the major art of the Ita lian Renaissance. Intended to give background 
and develop appreciation for this significant era. 
0 ·0-3) STAFF 
JOJ . ORIENTAL ART 
A urvey of the Art of the Orient. including major periods and examples In China. 
India and Japan, studied against their cultural and hi torical background. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
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350. SCULPTURE 
A course allowing the student to work in certain three-dimensional media and 
techniques. Students will supply their own materials. 
(0-5·2) STAFF 
480. SELECTED TOPICS IN ART HISTORY 
Topics to be announced each semester. 
0-0·3) STAFF 
THEATRE 
250. INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATRE 
Script analysis, dramatic structure, production styles. introductory overview of act· 
Ing, directing, and the technical elements of production - lighting. et design and 
construction, costuming, make-up, theatre management. Participation in some phB 
of major play production (onstage or offstage) required . 
(1 ·6·3) GROSS 
25 I. ACTING AND DIRECTING 
A continuation of Theatre 250 with emphasis on acting (vocal. body movement, Im-
provisation) and directing. All students enrolled will participate actively In 
laboratory productions as actors and director . Prerequisi te : Theatre 250 or permis-
sion of the Instructor. 
(1 ·6·3) GROSS 
350. HISTORY OF THE THEATRE 
A ~tudy of major periods of theatrical history, emphasizing the drama and thf 
various forms of its production as mirrors of the ocieties out of which they grew. 
From the cla slcal perlod through the neo-clas ical period. 
0-0·3) GROSS 
351. HISTORY OF THE THEATRE 
A continuation of Theatre 350, covering the theatre from the romantic period to tilt 
present. 
0·0·3) GROSS 
450. THEATRE PRACTICUM 
A special course of individual study and in tructlon wherein an advanced student of 
theatre may pursue a special interest such as set de ign, lighting, theatrical managt· 
ment. acting, playwrightlng, under the direction of the Instructor. Activt' particlpa· 
tion In laboratory and major productions required. A maximum of 3 hours may be 
earnt'd In Theatre 450. 
(0·3·1) GROSS 
480. SPECIAL TOPICS IN THEATRE AND RELATED AREAS 
A seminar for advanced students. Subject matter will vary from year to year. Per· 
mission of instructor. 
(2·3·3) GROSS 
MUSIC 
100. GLEE CLUB 
The study of choral literature for men's voices from the Renaissance to the Contem· 
porary Period. Additional activities include local concert . performances with 
women's colleges. participation in musical theatre/opera and a Spring tour. Permis· 
sion of the Director. (Maximum of 4 credit hours). 
(2-1-1) BILANCHONE 
200. THE BAND 
The study of band literature with emphasis on en emble training. Additional ac· 
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1ivl1ies include Pep-band for sports events, ROTC functions and the Mardi Gras 
parade. Permission of the Director. (Maximum of 4 crt'dil hour ) 
(2-0· I) HANKS 
201 . THE UNDERSTANDING OF MUSIC 
An introduction to the art of perceptive listening. A general urvey of music from 
the Baroque period to the present time. 
0-0-3) BILANCHONE 
202. THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC 
The development of aural recognition and Identification of mu ical patterns. The 
development of proficiency in recognizing and re ponding 10 the symbols of music 
notation. 
0-0-3) BILANCHONE 
2'0. MUSIC LABORATORY 
Applied mu le In the form of private instruction offered while enrollt'd in one of 
the music courses. 
(I 10 2·0· 1) STAFF 
JOJ. BAROQUE AND CLASSICAL MUSIC LITERATURE SURVEY 
A study of selected literature repre entative of the Baroque and Classical style eras. 
0·0·3) BILANCHONE 
J04. ROMANTI C AND CONTEMPORARY MUSIC LITERATURE 
A study of elected literature representative of the Romantic and Contemporary 
style eras. 
0 ·0·3) BILANCHONE 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
GEORGE C. S. ADAMS, Drpartmrm Chairman 
JOAQUIN DEVELASCO. JACQUES C. B. FQRBES, TA-TSENG LING, 
RICHARD J . REMIREZ, JOSEPH SECOND!. CYRUS L SHEALY 
Major Prerequisites: 
Completion of courses I 0 I and I 02 of each language of concentra-
tion selected for advanced study or the equivalent. 
Major Requirements: 
Twenty-four semester hours above course 102 level in the depart-
ment at least fifteen semester hours of which must be earned for 
courses numbered 300 or higher. It is recommended that a student 
spend his junior year abroad studying in a country where his 
language of concentration is native. All major programs must have 
the approval of the department chairman. 
SPECIAL TOPICS IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
A peclal topl course under the direction of a staff member. in Chinese. French. 
German, Greek. Latin. Ru Ian. or Spanish and de lgnated 401 , 402, 403, 404 
prect'ded by the name of the language may be arranged for the individual tudent 
by special permls Ion of the chairman of the department and the instructor respon · 
ible for directing the work. These courses are restricted to tudents majoring in the 
department of foreign languages. Prerequisites : completion of cour e 201 , 202 of the 
language concerned. 
(0-0-3) Each course STAFF 
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CHINESE 
101-102. ELEMENTARY CHINESE 
Elementary ~h.inese ideograph ; pronunciation. dictation. conversation ; memorlzinA 
of common 1d1oms and everyday expressions : reading of easy tories. 
0 ·0·3) Each seme ter LING 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE CHINESE 
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Chinese calligraphy; advanctd 
composition and conversation. Prerequisite : Chinese I 01.102. 
0-0·3) Each semester LING 
FRENCH 
101 -102. ELEMENTARY FRENCH 
Elementary French grammar: pronunciation ; dictation ; conversation ; memorizing of 
common Idioms and everyday expression : reading of easy stories. 
0 · 1·3) Each seme ter STAFF 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 
Reading of selections from standard pro e writers. Advanced grammar; compositkl!I 
and conversation. Prerequisite: French I 01 -102 o r two years of high school French. 
O·l ·J) Each seme ter STAFF 
221 , 222. FRENCH LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION 
Representative selections of French literature In Engll h translation. Lectures, class 
dlscu slon and reports. oral and written. 
0 ·0·3) Each course ADAMS 
301, 302. CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION 
Conducted in French. Conversation and composition ba ed on readings from modern 
writers. Prerequisite: French 201 -202. 
0-0-3) Each course SHEALY 
353, 354. GENERAL VIEW OF FRENCH LITERATURE 
Lectures. rapid reading of representative works ; hi tory of literature ; repons. 
Prerequi lte: French 201 ·202. o r the equivalent. 
0 ·0·3) Each course ADAMS 
361 , 362. MODERN FRENCH LITERATURE 
Repre entative selections from out tanding authors of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. Lecture . discussion • reports. conducted in French. 
0 ·0·3) Each course ADAMS 
GERMAN 
101-102. ELEMENTARY GERMAN 
Elementary German grammar: pronunciation : dictation ; conver ation : memorizing 
of common idiom and everyday expre ions. Reading of ea y stories. 
0 · 1·3) Each semester FORBES AND STAFF 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 
Read ing of selections from standard pro e writers. German lyrics and ballads. Ad· 
vanced grammar; composition and conversation. Prerequi ite: German 101 ·102 or 
two years of high chool German. 
(3.J .3) Each semester FORBES AND STAFF 
221, 222. GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION 
R~presentat ive selections of German literature in English translation. Lectures. class 
discussions. oral and written reports. 
0-0·3) Each course FORBES AND STAFF 
100 
JOI. 302. CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION 
Intended to drill the student in the application of grammar and the idiomatic usage 
of German. 
(3·0·3) Each course STAFF 
305, 306. GERMAN LITERATURE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
Lectures. discu ion . report . The first semester will be spent principally studying 
the works of Goethe. and the second those of Lessing and Schiller. 
0-0·3) Each course FORBES 
321 . 322. SCIENTIFIC GERMAN READINGS 
Read ing of scientific texts of standard difficulty intended for cience majors who 
plan to enter graduate school. 
0 ·0·3) Each course FORBES 
GREEK 
101·102. ELEMENTARY GREEK 
A thorough study of some book for beginners in connection with reading, in the 
original. myth . fables. and tories from Greek life. 
0 ·0·3) Each seme ter SECONDI 
201, 202. ANABASIS AND NEW TESTAMENT 
During the first semester two or three books of the Anabasis will be read. The second 
semester will be devoted to the study of New Te tament Greek. Sight r~ading will 
be practiced throughout the entire year. 
0·0·3) Each course SECONDI 
353. JS4. READINGS IN GREEK LITERATURE 
Reading of elected plays of Euripides. Sophocles and Aristophanes: reading selec· 
tlon from Plato (The Apology). Herodotus and Lysias. 
(3·0·3) Each course SECONDI 
IATIN 
101-102. ELEMENTARY LATIN 
Grammar and pronunciation. Readings in easy Latin. Study of a selected English 
word list of about 600 words in cultivated usage is an integral part of the course. 
(3-0·3) Each semester SECONDI 
(Not ofTered in 1975-76, consult Converse schedule) 
201·202. READINGS IN LATIN 
Reading of Latin prose and poetry. The study of the list of carefully chosen English 
word of mature usage is rontinued in the second year of Latin. Prerequisite: Latin 
101 -102. 
(3-0-3) Each semester SECONDI 
(Not ofTered in 1975-76) 
RUSSIAN 
101-102. ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN 
Elementary Russian grammar. pronunciation. vocabulary, and use of rommon 
idioms. Extensive practice in everyday conversation. Reading and writing. 
(3·1·3) Each semester STAFF 
(Not ofTered in 1975·76) 
201-202. INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN 
Advanced Russian grammar and composition. Readings from standard Russian 
writers, newspapers, a.nd periodicals. conversation. 
(3·1-3) Each semester STAFF 
(Not ofTered In 1975·76) 
101 
301, 302. RUSSIAN 
Oral proficiency stressed in the first course. which include lecture in Russian on 
the historical development of the country. Second course stresse written langu.isr 
through free composition, dictation, etc. Assigned readings and discussion In Rus-
sian. 
0·0·3) Each course STAFF 
(Not offered In 1975· 76) 
305, 306. ADVANCED COURSE IN RUSSIAN LITERATURE 
Russian literature will be stud ied with the emphasi on the classical and then tilt 
modern. Lectures. discussions. report . 
0-0·3) Each cou r e STAFF 
(Not offered in I 975 -76) 
SPANISH 
101-102. ELEMENTARY SPANISH 
Elementary Spanish grammar. pronunciation ; dictation ; conversati n; letter·writi1111; 
memorizing of common idiom and everyday expressions. Reading of easy storlts. 
0 -1-3) Each semester STAFF 
201 -202. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH 
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Advanced grammar ; composition; 
commercial correspondence; conversa t ion. Prerequisite : Spanish 101 -102 or two 
years of high school Spanish. 
0 -1-3) Each semester STAFF 
221, 222. SPANISH LITERATURE OR SPANISH AMERICAN 
LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION 
Represcnta1ive selections of Spanish or Span! h American literature in English 
translation. Lectures. class discussions. oral and written reports. 
0-0-3) Each course DEVELASCO, REMIREZ 
301, 302. CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION 
Conversation and composition based on read ings from modern prose wrilers. 
Prerequisite : Spanish 201 -202 or its equivalent. Conducted in Spanish. 
0-0-3) Each course REMIREZ 
353, 354. GENERAL VIEW OF SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE 
Rapid read ing of representative works from many countries; lectures; history of 
literature; reports. 
0-0-3) Eac.h course DEVELASCO 
361, 362. SPANISH PROSE OF THE LATE NINETEENTH AND 
EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURIES 
Rapid reading of representative works by ou tstanding writers. with special emplwsls 
on the novel and short story. Lectures ; history of literature; outside reading and 
reports ; Prerequisite : Spanish 201 -202. Conducted in Spanish. 
0-0-3) Each course DEVELASCO 
373, 374. GENERAL VIEW OF SPANISH LITERATURE 
Rapid reading of repre entatl ve works ; lectures ; history of literature; reports. 
Prerequisite : Spanish 201-202. Conducted in Spanish. 
(3-0-3) Each course REMIREZ 
383, 384. SURVEY OF SPANISH DRAMA 
From the first stage presentation of El auto dt los rtyts ma9os through the post-Civil 
War period. Lectures ; history of the drama ; reports. Prerequisites: Spanish 201 -202. 
COnducted In Spanish. 
0-0-3) Each course REMIREZ 
102 
GEOLOGY 
JOHN W. HARRINGTON, Dfpartmmt Chairman 
There is no major in Geology. 
The introductory courses include approximately 20 laboratories held 
in the field where students learn to appreciate the earth as they find it. 
The range of these trips extends from the Atlantic Ocean to eastern 
Tennessee and the students make a complete cross section of a four hun-
dred mile traverse across the continent through many structures and rocks 
of all the eras. The idea behind teaching Geology this way is to expose each 
student to the literature of Geology in the language in which it is 
written, the minerals, rocks, structures, landforms, and processes. Once a 
student learns to read this language he will feel more at home 
anywhere in the world. 
111. INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY 
A study of the Earth as a planet, the rocks and minerals of which it is composed. 
and the processes that continually modify its surface. 
(3-4·4) HARRINGTON 
112. INTRODUCTION TO GEOLOGY 
A study of the history of the Earth from the creation to modern times as this may 
read from the record of the rocks and fossils. Prerequisite: Geology 111 or permis-
sion of instructor. 
0 ·4-4) HARRINGTON 
400. REGIONAL STUDIES 
This is an interdi ciplinary elective in which the advanced student blends the 
knowledge and interest he has gained in his major field with the methodology of 
earth science. The continent of North America is analyzed in terms of the natural 
regional divisions of similar structure, geologic history. physiography and climate. 
Project work in various other regions of the world expands the cone of vision 
util izing the same principles. Much of the data Is assembled from original sources 
which will introduce the students to an unfamiliar literature. This course is designed 
as a bridge between the two cultures of the scientist and the humanist. Registra1ion 
by permission of the Inst ructor. 
0-0·3) HARRINGTON 
GOVERNMENT 
LINTON R. DUNSON, Dtpartmtnt Chairman 
CLARENCE L ABERCROMBIE, Ill, WAYNE A. CULP. TA-TSENG LING 
Major Prerequisites: Government 201 and 202 in sequence. 
Major Requirements: 
Twenty-one semester hours beyond Government 201 and 202. 
Within the twenty-one hours, the following distribution requirement 
must be met : 
Three semester hours in Division A (American Government) beyond 
Government 202. 
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Six semester hours in Division B (International Relat ions and Com· 
parative Government) including Government 340. 
Three semester hours in Division C (Political Theory). 
201. INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE 
An Introduction to the study of polit ics surveying all the major sub-divisions of tht 
discipline. 
(30-3 ) CULP 
DIVISION A: AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
202. INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
An Introductory survey of American government w ith empha i on the structurt 
and powtrs of nat ional governmental Inst itution . 
(3-0·3) DUNSON 
311. AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES 
A study of the roles. functions. and st ructu re of political parties in the Arntrlcan 
political system. 
(3-0-3) CULP 
330. AMERICAN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
A study of the structure. functions. and powers of state and loca l governments in· 
eluding a survey o f problems in intergovernmenta l re lat ions. 
0-0-3) DUNSON 
411. CONSTITtrrlONAL LAW OF THE UNITED STATES 
A survey of the major decisions o f the Supreme Court of the United Statrs. 
(3-0·3) DUNSON 
412. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF THE UNITED STATES 
A continuation of Government 411. Prerequisi te : Government 411 or permission of 
Instructor. 
0·0·3) DUNSON 
420. AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 
A study of the forces and factors Involved In the formulation and implementation of 
contemporary United States foreign policy. 
(3-0·3) CULP 
480. SPECIAL TOPICS IN AMERICAN GOVERNMENT 
Selected topics in the functions. policies, o rganization. and theory of Amtrlcan 
government. Subject matter wlll vary. Admission w ith the permission of the instruc-
tor only. 
(3-0-3) DUNSON 
DIVISION B: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND 
COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT 
317. AFRICAN HISTORY AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The history of Africa from earliest times to the modern period, including a cultural 
and political analysis of African societies. 
(3-0-3) CULP 
340. INTERNATIONAL POLITICS 
A study of the relations among peoples. groups, and states In the world community 
and the forces. pressures, and processes which condition the national policln o( 
states. 
(3-0-3) LING 
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351 . GOVERNMENTS OF ASIA 
An examination of the governmental tructu res. poli ti al pro e es. and inter· 
nationa l relation of elected Asian sta te in hi torical and cultural perspective. 
0-0-3) LING 
360. GOVERNMENTS OF EUROPE 
An examination of the governmental in titution • poli ti c,11 proce e . and in ter-
national relations of selected European tall' in hi~tori al and ultural l"lt'rspe t ive. 
0 -0-3) DUNSO 
371. GOVERNMENTS OF AFRICA 
An examination of the f(Overnmental institutions. political proce ses. and inter-
national relation of se lected African tate In hi torical and cultural perspective. 
0-0-3) CULP 
380. GOVERNMENTS OF LATIN AMERICA 
An examination of the governmental institution , polit ical pro e se . and inter· 
nat ional relations of elected Latin American ta te in historical and cu ltural 
perspective. 
0·0·3) LI NG 
490. SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND 
COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT 
Selected topic in in ternational poli tics and comparative poli tics. Subject matter will 
vary. Admis Ion with the permission of the instructor on ly. 
0 ·0·3) STAFF 
DIVlSION C: POLITICAL THEORY 
391. ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL POLITICAL THOUGHT 
A tudy o f the principal political idea of the ancient and medieval periods. 
0-0-3) LING 
392. MODERN POLITICAL THOUGHT 
A study of poli tica l th ught from the sixteenth cen tury to the present . 
0 -0-3) LING 
DIVlSION D: SPECIAL TOPICS 
450. INDEPENDENT STUDY 
Intensive guided study and research on selected topics in any field of political 
cience. This cour e Is student-init iated. and the subject for study must be approved 
by the Instructor. The instructor. in consultation wi th the student. will establish the 
requ irements. 
0-0·3) STAFF 
460. POLITICAL RESEARCH : SCOPE AND METHOD 
Intensive guided st udy and application of the technique and method of In· 
vestigatlng and analyzing political data. This course is studen t-initiated. and admis-
sion normally is limited to students who plan graduate study in polit ica l cience. 
The Instructor. In con ultation with the student. will e tablish the requ irements. 
0·0-3) STAFF 
HISTORY 
LEWIS P. JONES. Department Chairman 
CLARENCE ABERCROMBIE. Jll , ROSS H. BAY ARD. 
WAYNE A. CULP, JOSEPH H. KILLIAN, JOAB M. LESESNE, JR .• 
PHILIP N. RACINE. THOMAS V. THOROUGHMAN 
Major Prerequisites: History I 0 I, I 02. 
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Major Requirements : 
A major consist of twenty-one hours. which mu t include History 
20 I and 202. All major also must meet certain departmental dis-
tribution requirements, must pass History 265, and must complete a 
pecial enior reading program. 
IOI. HISTORY OF MODERN WESTERN CIVILIZATION TO 1815 
Basic urvey of Western Europe, the Renal sance to Congress of Vienna. 
(J-0-3) STAFF 
102. HISTORY OF MODERN WESTERN CIVILIZATION SINCE 1815 
A continuation of History IO I, bringing the urvey down to the present. (Not optn 
to tudents who take History I 03 ). 
0-0-3) STAFF 
103. HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION SINCE 1870 
A basic survey of Western Europe since the development of nationalism and tht 
beginning of the " new imperialism" which has so involved the world with WtSttrn 
Civilization. (Not open to tudents who have had Hi tory 102). 
0-0-3) STAFF 
201. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1763-1848 
Political, social and economic. Required for history majors. 
0 -0-3) JONES. KILLIAN, RACINE 
202. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1848-1914 
Continuation of History 201. Requ ired for history majors. 
0-0-3) JONES. KILLIAN, RACINE 
265 . RESEARCH METHODS 
Suggestions about wri~ing. introduction to library and research tools. instructions in 
mechanics. Te t on tools and procedures. To be taken a early as possibk by all 
students planning to major in history. Offered first semester. 
(1 -0-1) STAFF 
301. ENGLAND TO 1688 
England's emergence as a nation ; Its people. government. constitution. and religion. 
through the religious problems and constitutional settlement of the seventeenth etn· 
tury. 
0-0-3) THOROUGHMAN 
302. ENGLAND SINCE 1688 
The hi tory of modern Britain since the Glorious Revolution . 
0 -0-3) THOROUGHMAN 
303. COLONIAL LATIN AMERICA 
Colonial history of Latin America, dealing with exploration and discovery. colonial 
institutions and sockty. and political developments. 
0-0-3) JONES 
304. LATIN AMERICA SINCE INDEPENDENCE 
A continuation of History 303. dealing with the national period to the prtSent. 
0-0·3) JONES 
305 . HISTORY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
A survey of the state's history during colonial and early national periods. 
0-0-3) JONES 
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306. HISTORY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Continuation of Hi tory 305 from about I 800 to pre ent. 
(3-0-3) JONES 
307. HISTORY OF THE OLD SOUTH 
A cultural. economic. and social hi tory of the South before the Civil War. 
(J -0-3) JONES 
308. HISTORY OF THE NEW SOUTH 
The South sin e the Civil War ; a continuation of History 307. 
0-0-3) JONES 
309. COLONIAL AMERICA 
A urvey of the establi hment and development of the English colonies in Amer! a 
with an emphasis on the opera tion of the Brit ish imperial y tern and the dcvel?P· 
ment of colonial governmental institutions. Considerable attention to repre entat1ve 
thinker . climate of opinion. and social structure. 
(3-0-3) RACI E 
310. TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICA 
History of the United State since 1914. 
(3-0-3) JONES 
311. U. S. SOCIAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY TO 1860 
A tudy of intellectual development (Puritanism. the Great Awakening. the 
American Enlightenment , Transcendentalism) through reading representative works 
and biographie of the major thinkers. Social hi tory will emphasize revivalism. 
reform. raci m. slavery. popular culture. and education. 
(J-0-3) RACINE 
312. AMERICAN SOCIAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY SINCE 1865 
The hi tory of idea in the United States. emphasizing the relation hip between 
Ideas and society. Topics: religion. education. literature. science and technology. im-
migration. philosophy. theology. and so ial reform. 
(3-0-3) KILLIAN 
313 CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 
· Framing of the Constitution of the United States. major constitutional doctrines. and 
judicial controversies over the meaning of constitutional provisions. 
(3-0-3) KILLIA 
314. THE CITY IN AMERICAN LIFE . . 
The changing character of life in American cities .~nd ?f the •.m~a~t of the city on 
American history. describing and evaluating the quality of hfe in the American 
pre-industrial and industrial city. 
(3-0-3) RACINE 
316. HISTORY OF THE NEGRO IN AMERICA 
A study of the Black experience in America from the eventeenth century to the 
present. 
(3 -0-3) KILLIAN 
317. AFRICAN HISTORY AND POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT . . 
The history of Africa from earliest times to the modern period. including a cultural 
and political analysis of African societies. 
0-0-3) CULP 
320. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES . 
A survey of American relations with foreign powers with emphasis on last 75 years. 
r 1-0-3) JONES 
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321. SOUTHEAST ASIAN CIVILIZATION TO COLONIZATION 
An introduction to the land. the people. and the early history of Southeast Asia. 
which ha come to play a urpri ingly large part in the recent history of our own 
country. 
0-0-3) ABERCROMBIE 
322. SOUTHEAST ASIAN CIVILIZATION SINCE COLONIZATION 
A continuation of History 321. 
0 -0-3) ABERCROMBIE 
330. THE ANCIENT WORLD 
A study of the emergence and development of the early river valley civilizations. of 
the Greek city tates. the Hellenistic Age. and the Roma n world. 
0-0-J) BAYARD 
340. HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE AGES 
A survey of medieval civlliza"t lon with empha is on cultura l and Institutional 
development . 
0 -0-3) THOROUGHMAN 
350. RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION (1300-1600) 
A tudy of Western Europe from about I 300 to about 1600. 
0-0-3) THOROUGHMAN 
360. EUROPE IN THE 17TH AND 18TH CENTURIES 
A considera t ion of the social. economic. poli ti ca l and intellectual development of 
Europe from 1600 to 1789. Special emphasi : the emergence of the nation tate. the 
rise of modern science. and the intellectual milieu of the J:nl ightenment . 
0-0-3) THOROUG HMAN 
370. EUROPE, 1789-1870 
A urvey of the growth of nationalism and democracy in modern Europe. with 
a ttent ion al so being given to socia l condition and intellectual climate. 
0-0-3) BAYARD, THOROUGHMAN 
380. EUROPE, 1870- 1918 
A urvey of Europe. with a ttention to social conditions. the new states, the rise: of 
imperialism. world poli t ics and the st ruggle for power. 
0 -0-3) BAYARD 
381. EUROPE AND THE WORLD, 1918-1935 
Thi course and its sequel. History 382, are designed to furnish historical 
background for better understand ing of com plex contemporary world problems. 
0 ·0-3) BAYARD 
382. THE WORLD SINCE 1935 : NEW AGE OF CONFLICT 
A cont inuation of History 381 . 
0-0-3) BAYARD 
450. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN UNITED STATES HISTORY 
Opportunity Is offered to the student to develop projects of special interest. After 
approval of topic by the Instructor. the student Is expected to engage in seneral 
bibliographical study. report on his reading. and to produce such paper or papers as 
directed by the Instructor. Periodic conferences w ith the instructor. Prerequisites: 
Junior or Senior standing. approval of the department, and permission of the In-
structor. Such programs to be approved at least six weeks prior to registration day. 
( 1-0-3) STAFF 
460. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN EUROPEAN HISTORY 
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Same as History 450. except in European Oeld. 
(1-0-3) STAFF 
481+ SPECIAL TOPICS IN UNITED STATES HISTORY 
Selected problem . pe riod . or trend for intensive study and cxten Ive readin11. 
Subject matter will vary and ea h topic will be assigned a peclO number when an-
nounced. AdmisslC'ln with pcrmi Ion of instructor only. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
491+ SPECIAL TOPICS IN EUROPEAN HISTORY 
Same a HI tory 481 . except in European Oeld. 
() -0-3) STAFF 
MATHEMATICS 
RICHARD L ROBINSON. neparrmmt Cham11a11 
CURTIS P. BELL. DONALD D. BOYER 
Major Prerequisite: Math 120 or equiva lent. 
Major Requirements: 
Computer Science 100, Math 251 252, 351 352 , and four seme ter 
from the Math 481 + sequence. 
All major are urged to tudy the application of mathema ti c by 
taking mathematical courses in other department . 
Prospective raduate tudent hould plan to take cour es in the 
481 + equence beyond tho e required for a majo r and acquire a 
reading knowledge of French o r German. 
120. PRE-CALCULUS MATHEMATICS . 
Algebra. trigonometry. and analytic 11eometry ne c sary for ,1Jculus. Available o~ I 
to student wi th mathematical preparation judgt>d by the department to be in -
adequate for succe ful tudy of calculus. 
0 ·0-3) STAFF 
140. STATISTICS 
An elementary Introduction to statistical method of making inferences from data. 
o previous knowledge of mathematics required . 
(4-0·4 ) STAFF 
160. A SHORT COURSE IN CALCULUS . . 
Calculu for tudents who want a quick introdu tion to. the ubiect . Par11cu la. rl~ 
suitable for tudents in the ocial. biolol(ical. and pre-medica l science . Prerequl He. 
a work ing knowledge of high chool algebra. 
(4·0·4) STAFF 
251 252. CALCULUS I, 2 
· An introduction to the theory and applications of differentiJI and integra l c,1lculus 
of fun ctions of one variable. Prerequi Ile : ,1 working knowledge of both algebra and 
trigonometry. 
0 -0-3) Each cour e STAFF 
J5I 352. CALCULUS 3. 4 
' Additional topics in one-variable calculu and an introdu tion tn the cal ulus of 
function of everal variable . Prerequi ites : Math 251. 252 or t'quiva lent . 
0-0-3) Ea h cour e STAFF 
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450. MATHEMATICS FOR TEACHERS 
Topics of importance to elementary and secondary chool teacher . 
0 ·0·3) BELL 
481+ TOPICS IN MATHEMATICS 
Advanced undergraduate topics in mathematics. Courses o ffered will vary from yrar 
to ye.ir. but lypi al topics offered are abstract a lgebra. advanced ca lcu lus. probability 
and sta1is1i • topology, linear a lgebra. complex analysis. number theory and 
numerical method . 
0 -0-3) Ea h course TAFF 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
LTC BYRD SMITH, PMS and Depan111e111 Chairman 
MAJ ALLAN W. HAMMERBECK. CPT LANIER B. PHILLIPS, 
CPT MELVIN L CURTIS, CPT JAMES R. PATRIE, 
MSG KAISER THOMAS, JR .• SFC WILLIAM F. DANIELS 
There is no major in Military Science. Military Science is divided 
into four subcourse . each being a complete subject within itself and 
forming the basi for more advanced course work. Satisfactory comple-
tion of the four cour es, together with the college degree. qualifies the 
graduate for either a Reserve or Regular Commission as a Second Lieute· 
nant in the United States Army. 
IOI. MILITARY SCIENCE I 
A tudy of military courtesy, custom and traditions. and the evaluation, organiz.a· 
l ion. and mission of the Re erve Officers Training Corp . Laboratory period providt 
in !ruction in ba ic drill. di cipllne. and leadership. Leader hip laboratory. 
(1 -1-1) PHILLIPS 
102. MILITARY SCIENCE I 
A study of the o rgan iza t ion of the U.S. Defen e e tabl i hment. An introduction to 
the h istory. small unit o rgan ization. and m ission of the U.S. Army. A look at tht 
principles and types of war. Leader hip Laboratory. 
(1-1 -1) PHILLIPS 
201. MILITARY SCIENCE II 
A survey of America n military history from the origins of the American Army 10 
the present , with empha is on the factor whi h led 10 the o rganizational. tactical. 
logistical. operational. and strategic pa11ern ~ und in our present-day Army. 
(2-1 -2) PATRIE 
202. MILITARY SCIENCE II 
Introduct ion to opera t ion , ba ic tactics, and land navigation. Leadership laboratory. 
(2-1-2) PATRIE 
301. MILITARY SCIENCE Ill 
A study of military teach ing principles. the theory of leadership. the division of tht 
U.S. Army into branche . and land naviga t ion. Frequent gue t speakers. Leadership 
Laboratory. 
(3 -1-3) CURTIS 
302. MILITARY SCIENCE Ill 
Platoon-level tactics, combat fundamen ta l • communica tion and pre-camp orienta-
tion. Leader hip Laboratory. 
0-1 -3) CURTIS 
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401. MILITARY SCIENCE IV 
A study of military command. administra tive management, logistic . in telligence. 
world change and military implications, and operations. Leader hip Laboratory. 
(3· 1·3) HAMMERBECK 
402. MILITARY SCIENCE IV 
Theory and dynamics of the mil itary team. mili tary law. company-leve l tactics. in · 
ternal defense and Internal development , and the Geneva Conven t ion. Le,1der hip 
Laboratory. 
(3-1-3) HAMMERBECK 
PHILOSOPHY 
JAMES A. KELLER. Drpartmr111 Chairman 
WALTER E. HUDGINS 
General Education Requirement: 
Any course in philo ophy may be u ed to atisfy the General Educa-
tion Requirement. but students should begin their work in 
philosophy with a 200-level course except in unusual circumstance . 
since a course on this level is a prerequisite for 300-level cour e . If 
a student believes that he or she has a good reason for asking an 
instructor to waive the prerequisite. the department encourage 
him or her to consult with the instructor involved. After taking 
Philosophy 20 I or 212 (but not 221 ). a student may take any 300· 
level course or any other 200-level course if he or he wishe to 
satisfy the General Education Requirement with a second cour e in 
philo ophy. 
Major Requirements: 
Twenty-one semester hours of course work, cho en in con ultation 
with the departmental advisor. The cour e or courses taken for 
completion of the General Education Requirement may not be 
counted toward a major in philosophy. 
201. PROBLEMS AND METHODS OF PHILOSOPHY 
Introduction to the process and method of philo ophical thinking, with di ussion 
and analysl o f elected clas lca l and contemporary i sue . Offered every eme ter. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
212. SOCIAL ETHICS 
A consideration of practical problem and alternative olutio ns incident to life in 
our modern world. Offered every year. 
0-0-3) HUDGI S 
221 . PRINCIPLES OF LOGIC 
A tud y of problems of meaning and principle of modern deductive logic. Offered 
every year. 
0-0-3) KELLER 
HO. AESTHETICS 
A Philosophy of Cri ticism. A tudy of some fundamental i sues in aestheti c • with 
particular reference to the fields of literature. music. painting, and film. Problem 
d i cussed include the role f standards in critlci m. aesthetic judgment. interprela· 
111 
tlon. and evaluation In the arts ; meaning In the art . art and truth. and the arts and 
morality. Prerequisite : Phil 201 or 212 or permission of the instructor. Offer~ in 
1975-76. 
0 ·0·3) HUDGINS 
31 I. PRINCIPLES OF ETHICS 
A tudy of diverse value ystems. Offered In 1976-77. Prerequisite: Phil 201 or 212 
or permls ion of the instructor. 
0 ·0·31 HUDGINS 
325 . PHILOSOPHY OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES 
An examination of the methods and aims of cientific inquiry; analy i of uch 
topics a the nature and u e of theorle~ . models. law . facts. and objectivity in 
cience. Thi cour e will focus on the natural science . Prerequi lte: Phil 201 or 212 
or permi sion of the Instructor. Offered In 1975-76. 
0 ·0·3l KELLER 
326. PHILOSOPHY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
imilar to Ph ilosophy 325 . but with a fo us on the so ial science . The imilaritln 
and difference between the natural s iences and the social ciences will bt- COO· 
sidered. and the special problems of the social ciences will be examin~ 
Prerequi ite : Ph il 201 or 212 or permission of the instructor. Offered In 1975-76 
0·0·3) KELLER 
336. EXISTENTIALISM 
An examination of the doctrine that man forms his own essence In the COUl'S( of 
the life he choose to lead. A study of such figures as Soren Kierkegaard. Albt-n 
Camus. and Jean-Paul Sartre. Prerequi lte : Phil 201 or 212 or permission of the In· 
structor. Offered In 1976· 77. 
0 ·0·3) HUDGI S 
342. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION 
An examination of the meaning of religlou belief and of argumen t about their 
truth or falsity. The cour e will focus on religious belief about God and will lnclU<k 
some discussion of different Ideas of God within the Western tradition. Prerequisite: 
Phil 20 I o r 212 or permission of the Instructor. Offered every year. 
0·0·3) KELLER 
351. HISTORY OF WESTERN PHILOSOPHY I 
A study of ancient philosophy with ernpha is on Plato and Ari totle. and or 
medieval philosophy. with emphasis on Augu tine. Anselm. and Aquinas. 
Prerequisite: Phil 201 or 212 or perm! ion of the instructo r. Offered in 1976·77 
0 ·0·3l HUDGINS 
352. HISTORY OF WESTERN PHILOSOPHY 11 
A tudy of modern philo ophy : Continental rationalism. Briti h empiricism. the 
Enlightenment. Kant. and German ldeall m through Wittgenstein and Sartre. 
Prerequi ite: Phil 201 or 212 or permission of the instructor. Offered in 1976·77. 
0 ·0·3) HUDGINS 
472. CONTEMPORARY TOPICS 
A study centered around one philosophical topic of current lgnlncance with alien· 
tion given to recent philosophers. Prerequi ite : Any 300-level course in philosophy 
o r permission of the In tructor. Offered every year. 
0·0·3) STAFF 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
WILLIAM W. SCHEERER. Drparrment hairma11 
112 
EUGENE F. ALEXANDER. MIKE E. BUGAR. JAMES H. KING 
JOHN W. PILLEY, STEVE M. SATTERFIELD. SAMUEL H. SLOAN. JR. 
DUANE STOBER. JAMES M. WALLACE 
There is no major in Physical Education. 
The advanced courses are primarily for students preparing to enter 
the field of athletic coaching and teaching. 
JOI. LIFETIME SPORTS 
Participation in the sports of tennis. badminton and table tennis. 
0·0-1) STAFF 
102. LIFETIME SPORTS 
Participation In bowling, racquetball and golf. 
(3-0-1) STAFF 
210. COACHING FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL 
Techniques of coaching In high school. 
(3-2-3) SATTERFIELD. ALEXANDER 
220. COACHING BASEBALL AND TRACK 
Technique of coaching high school students. 
(3·2·3) KING. WALLACE 
310. HEALTH EDUCATION 
Course meets the requirement for teacher certification. 
0-0-3) SCHEERER. STOBER 
320. GROUP RECREATION 
Act ive participation In recreational activities. 
0·0·3) SCHEERER 
no. INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM 
Directing intramural sports In h igh schools. 
0·2-3) SCHEERER 
340. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF 
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Practical training In directing a high school physical education program. 
0 -2-3) SCHEERER. STOBER 
410. COACHING OF TENNIS 
Techniques of coaching In high school and preparation for professional status. 
0 ·3·3) SCHEERER 
420. COACHING OF GOLF 
Techniques of coaching In high school and preparation for profes ional status. 
0 ·3·3) SCHEERER 
430. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS 
0·3·3) STAFF 
440. CARE AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES 
0 ·3·3) STOBER 
480. THE GREAT OUTDOORS 
0·10 to 30-3) PILLEY 
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PHYSICS 
DANIEL W. OLDS, Dtpanment Chairman 
WILLIAM A. PARKER 
Major Prerequisites: Physics 121, 122. 
Major Requirements: 
Physics 261 , 331 , and 3 51 , plus not less than 15 semester hours in 
physics beyond General Physics. Preparation for graduate work in 
physics should include at least Math 3 51 , 3 52 and work in French, 
German, or Russian. 
121 , 122. GENERAL PHYSICS 
A study of mechanics. heat . light , wund. electricity and magneti m, and modtm 
physics. Prerequl lte: Math 160 or equivalent . 
O-J-4) Each course STAFF 
206. ELECTRONICS 
A study of the fundamentals of electronic circuit and instruments. 
0-J-4) STAFF 
208. ASTRONOMY 
A study of the principal facts. theories. and methods of astronomy. use is madt or 
the planetarium. 
0-0-J) STAFF 
253. ELEMENTARY MODERN PHYSICS 
A study of the development of concept of modern physics. Prerequisite: Physics 
121 , 122. 
0-0-J) STAFF 
261. INTERMEDIATE MECHANICS 
Introduction to vector Newtonian analytical mechanics. Prerequi lte : Phy tcs 121. 
122. Corequlsltes : Math 252 and Computer Science I oo. 
0-0-J) STAFF 
272. THERMODYNAMICS 
An Introduction to thermodynamic . k inet ic theory and statistic~( mechanl 
Prerequisites : Physics 121 , 122 and Math 252. 
0-0-J) STAFF 
HI. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM 
A study of electric and magnetic phenomena. Prerequisi tes : Physics 261 and Math 
252. 
0-J-4) STAFF 
342. OPTICS 
A study of geometrical and physical optics. Prerequisite: Phy ics JJ 1. 
O ·J-4) STAFF 
)'1 . MODERN PHYSICS 
A study of the development of the atomic view of nature with emphasis on the 
basic experimental evidence. The fundame tat of wave mechanics are presented. 
Corequlslte : Physics JJ I. 
0·3-4) STAFF 
3'2. MODERN PHYSICS 
A study of molecular tructure. propertie of cry talline lids. electron in IT1ftal • 
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and semiconductors. Prerequisite : Physics 351. 
O-J-4) STAFF 
171. 172. ADVANCED LABORATORY 
Advanced experimental projects In phy lcs. 
(0·6·2) Each cour e STAFF 
421. ADVANCED MECHANICS 
A study of cla ica l mechanics. including the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian for-
mulat ions. Prerequisite: Physics 261. Corequl lte : Math 351. 
0·0-J) STAFF 
412. MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 
A tudy of selected topics in theoretical phy lcs. Prerequi lte : Math 352. 
0 -0·3) STAFF 
460. RESEARCH 
A emester of active participation In one of the research projects currently con-
ducted by the faculty. 
(0-3-2) STAFF 
481. SPECIAL TOPI CS IN PHYSICS 
Individual program of tudy approved by the department. 
(0·0-2) STAFF 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
100. COMPUTER USE 
Student are expected to work a t their own pace through an a lgned sequence of 
step to attain the level of competency they de Ire In preparation for the use of the 
Wofford computer ervice. No prerequisite. 
(0-0-1) STAFF 
200. COMPUTER CONCEPTS 
An introduction to the digital computer. It lgnificance and It uses. 
(3-0-J) STAFF 
PSYCHOLOGY 
JAMES E. SEEGARS, JR .• Department Chairman 
JOHN W. PILLEY. DONALD M. SCOTT 
Major Prerequisites: None. 
Major Requirements: 
Psychology 321 , 322, 331 , 332, 341 , 342, Statistics, and a senior 
research seminar. 
A B.S. degree major only. Requires eight hours of science outside 
the Psychology Department but not to include Science IOI , 102. 
INTRODUCTORY AND GENERAL ELECTIVE COURSES 
110. METHODS, TOOLS. AND TECHNIQUES OF PSYCHOLOGY 
A general urvey of what psychologl ts do. the tool they use, and problems of 
current attention. 
(3-0-3) TAFF 
JIO. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
A general course de lgned to acquaint Mudents with the uses of psychology In In-
115 
374. THE APPLICATION OF BEHAVIORAL PRINCIPLES IN A 
TREATMENT ENVIRONMENT 
An Investigation of behavioral contacting and pr gram election a required by in· 
dividual problems and deviations. This course explores al o sta tistical techniques for 
evaluating treatment pr rams as well as de igning statistically valid frameworks 
for achieving behavioral objectives. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
375 . BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT IN THE EDUCATION SETTING 
This course focu es on the experience of behavior management in a eta room Stt· 
ting. There i pedal emphasi on teacher and curricular guideline from a 
behavioral point of view as well as writing behavioral objective . Empha I I placed 
also on chool administrative policies within the behavioral managemtnt 
framework. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
376. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT WITH INDIVIDUAL LEARNING 
The use of behavioral concepts leading to the development of learning, self-paced In· 
structlon, the open-cla sroom, and individual creativity. Emphasis Is placed also on 
curriculum development focusing on behavioral objectives. effect assessmtnt 
technique . and motivation In learning. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
377. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT IN INDUSTRY 
The understanding and tudy of behavioral principles a applied to lndu try - par· 
tlcularly from the management and upervlsory point of view. The use of charting 
and reward systems for Influencing production and the use of behavi ral objectives 
In Industry. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
378. INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION OF BEHAVIORAL PRINCIPLES 
An Independent research effort on the part of the tudent which allows him to 
select a topic and area of choice and to pur ue an independent research paper un· 
der close supervision. The work for this c urse Is planned so that the tudent will 
spend some time In an agency or Institution ettlng for selecting and analyzing hi 
data. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
ADV AN CED ELECTIVE SERIES 
360. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
The application of stat istics to the design of experiment in the behavioral sciences. 
0-3-4) STAFF 
4,0, SEMINAR 
An Intensive examination of an advanced area of p ychology. Specific contents will 
vary according to the needs and Interest of the students. Sample content subjects: 
Advanced Stat istics. Animal Ecology, Comparative Animal Behavior, Advanced 
Physiological Psychology, Operant Design. Introduction to Clinical Psychology, etc. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
4'7, 4,8, PSYCHOLOGY IN THE COMMUNITY 
A pract icum-style course in which students become Involved In the practical apulica-
tlon of psychological tra ining. Students are expected to work a minimum of 4 hours 
a week in a community program under carefully selected supervisory conditions. 
Work experiences may include the Spartanburg Mental Health Center. Thl' 
Broughton Statl' Hospital. Thl' Charil's lea Cl'nter, The Spartanburg Drug and 
Alcohol Abuse Commission, l'Jt'.. 
(1-4-3) Each Sl'mestl'r STAFF 
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460. INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 
This cour e i designed to permit students to lt>arn independent research technlqul's 
through the actual planning and conducting of an experiment. A final paper 
meeting APA Journal form requirements completes the experiment. 
( 1-0-2) STAFF 
481. PSYCHOLOGY OF INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR 
The "How" and "Why" of behavior is explored through the principle of modern 
experimental techniques with emphasis on the analysis of behavior. unders.tandlng 
behavior. and changing behavior. Pract ical life style from experimental findings are 
studied. Offered only on television. 
(TV-3) SEEGARS 
RELIGION 
JOHN M. BULLARD. Dtparrment Chairman 
CHARLES D. BARRETT, OTIS TURNER, DONALD J . WELCH 
Major Requirements: 
Twenty-one semester hours selected by the student from any courses 
numbered above 300. (The completion of at least one 200-level 
course is considered prerequisite to all advanced courses in the 
department.) 
201. THE FAITH OF THE BIBLE 
A study of the Inception of the Judaeo-Chrlstlan tradition with emphasis on the 
rellgiou perspective reflected In the Old and New Testaments. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
103. THE CHRISTIAN FAITH 
The major convictions of the Christian faith examined historically and In relation to 
their relevancy for modern life. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
1'1. THE OLD TESTAMENT 
The literary, hi torlcal. and theological contribution of ancient Israel to wl'stern 
civilization as reflected in the Old Testament. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
151. THE NEW TESTAMENT 
Thl' emergence of Christianity In the western world as seen from an analysis of the 
Nl'W Testament writings. 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
301. JESUS 
A literary and form-critical analysis of the Gospels with concern for thl'ir vil'ws of 
Jesus and how thl'y alTl'ct contemporary views. 
(3·0-3) BULLARD 
JOl. PAUL. HIS LIFE AND WORK 
A study of thl' Book of Acts and thl' letters of Paul in search of an understanding 
of his contribution to Christianity. 
(3-0-3) BULLARD 
Jll. THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL 
Thl' religion of the Hebrew prophl'ts studil'd In historical context with concern for 
its contl'mporary slgnlflcancl'. 
(3 -0-3) BULLARD 
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321. CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY 
A construct ive a nalysis of the persistent human problems which make men 
theologians. and of some responses to these problems which have been developtd 
w ith in the Christi.an circle of reference. Prerequisite : Philosophy 201. 
0-0-3) BARRETT 
322. THE CHRISTIAN TRADITION 
A study of the history of Christian Ideas and Institutions which f<x:uses particularly 
on those cri t ical periods In time In which they underwent redefinition (e.g.. the 
Constantlnlan era. the age of the Reformation. and the age of the Enlightenment). 
0-0-3) BARRETT 
323 . CURRENT RELIGIOUS THOUGHT 
An examination of the thought of major contributors to contemporary theological 
discussion. Prerequisite : Philosophy 201 or Instructor's consent. 
0-0-3) BARRETT 
324. NEW FRONTIERS IN CHRISTIAN THOUGHT 
An analysis of new approaches to persistent religious and theological problems as 
they take new form In the post-Industrial era . The course will begin with a tudy of 
Dietrich BonhoefTer's Idea of " religionless Christianity" and explore uch subsequent 
phenomena as the God-ls-dead theology, Neo-Pentecostallsm, and the Christian· 
Marx ist dialogue. 
0 -0 -3) BARRETT 
325 . CHRISTIAN ETHICS 
A study of Christian ethical perspectives as they have developed th rough history and 
bear on contemporary Issues. Addit ional prerequisite : Philosophy 201 or Instructor's 
consent. 
0-0-3) TURNER 
326. CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS IN MEDICAL ETHICS 
An analysis of many of the moral and ethical problems precipitated by advances in 
medica l technology, problems which are altering our value systems. Additional 
prerequisite : Rel 325 and the basic religion requirement or Instructor's collS(nt. 
()-0-)) TURNER 
H2. THE AMERICAN RELIGIOUS TRADITION 
Studies In the role played by Judaeo-Chrlstlan trad ition In the fo rmation of 
American mores. thought. and culture. with due attention to the reciprocal Impact 
of environment on faith . Additional prerequisite: one course in American history or 
Instructor's consent. 
(3-0-3) BARRETT or TURNER 
341. RELIGION AND BLACK CULTURE 
A socio-historical study of the religious behavior of American blacks and of the Im-
pact of American culture on their lives. Basic t rends within the established church 
and movements outside the church will be analyzed. along with the religious 
thought and activity of representative black leaders. 
0-0-)) TURNER 
342. BLACK THEOLOGY AND ETHICS 
Analysis of the various theological themes developing within the black religious 
experience. Beginning with the context within which black theology emerges. the 
course traces the development of blade theology and Its Impact upon the black 
community. 
(l-0-3) TURNER 
3'0. ARCHAEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL HISTORY 
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A tudy of the cience of archaeology and how ii illuminate .the religious. cultural. 
and hi torlcal backgrounds of the Bible. 
()-0-3) BULLARD 
360. BIBLICAL THEOLOGY 
The Bible a Word f God. the nature of criptural revelation. and the major uni -
fying concepts of Biblical faith . 
() -0-3) BULLARD 
400. THE RELIGIONS OF WESTERN ASIA 
An introdu tion to the history nf religion beginning with philosophi al and 
anthropological con lderation and mo ing to a phenomenolo~ical examination of 
the four classical monotheistic religion originating in the Middle Ea t. 
()-0·3) BULLARD 
402. THE RELIGIONS OF SOUTH A D EAST ASIA 
A cultural analysis (con tinuing Rel. 400) of Hinduism. Hinaya:ia and Mahayana 
Buddhi m. Confucianism. Taoi m. and Shinto. 
()-0-3) BULLARD 
403 . AFRICAN RELIGIONS AND PHILOSOPHIES : PRE-COLONIAL 
Examination of a representative group of indl~enous African religion prior to the 
Influence of colonialism and Chrl tianlly. 
() -0-3) TURNER 
404. AFRICAN RELIGIONS AND PHILOSOPHIES : COLONIAL AND 
POST-COLONIAL 
An analysis of African religion ub equent to the impact of Western religion and 
colonialism on Africa. Particular attention is paid to the rapid emergence of NERMS 
(New Religious Movement ) due to the colli ion of We tern and African religious 
Ideas and philo ophie . 
() -0-3) TURNER 
451. RELIGION SEMINAR 
Selected topics In rellglou studies with empha is on bibliography and methodology 
In research. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
452. INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 
Extensive Investigation of an approved topic culminating in a full-length essay. 
Recommended for Religion majors. Spring emester. 
(0-0-1) STAFF 
RELIGION SEMINAR IN NEAR EASTERN ARCHAEOLOGY 
Wofford College is associated with the Institute for Mediterranean 
Studies which sponsors the Near Eastern Archaeological Seminar in con-
junction with its excavations overseas. Students who participate in this 
educational program spend eight weeks in the Holy Land taking courses 
In the history and archaeology of Palestine. The program include three 
weeks' actual field experience at an ancient si te. Students will be given 
up to six hours academic credit, provided they successfully complete the 
course program and submit the necessary transcript . Students who 
desire credit must gain prior approval of the chairman of the depart· 
ment of religion and enroll at the Registrar's office. For further details 
contact the department chairman. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
FRED T. ADAMS, Department hairma11 
KLAUS DE ALB UQUERQUE, DAN B. MAULTSBY 
Major Prerequisites: Sociology 200, 210. 
Major Requirements: 
Sociology 310, 320, 330, plu three electi ves. 
200. INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY 
An Introduction to the phy ical and cultural anthropoloi;w. Offered each semester. 0·0-3) ADAMS 
210. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY 
An introduction to the sociological perspective. Offered each seme ter. 0 -0-3) STAFF 
215 . SOCIOLOGY OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOR 
An applicdtion of the o lologlcal per pective to "problem" behavior. 
0 -0-3) MAULTSBY 
232. MAN ANO CULTURE 
A tud y of human behavior In different ocie ties. 
0 -0-3) ADAMS 
240. MINORITIES 
An examination of racial and cultural m inori t ie . 
0 -0-3) ALBUQUERQ UE 
305. CLASS, STATUS, AND POWER 
An examination of theorie and studie which deal w ith ocia l differentiation, social 
mobility. and power distribution. 
0 -0-3) STAFF 
310. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY 
A review and analy is of modern o ial thought and sociologica l theories. 0-0-3) ALBUQUE RQ UE 
315 . SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY 
A tudy of the family as a ocial Inst itu tion. 
0-0-3) ADAMS 
320. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
A tudy of group and ocla l Influence upon the Ind ividual. 
0-0-3) MA ULTS BY 
325 . DEMOGRAPHY 
An introduction to the study of human populat ions, their structures, variations. and 
con equences of populat ion trends. 
0 -0-3) ALBUQUERQUE 
HO. SOCIAL RESEARCH 
An Introduction to the methods and techniques of collecting and analyzlng social data . 
0-0-3) MAULTSBY 
332. SELF ANO SOCIETY 
An examination of relationships between self (personality) and social and cultural phenomena. 
0-0-3) STAFF 
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342. THE COMMUNITY 
An examination of modern comrnunitie . 
(3-0-3) STAFF 
352. SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 
An examination and ana ly i of elements and types of social organization. 
0 -0-3) MAULTSBY 
450. SPECIAL PROBLEMS 
Independent re earch or explora tion of a u~- pc laity not offered abovr (e.g .. 
demography, socia l movement . collect ive behavior.) 
0 -0-3) STAFF 
480. CLINICAL CRIMINOLOGY . . . f 
Condu ted in Columbia-area correct iona l inst11u11ons by profe s1on~I personnel o 
the south Carolina Oepanment of Corrt' tion . lnvolvt> students 1~ . a uperv1 ed 
clinical experlenct' dt> ignt>d to acquain t them with Orne of thr rn11 al fa t and 
i ue re latt>d to crime, crimina l behavior. and corrections. Uppercla ta tu . and 
prio r cou rse work in ociology and/or p ychology recommended. ot apph ~b le 
toward major. Offered in summer se sion (six week . ix eme ter hour ); require 
full -time involvement. 
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL OFFERINGS 
MAJORS AND PROGRAMS 
BUSINESS AND INSTITUTIONAL 
ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
Managers and administrators typically make decisions that have per-
sonnel. economic, social. financial, technical. governmental. educational, 
legal and/or ethical implications. Therefore the College believes that it is 
vitally important for persons considering careers in management and ad· 
ministrative fields to obtain as well-rounded an education as possible in· 
eluding, in addition to core requirements, courses in psychology, 
economics, sociology, accounting, and government. 
Most students interested in careers in business or institutional ad· 
ministration and management major in either economics or accounting 
(see p. 90). Either the economics major or the accounting major will 
prepare a person for leadership positions in business, government, or 
non-profit organizations. Also, either major will prepare a person for 
graduate or professional school work in business administration (par· 
ticularly the MBA degree), accounting, or law. 
Persons aiming toward particular administration and management 
positions should consider an appropriate interdepartmental major (see p. 
125). For example, a career in international business _could come out of 
an economics-foreign language major ; a career in governmental ad-
ministration could result from a government-psychology or government· 
sociology major; a management career with technically oriented com-
panies could result from physics-economics, chemistry-accounting, etc. In· 
terdepartmental majors. 
Persons who want to major in a traditional field but who wish to 
prepare themselves minimally for entry into management and ad· 
ministratlve positions should take as electives at least one course each In 
accounting, management. finance, economics, psychology, and sociology. 
There are many opportunities during the Interim for in-depth study in 
management, administration, and business-related subjects or to under· 
take appropriate internships. 
HUMANITIES 
The Humanities Major offers a student the opportunity to design his 
own interdepartmental major in the general area of humanities. To do 
this the student must first select a faculty advisor with whom he will 
plan his major program around a theme. problem, or special interest. 
The choice of an advisor is important, for the student will do one 
semester of independent study with him in the first semester of his 
senior year and will work closely with him throughout his major 
program. The proposed major program must be submitted to an ad· 
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ministrative committee for approval by April I of the student's 
sophomore year. 
In addition to regular catalog courses, humanities majors will take 
two humanities seminars (Converse humanities seminars can be sub-
stituted) and a special seminar open only to humanities major in the 
last semester of their senior year. 
The course distribution for a humanities major is as follows : 3 core 
courses in one department ; 4 related courses, not all of which need be 
in humanities ; 2 humanities seminars ; I independent study; and I 
senior seminar. 
This is a 33-h ur major. For further information contact Profes r 
Racine. 
INTERCULTURAL 
This major offers students an opportunity to de ign their own major, 
rutting across departmental and disciplinary lines, in the general area of 
international/intercultural studies. A student desiring to major in inter· 
cultural studies must work out his curriculum with the program direc-
tor. who will also act as his faculty advisor. This should be done before 
the beginning of the junior year. 
The Intercultural Major requires 33 hours. with the following cour e 
distribution : 3 core courses (dealing with a specific cultural area : Africa , 
Afro-America, Asia, or Latin America) ; 3 courses from cultural area not 
chosen for core work ; 3 courses dealing with general internati nal· 
intercultural subjects ; I independent study project ; and I enior seminar. 
For further information contact Professor Thoroughman. 
INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
This major consists of a minimum of 24 eme ter hours and a 
maximum of 44 semester hours to be apportioned among two or more 
departments as a result of consultation between all department 
chairmen involved, or their representatives. and the student concerned 
according to their combined best judgment with due regard for the 
student's objectives. Further information about this major may be ob-
tained from the Dean of the College. 
ENGINEERING 
Liberal arts-engineering dual-degree programs are offered at Wofford 
through agreements with Columbia University, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, and Clemson University. See page 80 ~ r further details. 
2-3 MEDICAL 
Qualified students may enter a five-year program which leads to a 
B.S. Degree from Wofford and a M.D. from the Medical University of 
South Carolina. See page 80. 
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COURSES 
HUMANITIES IOI. FRESHMA SEMINAR IN THE HUMANITIES 
A program de lgned to engage the student. during hi first seme ter on campus. in 
Independent inquiry in some area of human! tic tudies. pecial attention will bf 
given to value question that will face the student. There will be frequent group dis-
cus ion . and everal short essays will be required. Generally, section of this 
eminar are taught by members of the following academic departments: English 
language and literature. fine ans. foreign language . hi tory, philosophy. religion. 
0·0·3) STAFF 
HUMANITIES 201 , 202. VALUES AND ISSUES IN THE HUMANITIES 
An ln terdi ciplinary, team·taught cour e. primarily for ophomores, de lgned to 
bring the value perspectives of the major philo ophical. religiou . and aesthetic 
tradition to bear on I ues of moment In the life of contemporary man. Students 
who ucce fully complete the full year' work ( 12 emester hour J may choose to 
di tribute the credit so as to apply it to general education requirement in English 
literature, fine arts, philosophy. and religion (at the rate of one cou rse to each area.I 
(6·0·6) Each cour e BARRETT, HE RY. KELLER. A D 
CONTRIBUTI G FACULTY FROM THE FINE ART DEPARTME T 
HUMANITIES JOI. VALUES AND ISSUES SEMINAR 
Thi seminar will endeavor to how that "the humanities" are related to concrete 
is ues in the human community. The eminar will take a one· emester look at th.it 
community which is Spartanburg County. and through a multi·disciplinary approach 
involving las room di cu ion and directed ficld ·work, the eminar hould refor· 
mula1e the i sue and m ve creatively toward po sible solutions. 
(2·3·3) ABERCROMBIE, WELCH 
SCIENCE IOI , 102. INVESTIGATION IN SCIENCE 
De lgned to develop In the student an appreciation of logical inquiry. observation. 
ab traction, generalization. analy I • and prediction by which scientl ts organize 
man ' understanding of nature. Emphasi on exemplifying cience, rather than on 
acquiring familiarity with a Ii t of fact~. Each in tructor involves his students in a 
ientlfic area closely related to the in tructor' competence and enthusiasm. Sec· 
tlon of this course are 1aught by member of the following academic departments: 
biology, chemi try, geology, physics. p ych logy. 
0 ·3·4) Each cour e STAFF 
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THE REGISTER 1974-75 
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
JAMES M. CULPEPPER, CHAIRMAN 
President, Cople to n's Klendry, Inc., Charle ton, S. C. 
J . ANTHONY WHITE, VICE CHAIRMAN 
Physician, Easley, S. C. 
THOMAS N. BRITTAIN, SECRETARY 
Minister. Trinity United Methodi t Church, Spartanburg, S. C. 
JOHN D. BOONE 
M inister. Cumberland United Methodist Church, Florence, S. C. 
DAN M. BYRD, JR. 
Vice-Pre ident, Springs M ills. Fort M ill, S. C. 
ANNE SPRINGS CLOSE 
Fort Mill, S. C. 
ALLEN L. CODE, SR. 
Retired Educator, Seneca, S. C. 
W. J. BRYAN CRENSHAW 
M inister, Shando n United Methodist Church, Columbia, S. C. 
JAMES K. DAVIS 
Minister, Marion Parish, United Methodist Church. Marion. s. C. 
J . BOND GARV AN 
President, P. Garvan, Incorporated, Spartanburg, S. C. 
IVERSON GRAHAM, JR. 
Directo r, Pastora l Care and Counseling. S. C. United Methodist 
Church Conference, Florence, S. C. 
CLAUDE R. HARPER 
Minister. Trenholm Road United Methodi t Church, Columbia, S. C. 
E. E. JENKINS 
District Superintenden t, Columbia Di trict of the United Methodist 
Church, Columbia, S. C. 
PHIL M. JONES 
Mini ter. Alder gate Uni ted Methodi t Church, No rth Charleston. 
s. c. 
W. W. KELLETT, Jr. 
Partner, Elliott, Davis & Co., Certified Public Accountant . Green-
ville, S. C. 
LARRY H. McCALLA 
Surgeon, Greenvi lle, S. C. 
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HAROLD M. McLEOD, SR. 
Retired District Director, U. S. Internal Revenue Service, 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
ROGER MILLIKEN 
President, Deering Milliken, Inc. , Spartanburg, S. C. 
A. M. MOSELEY 
Consultant, S. C. State Department of Education, Columbia, S. C. 
W. F. NETTLES, JR. 
W. F. Nettles & Son Furniture, Camden, S. C. 
FRANCIS B. NICHOLSON 
s. C. State Circuit Judge, Greenwood, S. C. 
DWIGHT F. PATTERSON, SR. 
President, The Palmetto Bank. Laurens, S. C. 
JOHN E. REEVES 
Chairman of the Board, Reeves Brothers, Inc. , New York. N. Y. 
H. LEVY ROGERS 
District Superintendent, Greenville District of the United Methodist 
Church, Greenville, S. C. 
GUENTHER I. 0 . RUEBCKE 
President, Hoechst Fibers, Inc., New York, N. Y. 
JOHN W. SIMPSON 
President, Power Systems Division, Westinghouse Electric Corpora-
tion, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
WILLIAM J . VINES 
Minister, Cannons Campground United Methodist Church, Spartan-
burg, S. C. 
The Committees of the Board of Trustees, 1974-1975 
Executive Commiuee - James M. Culpepper, Chairman ; J . Anthony White, 
Vice-Chairman ; Thomas N. Brittain, Secretary; Iverson Graham, Jr .. Roger 
Milliken, Dwight F. Patterson, Sr. 
Development - Dwight F. Patterson, Sr., Chairman ; John D. Boone, Dan M . 
Byrd, Bryan Crenshaw, J. Bond Garvan, Guenther I. 0 . Ruebcke, John W. 
Simpson. 
Education - Iverson Graham, Jr., Chairman ; Anne Springs Close, Allen L. 
Code, Sr .• James K. Davis, Claude R. Harper, A. M . Moseley. 
Finance - Roger Milliken, Chairman ; Thomas N. Brittain, W . W . Kellett, Jr .. 
Larry H. Mccalla, Harold Mcleod, John E. Reeves. 
Honorary Degrees - H. Levy Rogers, Chairman ; Bryan Crenshaw, Dwight F. 
Patterson, Sr. 
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Studem Affairs - J . Anthony White, Chairman ; E. E. Jenkins, Phil M. Jones, 
w. F. Nettles, Jr., Francis Nicholson, H. Levy Rogers, William J. Vines. 
THE COUNCIL OF WOFFORD ASSOCIATES* 
Benjamin P. Adams, Jr. 
Vice President, Champion International. Orangeburg Div., 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
D. Glenburn Askins, Jr. 
Physician, Marion, S. C. 
James M. Bailey 
Retired Vice President, Pacolet Industries, Inc., Tequesta, Fla. 
Samuel O. Black, Jr. 
Surgeon, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Charles J . Bradshaw 
Chairman of the Board, Spartan Food Systems, Inc., Spartanburg. 
s. c. 
Floyd I. Brownley, Jr. 
Vice President for Planning and Development, Winthrop College, 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
w. w. Bruner 
President, The First National Bank of S. C., Columbia, S. C. 
J . C. Bull 
Physician, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Ernest Burwell 
President, Burwell Chevrolet, Inc., Spartanburg, S. C. 
Howard B. Carlisle, III 
President, Band & White, Inc., Spartanburg, S. C. 
M. L. Cates, Jr. 
President and Treasurer, Arkwright Mills, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Charles E. Cauthen, Jr. 
President, Acme Market, Inc., Bluefield, W. Va. 
Charles F. Cecil 
Vice President and Asst. to President, Holden Industries, West 
Bend, Wis. 
Hugh M. Chapman 
Chairman of the Board, Citizens and Southern Corporation, Colum-
bia, S. C. 
W. Marshall Chapman 
Vice President, Inman Mills, Spartanburg, S. C. 
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Jerry A. Cogan, Jr. 
f ~esident, Deering Milliken Research Corp., Spartanburg, S. C. 
J. Slade Crumpton 
President, J . L. and J . Slade Crumpton, Inc., Durham, N. C. 
Frank T. Davis 
Retired Executive V. Pres., The First National Bank of Atlanta, 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Ben J . Deluca, Jr. 
Executive Editor, Elementary Textbook Division, Director and V. 
President, Ginn and Company, Lexington, Mass. 
Grover B. Eaker 
General Manager, Meyers-Arnold, Spartanburg, S. C. 
John O. Eidson 
Vice Chancellor, University Systems of Georgia, Atlanta, Ga. 
Thomas A. Evins 
Attorney, Means, Evins, Browne, and Hamilton, Spartanburg, S. C. 
James G. Ferguson 
Vice President, Indian Head, Inc., and President, Glass Container 
Operations, Laurens, S. C. 
William M. Goldfinch, Jr. 
Funeral Director and Co-Manager, Goldfinch Funeral Home and 
Hillcrest Cemetery of Conway, Conway, S. C. 
Fred A. Gosnell, Jr. 
Fred A. Gosnell & Sons, Realtors and Insurors, Arlington, Va. 
James R. Gosnell 
Fred A. Gosnell & Sons, Realtors and Insurors, Arlington, Va. 
William L. Gray, Jr. 
Attorney, Blackwell, Walker, Gray, Powers, Flick and Hoehl, Miami, 
Fla. 
L. A. Grier, Jr. 
General Insurance, Grier & Co., Spartanburg, S. C. 
B. Shockley Hall 
Vice President, American Commercial Agency, Inc., Charlotte, N. C. 
Cleveland S. Harley 
President, Harley Corporation, Spartanburg, S. C. 
C. Wallace Harper 
Physician, Greenville, S. C. 
B. Calhoun Hipp 
Senior Vice President, Liberty Life Insurance Co., Greenville, S. C. 
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G. B. Hodge 
Surgeon, Spartanburg, S. C. 
John M. J . Holliday 
Vice President. Pee Dee Farms Corp., Galivants Ferry, s. c. 
J. Grier Hudson 
Executive Vice President, Belk-Hudson Stores, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Monie S. Hudson 
Consulting Chemist, Hudson Consulting Service, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Rhett Jackson 
Furniture and Carpet Retailer, Columbia, S. C. 
Benjamin 0 . Johnson 
Retired Attorney and Vice President, Spartan Mills, Spartanburg, 
s. c. 
Carl A. Jones 
President and Publisher, Johnson City Press-Chronicle, Johnson City, 
Tenn. 
Joe King 
President, Joe King Oldsmobile, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Thomas L. King 
Retired ·General Sales Manager, Pontiac Motor Division, General 
Motors, Scottsdale, Ariz. 
Chauncey W. Lever 
President, Florida National Bank, Jacksonville, Fla. 
Paul W. McAlister 
Attorney, Laurens, S. C. 
C. W. McCall 
Dentist, Tryon, N. C. 
J. G. McCracken 
Superintendent, Spartanburg City Schools, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Walton J . McLeod, Jr. 
Attorney, Jefferies, McLeod, Unger & Fraser, Walterboro, S. C. 
Robert J . Maxwell, Jr. 
Free Lance Christian Writer, Greenville, S. C. 
Buck Mickel 
President, Daniel Construction Company, Greenville, S. C. 
George R. Morgan 
President, Synetics, Inc., Charlotte, N. C. 
Manning C. Morrill 
Vice President, W. R. Grace & Co., New York, N. Y. 
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L.A. Odomt 
Attorney, Odom, Nolen, Terry, and Abernathy, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Robert R. Odom 
Attorney, Odom, Nolen, Terry, and Abernathy, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Albert C. Outler 
Professor of Theology, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas 
James P. Papadopoulos 
Business Executive, Salonika, Greece 
J. Roy Richardson 
Account Manager, Scientific Methods, Inc., Kensington, Md. 
Jerome J . Richardson 
President, Spartan Food Systems, Inc. , Spartanburg, S. C. 
John C. Russell 
Attorney, Anderson, Allegaert & Russell, New York, N. Y. 
Richard J. Schwartz 
President. Jonathan Logan, Inc., New York, N. Y. 
James M. Smith, Jr. 
President and Treasurer, Smith Wholesale Drug Co., Spartanburg, S. C. 
Abner P. Stockman 
President, Stockman Oil Company, Greenwood, S. C. 
J. Robert Stogner, Jr. 
Vice President, Park National Bank, Knoxville, Tenn. 
Otto Teszler 
President, Olympia Mills, Weaverville, N. C. 
William C. Thibadeau 
Thibadeau, Shaw, and Company, Inc. , Decatur, Ga. 
Thomas T. Traywick 
Farmer, Cope, S. C. 
T. Emmet Walsh 
Attorney, Gaines and Walsh, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Stowell C. Wasson 
Retired Vice President of Operations, National Ca~ting Division, 
Midland-Ross Corporation, Tryon, N. C. 
H. Wayne Wells 
Vice President and Treasurer, General Dynamics Corp., St. Louis, Mo. 
John B. White 
President, The Beacon, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Louis B. Wright 
Retired Director, The Foh~er Shakespeare Library, Chevy Chase, Md. 
"Th< Council conslsu or lnd lvkhub dnlgnottd by th< Boord or Trust<tS •• Wofford Anocla tn. who r<nd<r advbory or 
oth<r spttlal suvlcn 10 th• Coll<B< In st r<njjlh<nlns lu proarom 
O.C•unl. July 20, 1974. 
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
The Wofford College Alumni Association consists of 8,500 former 
students who attended Wofford for one year or more, and who Jive in 
all 50 states and many foreign countries. 
The purpose of the Alumni Association is to: stimulate a permanent 
and Informed interest of all alumni in the work of the College, en-
courage financial and moral support of the College, perpetuate the 
friendships formed in college years, and promote the cause of Christian 
Higher Education. 
The governing body of the Alumni As ociation is the Alumni Board 
of Directors which consists of 35 alumni and one student elected by the 
Board for three-year terms. The Board meets on campus three times a 
year. 
ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Officers : 
James R. Gordon, Jr., Chairman 
Allen 0 . Clark, Vice Chairman 
Dwight F. Patterson, Jr., Secretary 
Term Expires 12-31-75 
Peter D. Berry '65 
620 Riverchase Point N.W. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30328 
Reverend George H. Hodges ' 13 
133 Floy Street 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29301 
Walter F. Marks, Jr. '69 
Interstate Graphics, Inc. 
P. 0 . Box 1163 
Charlotte, N. C. 28201 
William S. Minter, Jr. '42 
810 SCN Center 
Columbia, S. C. 29201 
Samuel B. Shackelford, Jr. '67 
P. 0 . Box 4374 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29303 
D. Lesesne Smith, III '64 
Hillcrest Offices 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 
Term Expires I 2-3 I -76 
J . Robert Capes '56 
4128 Sandwood Road 
Columbia, S. C. 29206 
Allen 0 . Clark '50 
1491 Greenville Hwy. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29301 
Jesse L. Cooksey '54 
422 Montgomery Bldg. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29301 
T. Lorin King 'J 1 
7366 Via de la Montana 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85258 
Dr. William W. Lancaster '48 
308 Clairmont Avenue 
Decatur, Ga. 30030 
Dwight F. Patterson, Jr. '61 
P. 0 . Box 5564 
Spartanburg, S. C. 2930 I 
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Dr. Donald L. Fowler '57 
1698 Woodlake Drive 
Columbia, S. C. 29206 
James R. Gordon, Jr. '52 
116 Hillcrest Offices 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 
S. Austin Peele '60 
P. 0 . Drawer 243 
Lake City, Florida 32055 
Walter W. Sessoms '56 
3924 Huntcliff Dr. 
Charlotte, N. C. 28211 
Term Expires I 2-J 1-77 
B. B. Bryson, Jr. '58 
P. O. Box 63 
Gaffney, S. C. 29340 
John A. Gill '54 
P. 0 . Box 12005 
Rock Hill, S. C. 29730 
Dr. Joseph M. Lewis '59 
132 West Cheves 
Florence, S. C. 29501 
W. Howard Maddox, Jr. ' 51 
P. O. Box 301 
Alexandria, Va. 22313 
William J . Bates '66 
P. O. Box 993 
Charleston, S. C. 29402 
Jimmy L. Brock '54 
763 East Main Street 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 
Fred F. DuBard, Jr. '57 
P. O. Box 390 
Florence, S. C. 29501 
Dr. C. L. Garrett, Jr. '61 
1413 Milford Road 
Columbia, S. C. 29206 
Robert E. Gregory, Jr. '64 
302 Beechwood Drive 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 
Term 
Dr. James G. Halford, Jr. '45 
Rt. 10, Box 183 
Anderson, S. C. 29621 
Dr. Hunter R. Stokes '60 
P. O. Box 431 
Florence, S. C. 29501 
George E. Tate '41 
413 Pendleton Street 
Greenville, S. C. 29601 
Dr. James C. Thrower '51 
476 Maybank Hwy., Riverland Terr. 
Charleston, S. C. 29407 
Myles W. Whitlock '31 
945 Hayne Street 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 
Expires I 2-3 1-78 
George W. Lyons, Jr. '65 
P. 0 . Box 2562 
Spartanburg, S. C. 29302 
George R. Morgan '50 
P. 0 . Box 15843 
Charlotte, N. C. 28210 
W. E. Rone, Jr. '49 
726 Fairway Lane 
Columbia, S. C. 29210 
Dr. Richard S. Wallace '56 
905 S. Whitehall Circle 
Florence, S. C. 29501 
Dr. W. Carl Walsh, Jr. '62 
202 Bonita Drive 
Easley, S. C. 29640 
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PARENTS ASSOCIATION 
THE PARENTS' ADVISORY COUNCIL 
The Parents Advisory Council is composed of parents of present and 
former Wofford College students. The Council meets twice annually and 
its primary goal is strengthening of communications between the College 
and the Parents Association. 
Offerers 
Mrs. Malcolm L. Marlon, President 
Mrs. R. 0 . Herbert, Vice-President 
Mr. Raleigh R. Williams, Secretary 
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Adams. Jr. 
4050 Country Club Road 
Mobile, Alabama 36608 
Dr. and Mr . U. H. Bodle 
6310 Goldbranch 
Columbia, South Carolina 29206 
Mr. and Mrs. Paul C. Carter, Jr. 
913 West Sumter Street 
Shelby, North Carolina 28150 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Chapman 
1822 Fair Street 
Camden, South Carolina 29020 
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Clinkscales 
300 Dickinson Street 
Bamberg. South Carolina 29003 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Pressly Coker. Jr. 
1000 Home Avenue 
Hartsville, South Carolina 29550 
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Dew 
3214 Sunbury Lane 
Columbia, South Carolina 29205 
Dr. and Mrs. Frank S. Fairey 
882 Myrtle Drive 
Rock Hill. South Carolina 29730 
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Hardin, Jr. 
868 Milton Avenue 
Rock Hill. South Carolina 29730 
Mr. and Mrs. Falcon B. Hawkins 
614 Noble Lane 
Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina 29464 
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Herbert 
Route 4, Box 212 B 
Anderson, South Carolina 29621 
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Mrs. Sam M. King 
Six Marshall Court 
Greenville, South Carolina 29605 
Mr. and Mr . John B. Lee 
Route 7, Box 93 , Bridgewater 
Anderson, South Carolina 29621 
Dr. and Mrs. Hyman Marcus 
1677 Columbia Road 
Orangeburg. South Carolina 29115 
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm L. Marlon 
138 West End 
Chester, South Carolina 29706 
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Poe 
2101 Conlston Place 
Charlotte, North Carolina 28207 
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Rosenberg 
103 Ario Court 
Spartanburg. South Carolina 29301 
Mr. and Mrs. Walton H. Scott 
Box 21 5-S. Route 4 
Spartanburg. South Carolina 29302 
Mr. and Mr . Albert J. Skinner 
3401 Colonial Drive 
Alken. South Carolina 29801 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ballin Smith 
1034 Quall Run 
Columbia. South Carolina 29206 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Cameron Todd 
4355 Chicora Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 29206 
Mrs. Eleanor H. Tyner. Jr. 
3 12 Maner Road 
Kings Mountain, North Carolina 28086 
Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh R. Williams 
1519 Rivers 
Waltersboro. South Carolina 29488 
Dr. and Mrs. B. J . Workman. Jr. 
Route 2 
Woodruff. South Ca rolina 29388 
THE ADMINISTRATION 
Dr. and Mrs. D. Clyde Young. Jr. 
I IOI Round Knob Avenue 
Salisbury, ort h Ca rolina 28144 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT DuPre Admini tration Building 
Joab M. Le e ne. Jr .. B.A .. M.A .. Ph.D., President 
Charles F. Mar h, A.B .. A.M .. Ph.D .. LLD .. Pre ident Emeriws 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS DuPre Adm in istration Building 
B. G. Stephen . B.S .. M.S. . Ph.D .. Dean of the Ct lle9e 
Jerome R. Cogdell, B.S .. M.Div., Assistant Dean of the ollege and oor-
dinator of Interim 
Admi ions Mar h Hall 
S. Frank Logan. A.B .. A.M .. Dean of Admi ions 
Charle H. Gray, B.A.. Admission Counselor 
Michael Hammond John on. B.S .. Admissiom 01111. elar 
Registration and Records DuPre Administration Building 
Edward B. Sydnor, B.A. , Registrar and Director of S11111111er hc10/ 
Bate L Scoggin . B.A .. M.A .. Regi trar Emeriiu 
Institutional Research Center Black Science Ann ex 
James E. Seegars, Jr .. B.A .. M.A .. Ph.D .. Direcror 
Library Services Sandor Te zler library 
Frank J. Anderson, B.A .. M.S. in LS .. Librarian 
Herbert Huck . · Jr .. B.A. , M.A .. B.A. in LS .. Archivi t 
Oakley Herman Coburn. A.B .. M.A.. irmlation Libraria11 
Alice H. Cochran, A.B .. M.LS .. Acquisitions Libraria11 
Martha E. Wharton, A.B .. M.S. in LS .. Reference and Periodicals 
Librarian 
Richard C. Wood. B.A.. atafoger 
Residence Hall Education Program 
M. Elton Hendricks, B.A.. M.Div .. M.S .. Ph.D .. Dire tor of Re ide11 e 
Hall Education Program 
Upward Bound 
Jacqueline Coleman Gilmore. B.S .. M.Ed .. Upward 801111d Pn!iect Dire -
tor 
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Academic Program Evaluation 
Robert L. Troup, B.A .. M.Ed .. Academic Program Evaluator 
STUDENT AFFAIRS Burwell Campus Center 
J . Michael Pre to n. A.B .. Dean of 111dent 
Theodore A. Myers, B.A. , Assistant Dean of tudents 
Claressa H. Lee. B.S .. Director of Placement and Campu Facilities 
Housing Shipp Hall 
Margaret M. Woodward, Director of Hou ing 
Security 
Charles William Darnell. Director of Security 
Student Health Services Black Infirmary 
Sidney G. Alston. M.D .. College Physician 
Melvin D. Medlock. M.D .. College Phy ician 
Mack C. Poole, M.D .. College Physician 
Mrs. Dorothy B. Halligan. R.N .. Resident allege urse 
Mr . Elizabeth J ohn on, R.N .. College Nurse 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT Snyder House 
Edward E. Greene, B.S .. C.P.A .. Director of Finance 
Business Office 
Harold S. Smithyman. A.B .. Controller 
Financial Aid 
Marcus S. Griffin. B.S .. Director of Financial Aid 
Physical Plant Maintenance Building 
John R. Curry, Director of Physical Plant 
Wallace B. Hender on. Assistant Director of Physical Plant 
Food Services Burwell Campus Center 
Richard Palmer Perkins. B.S. . Director of Food Services 
(Epicure Management ervice) 
College Store Wightman Hall 
Richard W. Scudder. A.B., Director 
Robert L. Huggin, A.B .. Assistant Manager 
CAMPUS MINISTRY AND COUNSELING 
D nald J . Welch, A.B .. M.Div .. Campu Minister and College Counselar 
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DEVELOPMENT Black Alumni Building 
Daniel D. Gilbert, B.A .. M.Div .. Director of Development 
William E. Bigg , B.A.. Director of College Relations 
T. Keller Cog well . B.S .. Direc1or of Estate Planning and Director of Alum-
ni Affairs 
G. Alan Meredith, B.A .. Director of Annual Resource 
James H. Newcome. B.A.. Director of orporate Relations 
Winifred B. Walsh. B.A .. Director of Info rmation ervices 
William T. P. Zader. B.A .. Director of apital Re ources 
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS AND 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS Andrews Field House 
Eugene F. Alexander, A.B .. Busines Manager of Athletics and member of 
Athletic ouncil 
William W. Scheere r. B.A .. M.A .. Profes or of Physical Education. Direc-
tor of Intramural ports. and member of Athletic oun ii 
Michael E. Sugar. B.A .. Tennis Coach and As istant Football oach 
W. Earl Buice, Golf Coach 
James Howa rd King. Jr .. B.A .. Baseball oa h and A sistant Football 
oach 
Steve Mack Satterfield, B.S. . M.Ed .. Head Foo1ball Coa Ir and member of 
Athletic ouncil 
Samuel H. Sloan, Jr .. B.S .. Director of Sports Promotion and Baseball Coach 
Duane A. Stober, B.S .. M.S .. Assistant Professor of Physical Education and 
A1hletic Trainer 
James McMackin Wallace. B.S .. M.Ed .. Track Coach and Assistant Foo1ball 
Coach 
THE FACULTY 
(Year o f fi rst appointment to facu lty in pa rentheses a fter each name) 
Roger Henry Abel ( 1974) 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
B.A .. Hope C li ege ; Ph.D .. California In t itute o f Technology. 
Clarence Lewis Abercrombie. III ( 1973 ) 
Assistant Professor of /ntem1ttural S111dies!History 
B.A., Emory Unive rsity; M.Phil .. Ph.D .• Yale Univer ity 
Fred Thomas Adams ( 1958) 
Professor of S0<iology 
A.B .• A.M .. Un ive rsi ty of Alabama ; Ph.D .. Tulane University. 
George Cotton Smith Adams ( 1952 ) 
Professor of Romanu Languages 
A.B .. A.M .. Ph.D .. Un ive rsi ty of No rth Ca rolina 
Klaus de Albuquerque ( 1974) 
Instructor in Sociology 
B.S. californ la State Polylech n ic Universi ty ; M.S.. Virginia Polytechnic In t itu te and 
Sta te Unive rsi ty. 
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Eugene Foster Alexander ( 1964) 
Busine < Mana,qer ~( Atltleti s 1111 f Head 811 k<'tball 1111clt 
A.B .. Univer lty o f South Cdrollna 
Jame Thoma Allen, Jr. ( 1974) 
I eaurt'r 111 Pi11h> <>pity 
B.A., M.A. . Memphis State University 
Frank John Anderson ( 1966) 
libr11ri11n 
A.B .. lndiilna University ; M .. in L.S .. Syr,1cuse University 
C n tance Dean Armitage ( 1962) 
A ist11111 Pri>fess.>r <>f Art 
A.B., Univer lty of California ; M.A .. Univer ity of Georgiil 
Hugh Thoma Arthur ( 1963) 
A i 1<1111 Pr11fess1>r <>f EcM<>mirs 
B.S .. Davis and Elkins Collel(e; M.L.. University of Pittsburgh ; M.A .. University of 
South C<1rolin<1 
Charles David Barrett ( 1966) 
An11ci11te Prc!fe '" of Rdigiw 
A.B .. Wofford College ; B.D .. Emory Univer ity ; Ph.D., Drew University 
Ro s Hawthorne Bayard ( 1961) 
ASS<> i111e Prc'>fessor •>f Hist<>n• 
B.A.. Washington and Lee Universi ty ; M.A .. Ph.D .. Univer ity o f outh Carolina 
Curti Porter Bell ( 1963) 
A Sil 1111e Prvfesscir <!f Mt11/te111111ics 
B.S .. Wofford College; M.A .. Ph.D .. Univers it y o f Geo rgi,1 
Victor Bilanchone. Jr. ( 1972) 
A< istc1111 Profes c>r of Music 11nd {)irmt>r 11f Glee' lub 
B.A.. M.M .. University of Miami 
!!mars Birznieks (1975) 
Lraurrr in Fon•(qn L<111,9uages 
B.A .. Asbury College ; Ph.D .. Tulane Univer ity 
Alexander Boltniew ( 1973) 
111 tri1<111r i11 Russian 
B.A.. William Jewell College 
Donald deForest Boyer ( 1973) 
As istam Prc>fes or of Matltm1a11cs 
A.B., A.M .. Ge rge Washingto n University 
Michael Edward Sugar (1971) 
Tennis 011 It and Assi tam FD<>tball 011 It 
B.S .. Florida State Univer ity 
John Moore Bullard ( 1961 ) 
Albert Outler Professor i.1f Relig1011 
A.B .. A.M .. University of North Cdrolina ; M.Div .. Yale Divinity S hool ; Ph.D., Yak 
Univer ity 
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William Pinckney Cavin ( 1946) 
J1>/t11 M. Recws Prc>fe sc>r •>f Cltemt 1ry 
A.B .. Woffo rd College ; A.M., Duke Univer ily ; Ph.D .. University of ort h C.uollna 
Lawrence Harris Chewning, Jr. ( 1957) 
Prc>fe sor •'if Engli It 
B.A .. Furman University ; M.A .. Ph.D .. Univer ity of Virginia 
Jerome Ru sell Cogdell ( 1972) 
Assi t11111 Dr1111 c>f 1/te College and C<>ardinator t>/ l111m 111 
B.S .. Musk ingum College ; M.Dlv .. Yale University 
Philip Stanhope Covington ( 1947) 
Prc>fes err c>f English 
A.B .. Emory University; A.M .. Duke University ; Lit.D .. Wofford Collegr 
Wayne Alford Culp ( 1974) 
As is111111 Profes ''' of G11vem111mt 
A.B .. Asbury College; B.D .. Asbury emin.iry ; M.A.. <1rritt Colle!(e ; Ph.D .. The 
American University 
Joaquin Fernandez Develasco ( 1963) 
As 11 i1111• Profe s<>r ~( Fore(qn Language 
B.A., Havana Institute; M.A .. Middlebury College ; Ph.D .. Univer ity of Hav,111a 
Harry D nald Dobb (1955) 
Pr11jr s1>r 1>[ Bii>/clgy 
A.B .. M.S .. Ph.D .. Emory Univer ity 
Dennis Michael Dooley ( 1969) 
Ass1>cic11e Prc>fes 11r ~( Engli It 
A.B .. Loyola College ; M.A .. Kent State Univer ity; Ph.D .. Va nde rbilt University 
Linton Reese Dun on, Jr. ( 1966) 
As odate Prc>fess11r of Go1•emme111 and Fred A. Gosnl'll. r . 
Prc>fessor i>f Govemmem 
A.B .. Univer. ity of Geo rgia ; Ph.D .. University of Virgin ia 
Vivian Boyd Fisher (I 973) 
As is1a111 Profi•ssor of E11glislt 
B.A., Duke Univer ity ; M.A .. Ph.D .. Emory University 
Jacque Constant Bennebroek Forbes ( 1964) 
Assi tam Professor of Foreig11 La11guagr 
A.B .• Getty burg College ; M.A .. University o f Maryland 
John Gilbert Fulmer, Jr. ( 1969) 
Associate Profe sor of E conomi 
A.B., Wofford Co llege; Ph.D .. Univer ity of Alabama 
Su an Evelyn Gilbert ( 1967) 
I 11s1ru tor i11 Foreign La11911ages 
B.A .. Wheaton College 
Harold William Green ( 1965) 
Associate Profe or of AC<o11111ing 
B.S., Shippensburg State College; Litt .M .• University o f Pittsburgh 
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James Richard Gross ( 1966) 
Ass.,cia1e Profes or o( English 
B.B.A .. Wake Forest College ; M.A .. University of orth Carolina ; Ph.D .. Duke 
Univer ity 
George Kuglar Hanks, III (1972) 
Band nirfClor 
B.Mu .. Greensboro College 
Carl Brown Harper, Jr. ( 1974) 
Le lllfff i11 Economics 
B.S .. University of South Carolina 
John Wilbur Harrington ( 1963) 
Proff sor of Gfology 
B.S .. Virginia Polytechnic In titute ; M.S .. Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
Matthew Archie Hender on, III ( 1974) 
Le /llf{r i11 Eco11<>mi 
B.A., Univer ity of Florida ; J .D., Vanderbilt Law chool 
Melvin Elton Hendricks ( 1972) 
A sis1a111 Profes or of Physics a11d Philosophy a11d Dirmor of Rt idtnCf Hall Ed11ca1io11 Prtigram 
B.A .. Wofford College ; M.Div .. Duke University ; M.S .. Ph.D .. Univer ity of South 
Carolina 
Edmund Henry ( 1970) 
Assis1a111 Proft sor of E11glish 
A.B .. Syracu e University 
William Brooks Hubbard ( 1964) 
Assis1a111 Profe or of Biology 
B.S .. Wofford College ; M.Ed .. University of North Carolina 
Herbert Hucks, Jr. ( 1947) 
Archivis1 
A.B., Wofford College ; M.A .• Emory Univer ity ; B.A. in LS .. Emory Univer ity 
Walter Edward Hudgins ( 1972) 
A socia1t Profes or of Philosophy 
A.B., B.D .• Ph.D .. Duke University 
Lewis Pinckney Jones 
William R. Ktna11. Jr .. Professor of His1ory 
A.B .• M.A .. Wofford College ; Ph.D .• University of North Carolina 
James Albert Keller (1972) 
Assoda/f Professor of Philosophy 
B.S.. Massachusetts Institute of Technology; M.Div.. Pittsburgh Theological 
Seminary ; M.Phil., Ph.D .• Yale University 
Joseph Howard Killian, Jr. ( 1967) 
Assis1a111 Professor of His1ory 
B.A .. Wdke Forest College; Ph.D .• University of North Carolina 
James Howard King, Jr. ( 1974) 
Assis1a111 Foo1ball Coach and Hrad Baseball Coach 
B.A .• Clemson University 
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Thoma Neil Lentz ( 1971) 
I 11 /fllCIOr ill A rl 
B.S.. Wofford College 
Walter Raymond Leonard ( 1948) 
Jolr11 M. Rffllt Profe sor of Biology 
A.B .• Tusculum College ; A.M .• Ph.D .. Vanderbilt University 
Joab Mauldin Lesesne, Jr. ( 1964) 
Professor of His1ory a11d Pre idem of 1Jre College 
B.A .. Erskine College ; M.A. . Ph.D .. University of outh Carolina 
Ta-T eng Ling ( 1966) 
A is1a111 Profes or i>f Governmtlll 
B.A.. ational Cheng-Chi University, China ; M.A .. Ph.D .. Uni er ity of Tenne see 
William Murray Linker ( 1975) 
Lemlfer i11 Foreig11 La11g11age 
B.A. . Ph.D., Univer ity of North Carolina 
Dan Baker Ma ult by ( 1969) 
Assodme Professor <>f odology 
A.B .. Wofford College ; Ph.D .. University of Tennes ee 
James Franklin Merritt ( 1972) 
Cup1ai11. Uni1ed 1a1es Army 
A sis1a111 Profes or of Mili1ary itn e 
B.S .. University of Southern Missi ippi 
Vincent Earl Miller ( 1957) 
Professor of E11_qlislr 
B.A.. New York State College for Teachers ; Ph.D .• University of Minne ota 
Edward Richelieu Minus ( 1972) 
/11smwor in Engli Ir and Dirtc1or of Reading Ct111u and Wri1i11,q Lab<1ralliry 
B.A .• Pre byterian College ; M.A .. Boston Univer ity 
William Scot Morrow ( 1970) 
A si 1a111 Profes or of lrtmis1ry 
B.S., Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science ; M.S .. St. Jo eph's College ; 
Ph.D .• University of North Carolina 
Daniel Wayne Olds (1963) 
As oda1e Professor of Physics 
A.B .. Waba h College ; Ph.D .• Duke University 
William Alonzo Parker ( 1958) 
Assoda1e Professor of Physics 
A.B .• Davidson College ; M.A. . Duke University 
Ernest Gibbes Patton ( 1963) 
A socia1e Professor of Biology 
B.A .. Yale University ; M.A. . University of North Carolina ; Ph.D .. Duke University 
Lanier Branson Phillips ( 1974) 
Captain. U11ilfd S1a1es An11y 
Assis1a111 Professor of Mili1ary Scitn e 
B.A.. Wofford College; M.B.A .. University of Georgia 
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Clarence Clifford Norton 
John M. Rttves . Profmor of Sociology. Emtrims 
B.S .. Millsaps College; A.M .. Emory Universi ty; Ph.D .. University of North Carolina; 
LL D .. Wofford College 
Howard Mclever Pegram 
Professor of Milthtmatics. Emerirus 
A.B .. Wofford College; A.M .. Duke Universi ty 
John Leonard Salmon 
John M. Rttves Professor of Foreign Lan911a9es. Emerir11s 
A.B .. Centre College; A.M .. Ha rvard Universi ty 
Edward Hamton Shuler 
Profmor of Applied Marhmrarics. £mtrir11s 
B.S .. Clemson University 
REFERENCE 
This section is included to keep the user of this catalogue informed 
of changes in administrative and faculty per onnel. These change are 
effective as indicated. 
Director of Admissions 
M. Elton Hendricks, B.A., M.Div., M.S., Ph.D. (effective June 1, 1975) 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
S. Frank Logan, A.B., A.M. (effective August 1, 1975) 
Admissions Counselor 
John Odell Moore, B.A. (effective June 1, 1975) 
The Committees of the Board ofTrustees, 1975-76 
Executive Committee - J. Anthony White, Chairman ; Larry H. Mccalla, 
Vice-Chairman ; Bryan Crenshaw. Secretary ; Harold McLeod. Roger 
Milliken, Dwight F. Patterson, Sr., H. Levy Rogers. 
Development - Dwight F. Patterson, Sr .. Chairman ; John D. B 
M. Byrd, Bryan Crenshaw. J . Bond Garvan. Guenther I. 0 . 
John W. Simpson. 
ne, Dan 
Ruebcke. 
Education - Harold McLeod, Chairman ; Allen L. Code, Sr., James M. 
Culpepper, Claude R. Harper, Phil M. Jones, A. M. Moseley. 
Finance - Roger Milliken, Chairman ; Thomas N. Brittain, James K. 
Davis, w. w. Kellett, Jr., Larry H. Mccalla, John E. Reeve . 
Honorary Degrees - A. M. Moseley. Chairman ; Bryan Crenshaw, Dwight 
F. Patterson, Sr. 
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Student Affairs - H. Levy Rogers, Chairman; Anne Springs Close, Iverson 
Graham, E. E. Jenkins, W. F. Nettles, Jr. , Francis Nicholson, William J . 
Vine . 
NUMBER OF STUDENTS BY STATES, 1974-75 
Alabama ................. ..................... ........... 4 New Jersey............................................ 2 
Connc:cticut ............................................ 2 New York .............................................. 4 
Florida .................................................... 37 North Carolina ...................................... 14-0 
Georgia................................................... 51 Ohio ....................................................... I 
Hawaii.. .................................................. I Pennsylvania.......................................... 6 
Ill inois .................................................... I South Carolina ...................................... 785 
Kentucky................................................ I Tennessee .......................................... ..... 16 
Maine ... ........ .......................................... I Texas ...................................................... I 
Maryland ............................................... 6 Virginia .................................................. 17 
Mi sisslppl. ............................................. I Wisconsin ........................................ ...... I 
Total ..................................... .............. 1078 
FOREIGN COUNTRIES 
Gambia .................................................. . 
Iran ........................................................ . 
Mexico ................................................. .. 
Total Enrollment .............................. 1081 
STUDENTS ENTERING SEPTEMBER, 1974 
New Students (Day 47, Resident 29) ..................... 76 
(Day 42. Resident 209) ................... 251 Former Students 
Transfer Students (Day 13, Resident 8) ....................... 21 
Total .............................. .. ... ......... 348 
NUMBER OF SOUTH CAROLINA STUDENTS 
By Counties 
Abbeville ................................................ 2 
Aiken................................................ ...... 15 
Anderson ............................................... 30 
Bamberg.... ....................... ....... ............... 5 
Barnwell ................................................ I 
Beaufort ................................................. 5 
Berkeley ..... ................................. ........... 2 
Calhoun .................................................. I 
Charleston................................... .. ......... 19 
Cherokee .......................................... ...... Io 
Chester ......................... .......................... 4 
Chesterfield .. .......................................... 8 
Clarendon .............................................. 3 
Colleton........................... .. ......... ... ... .. .... 5 
Darlington....................... ....................... 19 
Dillon ..................................................... 6 
Dorchester................... .. ......................... 4 
Edgefield ............... .. .. ..... .. ........... .. ......... 4 
Fairfield........................ .... ...... .............. .. 4 
Florence .. ................ ......... ........... .. ...... ... 17 
Georgetown .................. ..... ................ .... 8 
Greenville ..................... ......................... 59 
Greenwood ............................................ 8 
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Hampton .......... ..... ... ...... ........................ 3 
Horry... .. ............ ...................... .. .... ..... .... 21 
Jaspt"r ......................................... ...... ...... I 
Kershaw........................ ........... .............. 5 
Lancaster........................ .. ... .. ..... ............ 3 
Laurens .................................................. 9 
Lee ............................................... ...... ..... 3 
Lexington ................................ ............... 14 
Marion ................................................... 11 
Marlboro ............ .. .... ..... ................ ... ...... 3 
Newberry ....... ..................... ................... I 
Orangeburg.... .. ...................................... 14 
Pickens ......... ...... ...... .................... .......... 5 
Richland ................ ....................... .. ........ 59 
Saluda ......................... ..... ........... ........... 2 
Spartanburg .................. ... ...................... 313 
Sumter ................................. ..... ............. 23 
Union .............. ............ ........... ......... ....... 15 
Williamsburg ........... ... ............. ....... ....... 5 
York...... ..... ... ... ..... ................ ..... ..... ........ 36 
Total ................................................... 785 
DEGREES CO NFE RRED 1974 
Bachelor of Arts Degree 
Joseph Herbert Allston 
William Simpson Ariail 
James Lee Ballinger 
Evans Taylor Barnette 
Alan Naseeb Baroody 
Sara Jeanne Gambrell Baxley 
Barndt Clifford Benson 
James Lawrence Berry 
Barry Larkin Bingham 
Gregory Fulton Bitting 
Joseph Alton Bivens 
Arthur King Black. Jr. 
PhUllp Ray Blackwell 
Whiteford Smith Blakeney, Jr. 
James Thompson Bland 
Alfred Lynn Bolton, Jr. 
George Russell Bobo 
Samuel Martin Bowden. Jr. 
Thomas Leinbach Bower, Ill 
DeTrevllle Franklin Bowers, Jr. 
Francis Wright Bradley 
John Rager Bragdon 
Donald Benton Brock 
Frederick Earle Bragdon, Jr. 
James Edward Brogdon, Jr. 
Charles !lllchols Brookshire 
Robert Walton Brown 
William Louis Brown 
Roderick Mark Buie. III 
David Charles Bulllngton 
Ansel Claiborne Bunch 
Michael Julian Burns 
Jeffrey Kent Butts 
Edwin Woodrow Calllson, Jr. 
Jerry Leon calvert 
Colin Campbell, Jr. 
Paul Vincent cannarella 
Andrew Hugh cannon 
David Devore cantrell, Jr. 
Thomas Alken carlisle 
Richard Clarence carter 
Wllllam Karl Caughman 
William Rutledge Childs 
Donald Kent Clary 
Stanley Wayne Cole 
Daniel Clifton Corbitt 
Frank Harold Cormany, Jr. 
Jimmie Morgan Crawley 
David Harold Creasy 
carole Bagwell Cudd 
caleb Bruce Davis, Jr. 
Lawrence Wilson Davis 
Frederick Otlce Dickinson. III 
James Edward Driskell 
Thomas Whitfield Dunaway, III 
Russel Reed Dunbar 
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John Richard Edens 
George Richard Edwards 
Joel Flynn Elliott 
Clyde Mitchell Ellisor 
Kenneth Terry Elm 
John Douglas Engler 
Phillip Eugene Fant 
Robert Earl Faulkner 
James Cleveland Ferguson 
James Wilson Fisher, II 
John Kirkland Fort 
Samuel Cleveland Foster 
Donnie Paul Gates 
James Lee Giles 
Elvin Odell Gilliland, Jr. 
Thomas Bradford Grantham 
Joel Colyer Griffin 
Philip Ryan Griffin 
Thomas William Grigsby 
Henry Walker Guerard 
Robert Lee Hamrick 
Lawrence Glenn Hard in 
Michael Eugene Hardwick 
Edward Garner Hart 
John Rutledge Hastings 
James Jon Heinz 
Michael Ramsey Henderson 
Billy Wayne Hicks 
Edward Theodore Hinson. Jr. 
Boyd Calhoun Hipp, II 
James Wood Hitch 
Jerry Wilson Hix 
George Franklin Holmes 
James Russell Howle 
Wade Henry Howle 
Kenneth Darrell Hrank 
Ronald Conrad Huggins 
David Vernon Hyman 
John Gregory James 
Albert Lewis Jeter 
Richard Maus Johnson, Jr. 
Gregory Pope Jones 
Ronald David Jones 
Jerry Wayne Justice 
Cecil Barnwell Kearse, Jr. 
Phlllip William Kearse 
Harold Franklin Keels, Jr. 
Robert Perry King, Jr. 
Theodore Abraham Kirk 
Thomas Alex Kruchkow 
James Prioleau Kump 
John Lee Lancaster, III 
Worth Terry Laney 
Gregory Kirkland Leevy 
Leslie Ann Leonard 
Baron Holmes Lucas 
Wayne Crowell McDaniel 
Thoma R ers McLeod 
Claude Erne t Mack, Jr. 
Michael Lee Maudlin 
Lawrence Edward Miller, lll 
Ri chard Alan Miller 
Robert Ulmer Miller 
Benton McQueen Montgomery 
James Wilton Moody, Jr. 
Larry Edward Moore 
Charle Edward Moss 
Ronnie Anthony Mullinax 
Michael Stewart Mungo 
David Lee Neugent, Jr. 
Glenn Teasley Patterson 
Robert Scurry Pearson 
Robert Leon Peel 
James Roger Poole 
Ray Hampton Price 
Robert Obadiah Purdy. IV 
Waymon Marshall Rampey. Sr. 
Charle Taylor Rawls. Ill 
Mark Austell Reed 
John Robert Reeder 
James Copeland Rhea 
France Elizabeth Rhode 
Robert Taylor Riley 
Charles Dewey Robison 
Steven Warren Robt on 
Steven John Ro 
Eldridge Bates Rowell 
Byron O'Neal Sanford 
Stephen Roper Scott 
Susan Lori Seegars 
Michael Pavlou Shailos 
Robert Edward Shealy 
John Burt Shennan. Jr. 
Jame David Sigmon 
Thomas Morrison Simmons 
Bachelor of Scien ce Degree 
John Stephen Antalis 
Pamala Jim Prather Arnold 
Edward Barton Blackmon, Jr. 
James Blake Boyd 
Charlie Rowland Boyle, Ill 
Ralph Noble Brendle 
William Arthur Bry 
Wilbur Darwin Burton, Ill 
Calvin Garris Chitty 
Lucius Moore Cline, Ill 
Robert Anderson Cochran, Jr. 
Charles Edward Coffey 
William Erwin Curtis 
James Gordon Daley 
John Nicholas Dimling, Ill 
Michael Bruce Easler 
Arthur Allan Eddy 
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Fletcher Nathaniel Smith. Jr. 
LeRoy Fairchild mlth 
Mark Bricen Smith 
Roy Crews Smith 
Roy Grant Smith 
Donald Kay Stephen 
Scott Fraser Strickler 
Terry Clifton Stroud 
Richard Clyde Sweatt 
Robert Will iam Sylcox 
Robert Walker Thackeray 
Gary Michael Thomas 
John Dicker on Todd. 111 
Robert Herndon Todd 
Michael Wayne Trigg 
Perrin Collier Trotter 
Gerald Grey Trowell. Jr. 
Keith Alan Turner 
Jame Cornelius Van Story. lll 
Thoma Emmet Wal h. lll 
Jame Keller Weingarten 
Thomas Lee Wells 
Stephen Mo s Whitaker 
Alfred Marcus White. Ill 
Elizabeth Drexel Strange White 
John Carlson White. Jr. 
Jordan Delaine White 
William Lewis White 
James Horace Whitworth 
Frank Haper Wiles, Jr. 
Woodrow Wilson Willard. Jr. 
Glenn Alan Wilson 
Robert Glenn Winburn 
Jerry Kenney Wood 
Robert Myers Wood, Jr. 
Michael Leroy Woodrum 
Michael Burch Woodson 
Baxter Maddox Wynn 
Randolph Paul Egan 
Wallace DuPre Gregory 
Andrew Joseph Harley, Ill 
Peggy Hamrick Hendrix 
Thomas Delleney Holley 
William Clarence Huckeba. Jr. 
Michael Hammond Johnson 
Ralph Warren John on 
Thomas Onley Klauber 
Allan Carl Levy 
Michael Robert Lopiano. Jr. 
David Walter McDaniel 
Andrew Tillman McGowan 
Cecil Edwin Mason. Jr. 
George Philip Maughan 
Kenneth Ray Monroe 
James Arthur Moody 
John Edwin Murphy 
David Steven Murphy 
Michael David O'Cain 
Fred Douglas Pear on 
Ted Douglas Poteat, Jr. 
amuel Marvin Ridd le. Ill 
Michael Anthony Ridley 
Stanley Dale Scarborough 
Jame O wald Schenk 
Geoffrey Ivan S Ott 
Mary Kathleen Seegars 
Jame Robert Shaw 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Karen Sunday Sizemore 
Cathy Virginia Ford Sparks 
Franklin Terhune Sudderth 
Geo rge Steven Suits 
Crayton Gregory Toney 
Charle Starling Vassy 
Charles Reginald Walker 
Mary Elizabeth Wharton 
John Anthony White. Jr. 
Scott Christian Wie techa 
Bonnie Jean Osborne Wilke 
Robert Carl Griffith ............................................................ .......................... .. Doctor of Divinity 
Orville Stanley Smith ................................................................................ .. .. ...... Doctor of Law 
HONORS IN GRADUATING CLASS 
Edward Barton Blackmon, Jr. 
Samuel Martin Bowden. Jr. 
W illiam Lewis Brown 
William Rutledge Childs 
Joseph Alton Biven 
Thomas Leinbach Bower. Ill 
DeTreville Franklin Bowers. Jr. 
Calvin Garris Chitty 
Albert Lewi Jeter 
Ray Hampton Price 
Sara Jeanne Gambrell Baxley 
James Edward Brogdon 
Joel Colyer Griffin 
Henry Walker Guerard 
Lawrence Glenn Hardin 
Michael Eugene Hardwick 
Peggy Hamrick Hendrix 
Theodore Abraham Kirk 
Leslie Ann Leonard 
Summa Cum Laude 
Robert Anderson Cochran, Jr. 
Charles Edward Coffey 
Edward Theodore Hinson. Jr. 
Phillip William Kearse 
Magna Cum Laude 
Samuel Marvin Riddle, Ill 
Steven John Ros 
Mary Kathleen Seegar 
Susan Lori Seegar 
Scott Christian Wietecha 
Glen Alan Wilson 
Cum Laude 
D<fVid Walter McDaniel 
Kenneth Ray Monroe 
James Arthur Moody 
Robert Leon Peel 
France Elizabeth Rhodes 
Eldridge Bates Rowell 
George Steven Suits 
Elizabeth Drexel Strange White 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN A WARDS 
Mildred Nash Thomp o n Phillip Will iam Kearse 
CLASS OF 1974 
A.B. Graduates .............................................................................. .............................................. 189 
B.S. Graduates ..................................................................................... ....................................... 57 
TOTAL GRADUATES ..... ...... .. ....................................... ........ ........................ .. ..................... 246 
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